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Achieving Supply
Chain Excellence
through Leadership
ow will companies
increase productivity
and drive down supply
chain costs in the future? By
using leadership, resilience
and planning. At the June 2008
Supply Chain Leaders in Action
(SCLA) forum in Scottsdale
Arizona executives will be
strategizing about what their
supply chains will be like
tomorrow as well as five to ten
years from now.
When it comes to the future
only one thing is certain, rapid
change is on the horizon. Dan
McNichol’s article “Drowning
out prosperity” addresses the
economic impact of growing
global giants like China and
India. Collectively with more
than 2.5 billion consumers
they represent the future of
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the global economy. Daily
they help produce a “Tsunami
of Freight” that is overwhelming America’s aging infrastructure. Companies are being
forced to take a hard look at
the price of transportation relative to manufacturing costs.
This added to the risk of intellectual property may put the
breaks on off shoring when
the benefits of inexpensive
labor are eclipsed by soaring
fuel prices. With oil predicted
to hit $200 dollars a barrel in
the not so distant future it’s
not just the consumers that
will start running out of gas
but so will the engine of globalization.
So how will businesses survive this perfect storm? Some
say by shipping manufacturing
and business process – not
freight – back to our home
shores. But to do this we’ll
need more labor and with continuingly declining birthrates in
America finding skilled let
alone cheap labor will continue
to be a challenge. The article
“Disruptive Demographics”
provides insight on how the
baby boomer labor pool may
be a hard act to follow for generation X and Y.
With an aging labor pool and
infrastructure coupled with a
sinking American dollar how
will businesses stay afloat?
Some say the answer lies in
mitigating risk in order to
achieve sustainable growth.
Pointers derived from a three
year joint academic and industry study on how to achieve a
resilient supply chain can be
found in the refereed article on
“Mitigation of Supply Chain
Network Risk.”
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Additional insights from academic thought leaders can be
found in Richard Dawe’s article
“Reflections on Supply Chain
Management Strategy.” His
bottom line recommendation
is that companies employ a
mixed customer strategy that
requires an agile supply chain
that is driven by customer
demand.
Employing a “Demand Driven
Supply Chain” strategy
involves utilizing smarter supply chains to reduce cycle
times, improve customer service and drive profitable
growth. More companies are
realizing that business process
innovation and improvement –
not just new products and
technologies like RFID - are
major sources of competitive
advantage. In the article titled
“RFID: What’s in it for me?”
many supply chain stakeholders are finding the answer
depends on whether their role
is a retailer, vendor or logistics
service provider.
Now more than ever we
need creative informed leaders
who will unite together to
shape tomorrow’s destiny by
the pro active decisions they
make today. We at DBM are
grateful to have this type of
thought leader involved with
the SCLA 2008 Executive
Forum and as editorial contributors to this edition of the
DBM Journal.
Amy Thorn,

Publisher and Executive Editor

DBMJ
Special Report:
Reprinted with permission from the March 2008 • ROADS & BRIDGES

Dan McNichol, Correspondent
These tsunamis were triggered by
freight movements and manufacturing activity in the 1990s somewhere
between the Indian Ocean and the
South China Sea. Over the decades,
waves of freight of increasing size
have been rolling across the Pacifi c.
Soon—perhaps already—they will
crash on our western shore in the
form of tidal waves creating havoc
and destruction to U.S. infrastructure.
Predictions are these freight
tsunamis will jam our seaports with
cargo containers. City highways will
be gridlocked with trucks. And the
Interstate System will be broken
down by the highest levels of truck
traffic ever.
In 2005, while giving a speech at a
mobility conference in Long Beach,
Calif., Dr. Peter Ruane of the American
Road & Transportation Builders
Association fi rst applied the phrase
“freight tsunami” to the highway bill
debate. Ruane was making the point
that the ever-increasing rise in imported goods—met with indifference and
disregard in Washington, D.C.—would
inevitably jam our ports and highways. As startling as Ruane’s use of
freight tsunami is, some say it is not
alarming enough. “I dislike this term
because it implies a sharp, one-time
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surge of freight demand. I’d prefer to
describe the future of global trade-driven freight demand as ‘relentless,’”
explained Paul Bingham, principal of
Global Insight Inc. in Washington, D.C.
“It is the sustained nature of this longterm trend for the U.S. that presents
the real challenge to the U.S. economy and the country’s infrastructure.”
Bingham is not the only one to predict relentless freight tsunamis over a
prolonged period.
Michael Gallis, one of the nation’s
leading experts in transportation
development strategies, sees the
freight crisis in the most dramatic
terms. “This nation has already been
hit by a few freight tsunamis over the
past decade. The storms are only just
beginning. We are going to see more
and more freight tsunamis, each
one getting more intense than the
ones before it.”
Gallis explained that predictions of
intense global growth have been
grossly underestimated. “In 2000, predictions were that the world economy, a $30 trillion affair, would grow to
$40 trillion by 2010. Well, we had a
$40 trillion worldwide economy on
our hands as early as 2004. The world
is consuming goods at rates faster
than anyone predicted.”
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This hyper-industrial activity creates
the transportation logistics equivalent
to space junk.
Thousands of parts and pieces of
manufactured goods are fl oating
about, polluting the outer orbits of the
global supply chain. Gallis said, “As a
result, our transportation channels are
swamped with a myriad of parts
needed to produce a final product.
Products being consumed today—
computers, televisions, automobiles—
are much more complex than their
antecedents and require many more
parts and pieces than previously consumed goods. However, even simple
articles of clothing are being built differently.
“Today, thread arrives by truck from
one location, the weaving is done in
another and the cutting and assembly
in still other locales around the world.
Several assembly plants are required
to make just about any product. Less
than 20 years ago a single factory did
the work of all the assembly plants.
The truck movements between
today’s assembly plants tax the
worldwide logistical supply chain—
especially roads and bridges.” Gallis
concluded, “Look at product labels
today. They often say ‘assembled in’
not ‘made in,’ meaning many parts to
a single product being shipped from
China and India and landing at U.S.
ports. This poses a heavy burden on
our infrastructure.”
The consequences are clear.
Because infrastructure investment
isplants, which in turn ship billions
ofgoods to the U.S., the same goodsthat are overwhelming our aged
infrastructure.In less than 20 years
some predict China’s economy will
eclipse Japan’s, becoming the second
largestin the world. Worldwide, China
controls 25% of all cargo-container
traffic and owns as much as 60%
ofthe import- and export-container
traffic between Asia and Europe.
China provides America with 62% of
its footwear and 65% of its toys.
Nearly half of the world’s clothing
exports originate in China.
Meanwhile in India the stock market
has been increasing by an average of
over 45% every year since 2005. Car
sales will triple in the next seven
years. Suzukiis already selling more
cars in India than they are back home
in Japan. And housing has been
booming inboth countries for
years.China’s economy, however, has
left India’s in the proverbial dust,

growing to nearly three times its
size.Back in the 1980s, the two
economies were similar in size, but
today China’s economy has the highest sustained growth of its magnitude
in world history. Twenty years after
opening its economy, capital income
increased by 400%. Gross domestic
product doubled in China
between1980 and 1990 and then doubled again between 1990 and 2000.
More importantly to the Chinese, this
has meant 175 million of its citizens
finally had more than just a dollar a
day to live on. Making the world a
better place to live, this miracle has
reduced the world’s poverty 75%.The
Chinese miracle is mostly credited to
the nation’s commitment to its superstructure investment.
Remarkably, over the past 10 years
about 60% of governmental expenditures on infrastructure has gone
toward highway construction. The
Chinese government, along with the
World Bank, see highways as having
reduced poverty while creating a
strong market economy.
Understandably, the Chinese are
determined to keep building.
Highways are at the center of the
country’seconomic successes, which
have reduced poverty. In a similar
way, but in a different time, the world
saw what rebuilding the auto bahn
and investing in other critical infrastructure did for western Europe after
World War II. In June 1963, while in
Frankfurt, Germany, John F. Kennedy
told the citizens of another rising
economy, “As they say on my own
Cape Cod, a rising tide lifts all the
boats.”
In 25 years, China was able to lift
the boats of some 400 million of its
citizens, pulling them out of poverty
by putting them on the road to being
a world superpower.
Not the Taj Mahal of roads
American infrastructure projects are
taking decades longer to complete
than they should. The “Big Dig” in
Boston was to be completed by 1998.
In 2008, the project is just now wrapping up with serious questions about
the quality of work. In contrast, the
Chinese government is more than a
decade ahead of schedule on a project that makes the Big Dig look
small. Originally, China’s 21,700-milelong National Trunk Highway System,
a project of 12 interstate highways,
was to be completed by 2020. Today,

12 years ahead of schedule, the work
is done.
Instead of sitting back, the Chinese
government has increased the scope
of their new interstate system. The
World Bank reported, “In 2004 the
Chinese government approved an
expanded Highway System, or the
‘7918 Highway Network.’ The plan to
build seven capital radials, nine northsouth major highways and 18 eastwest corridors, totaling some 85,000
km of high-grade expressways, is
expected to be completed in 2020.”
This plan means that all 1 billion
plus Chinese living in 30 provinces
will be connected to one another by a
52,700-mile interstate system. The
goal is to put the people in the cities
of 500,000 close to a modern
expressway.
Along the eastern coast, heavily
populated cities will be no more than
30 minutes from a major expressway,
the central areas within an hour and
the sparsely populated western areas
within two hours of a superhighway
on the 7918 system. Only 20 years
ago, China’s road infrastructure was
lagging behind India’s. Today, India is
making a desperate attempt to catch
up by growing its own highway system. They have a long way to go.
Harvard Business School graduates
Lynn Moloney and Kartik Seshan were
married in India in fall 2007. The couple spent their honeymoon in China.
“The differences in roadways
between India and China were
astounding,” explained Moloney, a
world traveler and magazine editor.
“The Chinese are masters of infrastructure. Their centralized government is planning far ahead of India’s
democracy.
It’s no surprise that their highways
in China are big and beautiful. In India,
it takes a lot longer to get where you
are going. Even the new ring roads
around cities are already jammed to
capacity. “In Bangalore it takes an
hour to go a mile. While traveling on
highways from Delhi to the Taj Mahal
we were subjected to three hours of
crappy, rugged roads. Trucks, cars
and scooters kicked up dust pollution
that was as bad as I’ve ever seen.”
India’s roads, wrote New York
Times reporter Amy Walden, are “better suited to bullock carts than motor
cars. In the 50 years after independence, the government built just 334
miles of four-lane roads.” Walden
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reported that India is in the process of
building an American-style interstate
highway called the Golden
Quadrilateral, a 3,625-mile highway
system that is redefi ning travel in the
transportation-challenged nation.
According to Walden the new
superhighway will run through 13
states and the nation’s four largest
cities. She explained, “The highway
was conceived in 1998, soon after a
Hindu nationalist-led government took
power. The prime minister at the time,
Mr. Vajpayee, quickly ordered a series
of nuclear tests and later that year
announced the highway project.” She
added that Vajpayee proclaimed to
the inexperienced builders of the new
superhighway, “You are not only making money, you are building a nation.”
According to UPS, however, it is still
very slow-going. “You could be stuck
in traffic and get overtaken by a cow.
Sometimes it’s diffi cult to tell the difference between parked vehicles and
those that are meant to be moving,”
explained Andy Connelly to the Wall
Street Journal. Connelly, who is a
senior vice president at UPS Asia, is
charged with mastering the logistics
of chaos. India, with its more-than- 1
billion potential customers, is too
great a market to ignore. Connelly
explained, “it’s absolutely worth the
effort. We pride ourselves on our effi
ciencies, and we have to rewrite the
rule book.” India and China are the
best bets to expand lackluster growth
for nearly every sector of U.S. industry—even the package-delivery business.
Regardless of India’s recent
progress, it will be unable to keep
pace with China’s development. The
reason is simple: right-of-way. India, a
democracy, must struggle with due
process. Roadway or runway expansion plans run afoul of individual
rights in India. In Mumbai, planes
waste time fl ying in circles and burning fuel as they hang in suspense for
clearance to land. The skies around
the airport are notoriously congested
because Indian aviation authorities
have been unable to expand the runways into neighboring slums.
Meanwhile in China, a decision to
build a single project may displace
thousands of people in little time—
putting them ahead of their already
ambitious schedules—making China a
new world superpower.

Editorial:

Disruptive
Demographics
in Supply Chain
By Kevin F. Smith – SVP Supply Chain & Logistics,
CVS Caremark
he distribution center
was eerily quiet. It had
been that way for weeks
since the last two octogenarians
had cleaned out their lockers and
retired – this time, for good. The
DC manager scurried around and
attempted to fill the orders, but it
was obviously a losing battle.
Within a week or two the company would be out of business. Not
because there were no orders;
demand was better than ever.
The problem, which had been
growing for over a decade, was
that there was just nobody to hire
to do the work of distributing the
company’s goods. It was a cruel
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way for an enterprise to die.
There was plenty of product, people were anxious to buy it, but
there was no one to pick and
ship it. The DC manager turned
off the lights and went home.
If the story above sounds like
science fiction or the script for an
episode of the “Supply Chain
Twilight Zone”, think again! The
United States is poised for a
tremendous labor shortage due
to the lagging effects of declining
birth rates in the next ten to
twenty years. This phenomenon
has been termed, “Disruptive
Demographics”.
European countries, especially
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Germany, Italy and France are
already in serious trouble with a
head start on population decline.
In fact, it is estimated that over the
next decade Germany will require
over a million immigrants a year to
keep their economy going. Most
of those immigrants are currently
sourced from former Eastern Bloc
countries, Southwest Asia,
Pakistan and India. This has, of
course fueled other social issues,
but that is not the problem at
hand.
In the United States, over 70 million so called “Baby Boomers”
(people born between 1946 and
1964) are poised to retire over the
next decade. When they leave,
they, as their predecessors, will
take with them a wealth of knowledge and expertise. The scary part
is that there are only about 50 million GenXers and GenYers coming
along to take their place. A gap of
twenty million workers is a very
serious problem for supply chain
and logistics operations.
So, what caused this to happen?
Well, in the 1950’s the average
birthrate per woman in the U.S.
was 3.7 children. Over 50 years
and into the current decade the
average has dropped to 2.0 children. That is a precipitous drop.
This is driven by the fact that 20%
of Baby Boomers have no children
and 25% have only one child.
With industry turnover between
20% and 40% a year there is a
constant need for new hires and a
steady supply of candidates to fill
open positions. Quick math based
on the statistics above leads to the
conclusion that supply chain and
logistics will have to compete
fiercely for new workers in years to
come.
In the last decade businesses
are competing more for people
with much less strenuous (some
might say more attractive) service
industry jobs. Most of these jobs
require talking on the phone, sending e-mails and working from a
computer screen. Something for
which, based on casual observation, the newer generations seem

pre-eminently qualified and intellectually predisposed. And, can
you blame them? Third shift in 100
degree summertime work environments or first shift in air conditioned offices; it does not seem a
difficult decision.
In the CVS Caremark distribution
network, there has been a marked
reduction in the number of truly
“young” (twenty-somethings)
applying for jobs. In fact last year
the average age of new hires in
the DC’s was 31 years old. Over
100 of the new employees, 10%,
were over 50 years old! These
metrics shed light on what the
demographic make-up of our
workforce could be.
While the average age of associates in CVS Caremark’s DC network is currently just under 42
years old, it is anticipated that in
10 years the average age will be
approaching 44 years old. Over
33% of our workforce will be over
50 years old in a decade. Over
time we can extrapolate where
this will take us. And with conventional wisdom these statistics provide a scary proposition for the
future of logistics.
OK. So is it hopeless? Of course
it’s not. In fact, even though this
has not been a conscious, top-ofmind issue, we have been quietly,
perhaps unknowingly preparing for
just this type of future state. Think
about some of the things that are
done in supply chain and logistics
today, consciously or not, to offset
the need for additional labor. Many
companies have added extensive
automation that essentially
replaces human intervention at key
points.
Automated Storage and Retrieval
Systems (ASRS) has become commonplace, especially for longer
term storage of bulk or promotional items. Inbound receiving has
been either automated or semiautomated in many businesses in
order to at least reduce the
amount of human “touches”
required to bring products into distribution operations. More aggressive automation schemes have

sought to replace entire processes
with no-touch or lights-out applications.
Ergonomically designed equipment and processes have lessened the incidence of workplace
and repetitive motion injuries.
Advances in pick-to-light, computer
directed and voice directed pick
and put away have reduced the
reliance on hard to read paper documents. This has made it easier
for a wider range for workers to
become and remain highly productive.
The emergence of automated
systems and human-assist
processes has also had a residual,
if not unintended, effect on the
workforce. By reducing the
amount of physical labor and plain
brute force required to perform
tasks in distribution centers
automation has effectively slowed
down the “wearing-out” process
on people. In other words, the less
physical the activity, the longer a
person will be able to perform the
job.
There is a happy convergence of
coincidence here, as well, since
people are living longer and staying healthy longer. Some of this
may be cause and effect, but the
fact is that people are available to
work longer. One hundred years
ago, at the turn of the century the
average life expectancy was 47
years. In 2008 the average expected lifespan is nearing 78 years.
That is a 66% increase in “time
alive” in just one century!
In the early 1900’s about 4% of
the population was over 65 years
old. Now 14% of people in the
U.S. are over 65 and that number
is continuing to grow. By the year
2050 there will be 21 million people over 85 years old, up from 5
million today. There will also be
over one million people over 100
years old compared to only 80
thousand as you read this. Most
of these 22 million people will still
be both customers and consumers. Many of them will continue to work.
In today’s workforce 13% of
9

people over 65 choose to continue
to work. Fully 60% of people
between 55 and 64 years of age
choose to work versus retire.
There are a number of reasons for
this. Some workers want to maintain a standard of living or to retain
company sponsored health benefits. Others want additional disposable income to allow them to
enjoy leisure activities like golf,
boating or travel. Some people
have over-extended themselves by
investing in housing or education
beyond their means. Still others
are simply afraid of outliving their
money.
So, let’s go back to the “happy
convergence of coincidence”.
People are living longer, they want
to work longer, and now the coincidence is they are needed to
work longer to offset the lack of
new workers entering the job market. As mentioned above, due to a
number of changes in supply chain
and logistics people are able to
work far beyond the years previously believed reasonable.
Additionally, there has been a
very gradual, quiet shift in benefits
that also serves to help retain older
workers. The emergence of healthcare reimbursement accounts,
long term care insurance, supplemental life insurance and flexible
work schedules have allowed
companies to attract and retain
older workers. Happily, more
mature workers report that they
want to be productive, have meaningful work and share their knowledge and expertise. By the way,
older workers, despite what you
may think, are not less productive,
do not sustain more injuries and
do not incur more sick days than
their younger colleagues.
Within CVS Caremark mature
workers stay 3 times longer,
appear to care more about customers, set good examples for
younger associates and are
anxious to share their knowledge.
In short, they are among the
most dependable employees. And,
there are many of them already in
(continued on page 00)
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Demand Driven
Performance
By Deb Miller, Director of Manufacturing & Retail
Strategy, Software AG
here is an old joke that
ends with “I’ll just get a
bigger truck.” Many of
you will recognize this story as
the one where an enterprising
fellow is losing $1 on each widget he drives to market so he
decides he’ll make it up in volume. Humor aside, as companies rush to create more responsive, agile, demand driven supply networks, they need to be
sure that they are not sacrificing
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margin in the process.
Otherwise, this is a race to the
bottom. And a bigger truck just
won’t help.
The basic mantra over the past
few years has been to focus on
being lean, agile, demand-driven
companies. And there is an
abundance of examples of companies that have done just that,
or are at least headed that way.
Achieving this agility can come
with a cost. If you are not care-

ful, you may unwittingly let margin erode as you discount too
much in your pricing and quoting, or expedite more, incur premium freight charges, production schedule changes at the last
minute, etc., all in the name of
being more responsive.
The good news is that today’s
industry leading companies are
successfully employing smarter
supply chains to reduce cycle
times, improve their customer
response and drive profitable
growth. In AMR Research’s
annual look at some of the
world’s best supply chains, they
found that companies who rank
in their Top 25, like Procter &
Gamble, Johnson & Johnson,
and GlaxoSmithKline, carry less
inventory, have shorter cash-tocash cycle times and are more
profitable.

How are companies
achieving this level of
performance?
Effective exception handling has
become one of the most important competencies of top supply
chain companies, especially those
who have made significant
advances in demand driven performance. The true test of a high
performance demand driven supply chain may well be what happens in exception handling "when
good orders go bad."
Profit margins on customer
orders can suffer in two basic
ways: via problems with pricing
discipline, leading to a pocket
price that is substantially less
than the target price, and via
downstream execution problems
where excessive costs are
incurred. On the execution side, a
survey of over 200 manufacturers
had some interesting findings:
– 74% have maintained or
increased costs related to expediting
– 15% of shipments are late as a
result of data inaccuracies
– About a third of the respondents have had to add support
staff to comply with government
mandates
These results come from
increasing competitive pressures
and the lack of visibility to what is
occurring from the first point of
customer contact, to when the
order gets shipped and billed. In
competitive markets, cost increases to manufacturers are seldom
passed on fully and immediately
to end customers. It has become
critically important then to understand how to best deal with order
exceptions and how to cost-effectively address the problem orders
– ones that don’t follow the
“happy path.”
Visibility for Improved
Decision Making
Technology alone won’t solve
all the issues associated with
exception handling for the
demand driven supply chain.
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However, there is a class of
technology, Business Activity
Monitoring (BAM) that can provide the underlying tools for
improved decision making -end-to-end process analytics,
problem history reporting, rootcause analysis, and perhaps
most importantly, real-time
exception handling.
Automating Key
Workflow Elements
One key technology capability
that can assist with demand driven performance is Business
Process Management (BPM)
software. One leading manufacturer with a multi-billion dollar
supply chain had created an ICC
(Integration Competency Center)
to integrate multiple order management systems across channels with its back end fulfillment
systems. Their order-to-cash
process consisted of fourteen
distinct sub-processes. Even if
each of these sub-processes
were performing at 99.5% reliability, this would only equate to
93% reliability for the end-to-end
system. In other words, 70
orders out of every 1000 1000
could experience some type of
problem. The firm knew they
needed to improve the reliability
of the processes they had successfully integrated.
In particular, it was critical to
meet tight delivery times to their
high value customers.
Exceptions, such as a problem
with external communications,
an EDI problem, or data consistency issue could sideline an
order in an exception queue for
long enough to miss the delivery
window or require expensive
efforts to correct the sidelined
order in time for delivery. This
would not only bring financial
repercussions, but could also
damage key customer relationships. If missed delivery windows happen repeatedly, the
customer may well turn to
another more trusted supplier.
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Yet, response could not be
achieved at any cost.
For this company, a static view
of things such as inventory balances was not sufficient; they
needed a real time view of their
order-to-cash process and
increased automation in critical
workflows. They used BPM software to accelerate issue resolution through isolation of relevant
data points and correlation to
the issue. The key business
process owners then could analyze, visualize and prioritize
process anomalies, allowing
them to deal with the most critical issues first.
The resulting highly automated
process requires more than 30
process steps and handoffs
between several systems
involved in the order capture and
fulfillment. Each of the thousands of orders a day is tracked
at each step and any exception
or extensive delay at a step if
highlighted for manual intervention. For example, time spent
checking orders with duplicate
PO numbers that get flagged as
exceptions can be minimized.
Often, this is simply a customer
re-using a blanket PO number,
but specifying different line
items, and thus is no problem.
Lessons Learned
For a company to be truly
effective at demand driven while
maintaining critical margins,
right time analytics may be a key
first enablement, but you also
have to be organizationally
responsive to change. The ability
to see the problem order is
important, but then it is necessary to route the problem to get
it automatically addressed via a
compliant process that includes
human task and workflow
progress.
A recent webinar from
Consumer Goods Technology
and IDC Shared Insights highlighted that the focus on
demand driven efforts are shift-

ing to being “demand aware and
fulfillment driven.” Perhaps this
is semantics, but it definitely
puts the emphasis on visibility
and execution. In the fast-moving consumer goods/retail sector
this lever is becoming increasingly important to attack out-ofstock rates that can regularly
reach and exceed 10 percent in
faster selling and/or promoted
products.
Effectively addressing the issue
of margin erosion requires realtime access to process data,
rapid adaptability to changes in
the supply chain (including new
trading partners), and the ability
to enforce a disciplined approach
to supply chain execution.
The result is not only improved
consistency of customer
response, but close control of
decisions that can affect profits.
In fact, AMR Research found
that the business payoff for
companies with high order performance levels in their supply
chain can be substantial. “A 3
percent improvement in perfect
order fulfillment translates to a 1
percent increase in profits, while
a 10 percent increase means an
additional 50 cents in earnings
per share.”
The first step is to establish a
robust, complete business-tobusiness integration architecture
that not only creates a more
agile, demand-driven network,
but also ensures real time visibility of information with a BAM to
monitor. This can positively
affect the ultimate profitability of
orders flowing through the supply chain. A second key step is
to use BPM to create a powerful
environment for “Digital Six
Sigma”, a disciplined, sustainable environment for high performance demand driven
processes.
By Deb Miller, Director of
Manufacturing & Retail Strategy,
Software AG
Email: deborah.miller@softwareag.com
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The ABC’s of BPM
Leading companies have come
to realize that business process
innovation and improvement –
not just new products or services – are major sources of
competitive advantage in their
own right. Companies that have
adopted this mindset employ a
more disciplined approach to
process management. They
identify those business processes that matter most – and for
manufacturers, distributors and
retailers surely the supply chain
processes would count among
them, even if you do outsource
some of them – and then they
digitize them. Business Process
Management (BPM) technology
is the leading means for accomplishing this, as it ties together
all aspects of a process both
from a descriptive and execution
perspective, and from a line of
business and IT perspective.
Digitizing business processes
in this way drives process
improvement in the following
ways:
•Process standardization
•Alignment of IT and business
on processes
•Controlled process adaptation
Digitizing processes creates a
standard for how the process
should work. It forms the basis
from which baseline process
performance, including process
variability, can be measured. It
creates a common understanding of a process between IT and
the lines of business. It is easier
to discuss how a process might
be improved if it is clear to both
sides what the potential ramifications are for making changes.
Finally, it creates a framework for
reusing or extending processes
in a controlled way (often reinforced by IT SOA – Service
Oriented Architecture - initiatives). Reuse is not just about
12

improving productivity in developing and deploying new capabilities. It is also about increasing
the overall quality of systems
and processes that are adaptations of existing ones.
Systematically Capture &
Analyze Process Data
Systematically capturing
process data gets at the heart of
one of the chief headaches in
most process improvement
methodologies such as Six
Sigma’s DMAIC (Design,
Measure, Analyze, Improve, and
Control). It is not uncommon
for Continuous Process
Improvement (CPI) teams to
spend weeks if not months gathering data from which to draw
conclusions on how to improve
a process. Having highly skilled
CPI practitioners spend their
time this way is essentially nonvalue added effort that should
be eliminated. What is needed
is an automated way to capture
significantly more – we won’t
say all, because not all relevant
data is accessible electronically
– relevant process data.
A best practice is to instrument key business processes so
that operational KPIs are captured automatically, relying upon
the information architecture and
digitized business processes
described previously. From a
process improvement perspective, it is desirable to be able to
more closely monitor certain
processes or parts of the
process in order to gain a more
comprehensive understanding of
process behavior. Ideally, then,
once process improvements
have been made in that area, the
monitoring activity can be scaled
back to more normal levels, and
detailed monitoring applied to
other processes that are
deemed ripe for improvement.
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Industry Article:

“RFID: What’s
In It for Me?”
James W. Moore, Vice President
Ryder Supply Chain Solutions
al-Mart announced its
RFID initiative in 2003.
We are now entering
the sixth year of this initiative, one
that seems to stretch to the horizon in perpetuity. In the November
5, 2007 issue of Traffic World,
William Hoffman wrote, “Despite
high implementation costs, supplier resistance and dearth of useful
information about its efforts and
their results, Wal-Mart’s five-year
experiment with radio frequency
identification is inspiring executives to make bold predictions for
the technology’s eventual success.” What is the basis behind
these predictions of success?
Indeed, many supply chain
stakeholders are asking themselves, “RFID: what’s in it for
me?” The answer, depending
upon whether your role is that of
retailer, vendor or logistics service
provider (LSP), is: “A Lot”,

W

“Some”, or “Not Much”, respectively.
Benefits of RFID
Generally, the benefits of RFID
are touted as increased product
availability at shelf level, theft
reduction, reduction of other categories of shrink, productivity
improvement and pricing improvement. These benefits vary based
on the degree to which RFID is
implemented in a network, i.e. to
the pallet level, case level, or item
level. For the sake of argument,
let’s assume this framework to be
valid, and take a look at how these
benefits are distributed among the
major stakeholders in supply chain
execution at the greatest degree
of execution—the item level.
Imagine this scenario: assume a
perfect implementation of RFID at
a large retailer in the form of
Electronic Product Code tags on

each box (an EPC tag is a radiofrequency tag that will transmit in
response to a radio wave signal.
The tag transmits the UPN, location and other information similar
to that contained in a traditional
bar code label). Further, assume
that all associated processes and
technologies required to reap the
full benefit of these EPC tags are
also in place. In this RFID utopia,
a box of detergent would transmit
its position in real time to an instore inventory replenishment system. The detergent will signal its
location at any point in the store:
in the back room, on the shelf, at
check-out, and through the radio
antenna stalls at store exits that
alert if the product did not check
itself out by responding to a signal
from an RF cash-register. If no
signals come from a shelf, a
stock-out is noted by the in-store
inventory management system
and replenishment of the shelf
occurs. The work flow and backroom picking is directed by a
device that instructs the store personnel the out-of-stock item, the
quantity required, the storage
location from which to pick, and
the shelf location to replenish.
Essentially, real-time visibility for
each box of detergent at every
stage of its lifecycle from the
moment a finished good is associated with an order at the vendor
factory through check-out at a
retailer is provided for that unique
box.
So what benefit does all this visibility truly provide? Let’s review
the benefits of product shelf level
RFID associated with a branded
detergent. We will track the benefit to the mass merchant, the
manufacturer and the logistics service provider who warehouses
and transports between manufacturer and merchant.
The Benefits to the
Retailer
Availability: Logic dictates that
increased availability should lead
to the benefit of increased sales.
At shelf level, a leading detergent
may sell twelve boxes per hour
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(one every five minutes). If an
aisle is manually inspected every
half hour, it is conceivable that the
shelf could be empty for a full thirty minutes, the equivalent of six
lost sales. If item-level RFID had
been deployed, replenishment
would have been triggered prior to
the stock-out. Accurate and rapid
replenishment from the backroom
to the shelf should in theory help
prevent lost sales due to unavailability.
Theft reduction: An RFID
antenna stall at all store exits can
significantly reduce theft. The
RFID tag is activated by an exit
antenna, alerting to an item leaving a store that has not been
checked out. Theft and shoplifting
can range up to 1% of sales and
can be nearly eliminated with
RFID. However, many retailers
have long used similar theft detection technology to this end. The
benefit of theft reduction from
RFID may be marginal above that
of existing technologies for those
retailers.
Shrink in general: Other categories of “shrink” can include lost
or misplaced product, returns, and
damaged goods. RFID implementation can certainly reduce misplaced product, and also has the
ability to reduce the amount of
product a retailer returns to a manufacturer. This has the greatest
relevance for code-dated merchandise such as perishable food or
seasonal items such as Halloween
party supplies. For these items,
display at shelf is critical to maximizing sale during the relevant
time period, thus minimizing
returned product. In many cases
the mass merchant won’t bear the
product cost of these categories
of shrink since there are often contract obligations for the manufacturer to accept return product.
However, there is still retailer cost
for multiple handling that can be
reduced or eliminated.
Productivity: At a retail store,
the largest productivity gains from
RFID come from the labor required
to perform receiving, shelf monitoring, picking, and checkout activities. Because retailers are likely to

receive mixed shipments, RFID
can simplify the receipt process.
Without active RFID reporting on
inventory at shelf, a person must
inspect and count to verify the
shelf level presentation and instock position. Locating stock in
the back room may involve time
spent searching for items shown
in inventory, but not properly located. Some of these aisle tours will
be wasted since shelf levels may
be adequate. Without RFID, a
schedule of aisle tours must be
maintained, regardless of need.
With RFID, all of these tours are
eliminated. Finally, RFID can
enable automatic check out to
eliminate check-out labor or
increase cash register productivity.
Price Improvement: RFID can
enable revenue management by
more closely monitoring inventory
levels and obviating when markdowns are required to move aging
product.
The results? The benefits for a
retailer are easy to state and can
be substantial.
The Benefits to the
Manufacturer
Availability: Increased availability
of detergent at the shelf level will
benefit the manufacturer, but not
necessarily to the same degree as
that of the retailer. This is because
a stock-out at shelf level of a
branded box of detergent may or
may not actually result in a lost
sale. Brand loyalty is strong for
many personal care items and
consumables such as toiletries
and detergents. A detergent stock
out at Wal-Mart may result in a
sale of that detergent at Target
(and vice versa). In other words,
stock-out is not congruent with a
lost sale for the manufacturer. The
more brand loyalty, the less risk a
stock-out at a particular store will
result in a lost sale.
Theft Reduction: Theft at a retail
store is not the responsibility of
the manufacturer, so the opportunity to reduce theft is typically limited to that which occurs at the
manufacturing plant or a vendoroperated distribution facility.
Depending upon the freight terms,
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liability of goods probably ends at
the plant or is picked up by either
the logistics service provider or the
retailer. However, a manufacturer
will still reap the benefits of
enabling more sophisticated
employee monitoring and tracking
of assets. Quantifying the extent
of this benefit depends on the
type of goods a retailer sells.
Theft loss is not a significant cost
item for many consumer goods.
As the goods become more
expensive, such as consumer electronics, then in many cases RFID
and security has already been
implemented to control loss.
Shrink in General: As mentioned above, return of dated and
seasonal product often is the
responsibility of the vendor. In our
perfect implementation, the vendor can see the product inventory
in the back room at store level and
at the shelf. This precise information can enable better replenishment, forecast and inventory
deployment. In this case, benefits
can be significant for the vendor.
Productivity: The consumer
goods warehouse and supply
chain is very efficient, in general.
Bar coding and laser/RF hand-held
mechanisms for product identification have already enhanced productivity by reducing time spent
reading and handling paper.
Price enhancement: By facilitating fewer returns, RFID within a
retailer can increase price yields
for a vendor.
Results: Medium overall for a
vendor-manufacturer of fast moving consumer goods.
The benefits to the
Logistics Service Provider
Availability: In the majority of
LSP contracts, product availability
is not the responsibility of the LSP.
While an LSP may be accountable
for inventory in transit or in an LSP
warehouse, the specific availability
at shelf level has little relevance to
the LSP. The information stream
available from RFID may help a
LSP to schedule replenishment
from a distribution center.
Theft: Reduction of theft is
important while goods are in the

care and control of an LSP, particularly for high value goods such as
electronics or tobacco. However,
the largest losses in-transit are
caused by hijackings, which
would not be impacted by EPC
labeling. Theft reduction would
be limited to those instances that
might occur in a warehouse operated by the LSP.
Shrink in general: Certainly
there can be some benefit from
shrink reduction for an LSP. Loss
of product due to misplacement in
a warehouse would be minimized,
and inventory accuracy would
improve. Mis-shipments and
over-shipments would be far less
likely to occur.
Productivity: To the extent that
inventory accuracy would
improve, an LSP may experience
related benefits of increased picking productivity and a reduction of
mis-picks. The same goes for
receiving processes—the labor
required to receive a truckload of
merchandise may be reduced by
implementing RFID. However,
most modern warehouses have
been using existing forms of RF
technology to enable the performance of these functions with key
performance indicators (KPIs) in
the high ninety percent range.
Improvement over these existing
processes would likely be marginal. Albeit, there are labor improvements with RFID vs. handheld
scans – much quicker to receive
(pallet and carton rfid labels),
much quicker to do cycle counts,
can be faster to pick and ship. But
this assumes all items received
are already tagged - it’s actually
more expensive for an LSP to
apply and use tags in the DC than
to just use barcodes – slap and
ship is expensive. During the peri-

od when part of receipts can be
enabled by RFID tags and part
cannot, productivity can actually
decrease.
Price Improvement: An LSP
will not experience price improvement from EPC.
Results: Low benefits to LSPs
during the transition period of partial implementation of RFID / EPC.
Benefits vs. Cost to
Implement
The next logical question for a
supply-chain stakeholder to ask is,
“Should I implement RFID?” If
you’re a vendor selling through a
major retailer like Wal-Mart, part of
your sales agreement may be
RFID compliance, with penalties
for non-compliance. If you have a
choice in the matter, you may be
best served to be a “fast follower”.

The list of costs to implement
RFID is long: development, software, integration, testing, EPC
tags, antenna stalls, training, compliance enforcement, and so on.
Plotting these costs against the
benefits of RFID reveals a dismal
business case, especially for vendors and LSPs.
The cost to implement should
eventually decrease as a few
major retailers set standards for

RFID Benefits to Retail, Vendor or LSP
Impact Area
Availability
Theft
Productivity
Shrink
Price

Retail Benefit
High
High
High
Medium
High

DBMJ

Vendor Benefit
Medium
High
Low
Medium
Medium

LSP Benefit
Zero
Medium
Low
Low
Zero
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the technology and technological
advances drive down cost.
Conclusion
The full benefits of RFID won’t
become known to us until the
technology plays out in the market
a bit further. It’s possible that benefits we have down-played thus
far, or haven’t really considered,
will emerge as the technology is
refined and advanced. Despite
the promise of RFID to link cash
register level purchase information
back to the production line, it is
more likely that productivity gains
for retailers will provide the most
tangible benefits.
A glance at the future of RFID
reveals only a few certainties.
First, RFID implementation is an
environment of certain cost, with
only probable benefit. Second, the
probable benefit varies based on
which seat in the supply chain you
occupy—the benefits are less for a
manufacturer than they are for a
retailer, and a still less for a LSP.
Existing technology, unsophisticated as it may be in comparison, is
already providing many of the benefits of RFID. Incremental benefits
over and above existing technology are marginal, while the cost to
achieve those benefits is significant. Therefore, one would be
served well to closely examine the
business case before choosing to
invest heavily in RFID implementation.
It remains true that if RFID tags
are applied as early in process as
possible, there is value in taking
costs out of all areas of the supply
chain. However, we are early in
the process to achieve these savings—they will come as the RFID
area matures. There is also value
in the transportation arena to load
and unload the correct items, in
particular in a Direct Store Delivery
environment. The technology is
still maturing, but most large retailers will be requiring this in the
next few years. We have just
touched the tip of the iceberg as
far as usage and ideas to take
costs out of the supply chain.
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Welcome
Attendees

WELCOME to the 2008 Supply Chain Leaders in Action (SCLA) Conference. This
program, an outgrowth of the Distribution Business Management Association
(DBMA) and its affiliated universities, has reached its goal of 45 member companies in three
years. Our annual conference represents the culmination of all the participants’ efforts to
provide a key learning and networking experience for our profession. The supply chain corporate leaders, the university professors, and the DBMA leadership and staff are dedicated to
building an environment that allows our associates to work and learn together to improve
the way we all do business. Our corporate members were selected from Fortune 1000 companies “by invitation only,” so you are in a program that is being driven by top supply chain
performers across multiple, varied industries.
This year’s curriculum once again reflects major efforts to incorporate and address the key
concerns (and potential solutions) that we all face in our global supply chains. We are confronted today with some of the toughest transportation and logistics hurdles that we have
ever seen. Over the course of the 2008 SCLA program you will be exposed to them; we
encourage you to be fully engaged in the curriculum and to take every opportunity to network with all of the participants and attendees.
Each year, based on feedback from all participants in SCLA, we focus on improving and
refining our course of study to insure it stays relevant for our associates, our companies, and
our universities. We want you to think of this as your personal development program and
we count on you to help us to continue to enhance our programs. This is your opportunity
to learn, to share, to help others, and to build relationships throughout our profession.
We can only win for our companies and our teams in an environment that recognizes that
we must address not only our current challenges, but those that are lurking just over the
horizon. It is a tough, but exciting time for all of us. Let’s all take advantage of this outstanding program and prepare ourselves for tomorrow.

Welcome to the third SCLA annual program in Scottsdale Arizona, or as Jim
Kelly, past chairman of UPS said in 1998, when DBMA was here last, “we must
be doing something right to have so many top business leaders gather in 100
plus degrees in the Desert”. Doing something right is exactly what this program is all about .
The members’ needs are the key to this program, and to help determine those needs the
Executive Committee has major input in creating the annual program. The teaching staff for
this program comes from academia and our member companies; however since so much
sharing occurs in the break out sessions, every attendee also becomes a teacher. We feel
strongly that if the experience is successful for you, it is successful based on your involvement.
Make friends, share wisdom, take notes, but most of all be enthusiastic and positive while
attending and growing in your profession.
The SCLA forum has several built in QC features beginning most of all with you. We ask each
executive leader from each member company to only send people they value for their ideas
and dedication - that’s you. Why do we ask for this type of attendance? The answer lies clearly in the format, without great attendees, ideas of value are not easy to obtain in the many
discussions found in this program. After all, this program is also a “think tank” for you and
your peers.
Each year a chairman is chosen from the Executive Committee, this year Jim LaBounty,
recently retired SVP of JCPenney, is the Chairman of the Executive Committee. Last year Kevin
Smith, SVP Supply Chain & Logistics, CVS Caremark, and one of the founders of this program, led the Executive Committee through uncharted waters to help develop the 2007 program. Next year Don Ralph, SVP Staples, has the task to again raise the bar for the SCLA. This
very able leadership helps in QC and continues to cause attendees to say “this year was even
better than the year before”.

Sincerely,

Finally, I am reminded of the old saying “the best is yet to be”; this hopefully will always be
the case with the SCLA. The program is limited to only fifty member companies from the
nation’s largest corporations. Each member company has committed to long term involvement which encourages teamwork and relationships. Once you attend, you are part of the
SCLA family and it is the hope of all of us that you become the best you can be in your chosen profession.

Jim LaBounty
2008 Chair, SCLA Executive Committee

You are appreciated,

My very best wishes to all of you for a very successful conference.

Jack
Dr. John T Thorn
Chairman DBMA
Vice Chair Membership Executive Committee
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2008 Lab
Partners

General
Information
Conference Hours:

Registration Hours:

Wednesday, June 25, 2008 ..........8:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.
Thursday, June 26, 2008 ..............6:45 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.
Friday, June 27, 2008 ..................6:45 a.m. – 12:30 p.m.

Tuesday, June 24, 2008................1:00 p.m. – 6:30 p.m.
Wednesday, June 25, 2008 ..........7:00 a.m. – 5:00 p.m.
Thursday, June 26, 2008 ..............6:15 a.m. – 5:00 p.m.
Friday, June 27, 2008 ..................6:30 a.m. – 12:30 p.m.

Conference Meeting Rooms
Keynote sessions will be held in Ballroom D.
Super Sessions: Wednesday & Friday
Extended Supply Chain & Global Complexity Super Session will be held in Ballroom D.
Talent Acquisition & Development Super Session will be held in Ballroom E.
Driving Profits in the Supply Chain Super Session will be held in Ballroom F.
Demand Driven Supply Network Chain Super Session will be held in Ballrooms A, B, C.
Sustainability in the Supply Chain Super Session will be held in Ballroom G.
Break-out Sessions: Thursday
Best Practices Track will be held in Ballroom A.
Hot Topics Track will be held in Ballroom G.
Transportation Issues Track will be held in Ballroom E.
Future Trends and Issues Track will be held in Ballroom D.
Cutting Edge Research & Benchmarking Track will be held in Ballroom F.
Wednesday, Thursday & Friday
Peer Group Roundtables Location:
• Executive Group A will be held in Room 13
(Willow Boardroom).
• Executive Group B will be held in Room 6
(Jacaranda Boardroom).
• Executive Group C will be held in Room 12
(Piñon Boardroom).
• Business Process/Development will be held in Room 3
(Cypress).
• Customer Supply Chain/Customer Service will be held
in Room 1 (Boojum).
• DC will be held in Room 10 (Palo Verde).
• Distribution will be held in Ballroom B.
• Finance will be held in Ballroom F.

Demand Driven Supply Network
Super Session

Sustainability in the Supply Chain
Super Session

Software AG

Lexmark International

11700 Plaza America Drive
Reston, Virginia 20190
Ph: 703-860-5050
Email: customerfirst@softwareag.com
Software AG’s 4,000 global customers
achieve measurable business results by
modernizing and automating their IT systems
and rapidly building new systems to meet
growing business demands. The company’s
industry-leading product portfolio includes
best-in-class solutions for managing data,
enabling service oriented architecture, and
improving business processes. By combining
proven technology with industry expertise
and best practices, our customers improve
and differentiate their businesses – faster.
www.softwareag.com/bc

740 West New Circle Rd, 3rd Floor
Lexington, KY40550
Ph: 859-232-1728
Lexmark's industry-specific solutions help to
reduce costs in your manufacturing, distribution and retail operations, while improving
quality and productivity levels all while
Lexmark is uniquely positioned to not only
provide technology leadership, but do so
with environmental excellence as well.
Environmental sustainability at Lexmark
begins with our pledge to provide innovative,
high quality printing solutions and services
for our retail customers in a safe, environmentally responsible manner. Working with
75% of the top 20 U.S. manufacturers, we
are applying our industry knowledge helping
to leave the world a little better off because
of our collective actions.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

HR will be held in Room 7 (Joshua).
Inventory will be held in Room 4 (Eucalyptus).
IT will be held in Room 9 (Mesquite).
Logistics will be held in Ballroom C.
Marketing/Sales will be held in Room 2 (Cottonwood).
Operations will be held in Ballroom E.
Planning will be held in Room 11 (Pine).
Purchasing will be held in Room 8 (Juniper).
Special Services/Projects will be held in Room 5
(Ironwood).
• Supply Chain will be held in the Estrella Theater.
• Transportation will be held in Ballroom G.

Talent Acquisition & Development
Super Session
Spherion
2050 Spectrum Blvd.
Ft. Lauderdale, FL 33309
Ph: 954-308-4459
Committed to recruiting and staffing excellence, Spherion® provides integrated solutions to meet the evolving needs and priorities of companies and job candidates.
Spherion combines its unique expertise and
knowledge with a commitment to service
excellence to deliver optimal workforce solutions that exceed expectations and integrate
seamlessly within any organization.

Breakfast with Executive Mentor will be held in the East Foyer & Estella Ballroom (Thursday & Friday ONLY).
Lunch will be held in the East Foyer & Estella Ballroom (Wednesday & Thursday ONLY).
Registration Desk
The registration desk is located in the South Foyer.

Tuesday, June 24, 2008 – Pre-Conference Schedule
1:00 pm – 6:30 pm – Registration Opens
2:00 pm – 3:00 pm – Facilitator Meeting (this does not include SCLA members) Room 13 (Willow)
6:00 pm – 8:00 pm – Welcome Reception to be held at Windows on the Green
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Profiles of Excellence

Floor
Plans

NYK Logistics–
2008 Circle of
Excellence Winner
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NYK Logistics has been chosen as
this year’s recipient of the 2008 Circle
of Excellence Award. The award ceremony will be held on June 26, 2008
at the Phoenician in Scottsdale,
Arizona before an audience of hundreds of senior level supply chain
executives.
NYK received this honor for the
proactive initiatives and long term
strategies in the areas of CSR, corporate social responsibility and environmental commitment. The company,
founded in 1885, has grown to
become one of the world’s leading
shipping and logistics providers and
adheres to its group values of integrity, innovation and intensity.
In the area of sustainability NYK
actively manages environmental risk

in order to create the optimal balance
between the environment and the
economy with the goal of contributing
to a sustainable society. Their sustainable model is built upon three key
strategies: First to strengthen management by setting objectives and
establishing environmental management indicators; secondly to strengthen environmental management globally and third to accelerate environmental measures.
In addition, NYK has developed a
program designed to manage environment risk and strike an optimal balance between the environment and
the economy with the goal of contributing to a sustainable society. NYK
has been named in 2007 and 2008 to
the Global 100 most sustainable cor-

Recent recipients of this award
include the following companies:

Estrella Theater
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porations in the world and also
recently by Forbes Magazine as one
of the world’s most ethical companies. The next generation of employees—and leaders—want to join businesses that value ethics, and not just
the bottom line.
The criteria for the Circle of
Excellence Award were developed by
Dr. Omar Keith Helferich while
Director of the Supply Chain
Management Program at Michigan
State University, with the assistance
from DBM and from other leading universities with supply chain management instruction. The award recognizes excellence with demonstrated
programs for improving environmental
quality while simultaneously increasing supply chain performance.

16
Jack Thorn, Chairman, (left) and Amy Thorn, Executive Director (right) of the Distribution Management
Association, present the 2004 Circle
of Excellence Award to Fred Montoya, Vice-President of Fulfillment, Dell USA, Inc.
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2007 Staples, Inc. for excellence in
the energy efficiency
2006 Circuit City for excellence in
consumer electronics retail industry
2005 CVS/pharmacy for excellence in
the pharmacy retail industry
2004 Dell Computer for excellence in
the computer industry
2003 Kraft Foods for excellence in
the food industry
2002 Lockheed Martin for excellence
in government logistics
2001 Coors Brewing Company for
excellence in the beverage sector
2000 Roadway for excellence in the
trucking sector
1999 Sears & Roebuck for excellence
in the retail sector
1998 UPS for Global Supply Chain
Management
1997 Mercedes Benz for Excellence
in Manufacturing

Wednesday, June 25, 2008 – SCLA Conference:
Building Tomorrow’s Supply Chains Today
Super
Sessions

Track
Chairs

Extended Supply Chain
& Global Complexity
Ballroom: D

Talent Acquisition &
Development
Ballroom: E

Driving Profits/Financial
Value in the Supply
Chain
Ballroom: F

Demand Driven Supply
Network
Ballroom: A

Sustainability in the Supply
Chain
Ballroom: C

Marie Lacertosa,
SVP & Director of
Supply Chain, JCPenney

Kevin Smith, SVP of
Supply Chain &
Logistics,
CVS/pharmacy

Robert Hurley,
Controller, US Logistics,
Bayer HealthCare

Donald Walker, SVP,
Distribution Operations,
McKesson

Dr. David Menachof,
City University, London

John Coyle, Director, Logistical
Alliances, Kimberly-Clark

Dr. Terry Pohlen,
University of North Texas

Dr. Richard Dawe,
Golden Gate University

Dr. George Haley,
University of New Haven

Dr. Rhonda Lummus,
Iowa State University

12:00 –
1:00

Lunch with your company senior executive mentor (East Foyer & Estrella Ballroom)

1:30
Donald Ralph, SVP of
Logistics, Staples, Inc.

Panel: “The Latest
News on Port Clean
Truck Plans”

Dr. O. Keith Helferich,
Central Michigan University

Moderator: Marie
Lacertosa, JCPenney

Dr. Steven Dunn, University of
Wisconsin at Oshkosh

Panelists: Kent Prokop,
Pacer & Rick Schart,
JCPenney

Analysis of Case Study
(in groups)

Vignette #2 (part 2): “
Fixed or Variable Cost:
A Strategic View for
Supply Chain”, Bob
Hurley, Bayer HealthCare

8:15 –
9:15
9:30

Welcome: Amy Thorn, Executive Director, DBM Association
Opening Remarks: Mr. Jim LaBounty, 2008 Chair SCLA Executive Committee
Ballroom: D

“Off Shoring: Blessings
& Perils”,
Dr. George Haley,
University of New Haven

Keynote: “America’s Loss – The World’s Gain: The Broken Back of Americas Infrastructure”: Dan McNichol
Best selling author of “The Roads that Built America”, “The Big Dig ” & “A Legacy of Leadership”
Ballroom: D
Welcome & Opening
Remarks, Marie
Lacertosa, JCPenney

Welcome & Opening
Remarks, Kevin Smith,
CVS/pharmacy

Overview of the
Extended Supply Chain,
Dr. George Haley,
University of New Haven

Overview of the Talent
Life Cycle, Dr. Rhonda
Lummus, Iowa State
University

Case Study: “Duty Free
Stores”, John Rutherford,
DFS & Jeff Brashares,
Pacer

Panel: “Talent Acquisition
& Development “
Moderator: Dr. Rhonda
Lummus, Iowa State
University
Panelists: Deb Dean,
Spherion, Anne Miller,
Kimberly-Clark, Tom
Christian, CVS/pharmacy,
Jim Moore, Ryder

“Partner Collaboration:
Building a Common
Supply Chain”,
Ken Cochran, Polo
Ralph Lauren &
Tom Vandenbush,
JCPenney

Introduction to the Case
Study
Dr. Rhonda Lummus,
Iowa State University

Welcome & Opening
Remarks, Dr. David
Menachof & Dr. Terry
Pohlen
Overview of Driving
Profits/ Financial Value
in Your Supply Chain
Bob Hurley, Bayer
HealthCare

Vignette #1: “Avoid
Cost Saving Tunnel
Vision: Seeking
Productivity &
Innovation in the Supply
Chain”, Jack Buffington,
Molson-Coors

Welcome & Opening Remarks,
Donald Walker, McKesson
Overview of DDSN &
introduction of 5 defined
obstacles/ issues:
• Visibility
• Integration
• Metric
• Collaboration
• Organizational Structure
John Coyle, Kimberly-Clark
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Overview of Sustainability in
the Supply Chain: “Value,
Social Responsibility &
Environmental Stewardship”
Dr. Omar Keith Helferich,
Central Michigan University &
Dr. Steven Dunn, University
of Wisconsin at Oshkosh
Panel: “Best Practices in
Supply Chain Sustainability”
Moderators: Dr. Omar Keith
Helferich, & Dr. Steven Dunn

Sub-Session: “Integration”,
Casey Chung, Blockbuster
Room: B

Panelists: Mark Buckley,
Staples, Inc., John Gagle,
Lexmark & Glenn Lancaster,
Chiquita

Panel: “Collaboration”,
Moderator: John Coyle,
Kimberly-Clark
Panelists: Gary Wilson,
Kimberly-Clark, Jim Pleiman,
Schering-Plough, CVS/pharmacy & Tom Perdue, NYK Lines
Room: A

Panel: “Winning the
Case Study Debrief
Dr. Rhonda Lummus, Iowa Competition for
Resources - Sr.
State University
Management
Perspectives on Funding
Supply Chain initiatives”
Moderators: Dr. David
Menachof, City
University, London & Dr.
Terry Pohlen, University
of North Texas

Welcome & Opening
Remarks, Donald Ralph,
Staples, Inc.

Sub-Session: “Visibility”,
Clif Turner, Ryder, & Chris
Campbell, Philips Consumer
Lifestyles, Room: A

Sub-Session: “Metrics”, Chris
McCurdy & George Basil,
PetSmart, Room: C
(choose one)
Vignette #2 (part 1): “
Fixed or Variable Cost:
A Strategic View for
Supply Chain”,
Bob Hurley, Bayer
HealthCare

Discussion of Presented
Scenario & Solutions
(in groups)

Issues Discussion & Analysis
continued (in groups)

Sub-Session: “Integration”,
Casey Chung, Blockbuster
Room: B
Sub-Session: “Metrics”, Chris
McCurdy & George Basil,
PetSmart,Room: C
(choose one)

Dr. Jezdimir Knezevic,
MIRCE Akademy, UK
8:00

Sub-Session: “Visibility”,
Clif Turner, Ryder, & Chris
Campbell, Philips Consumer
Lifestyles, Room: A

Sub-Session Debrief Panel
Moderator: Dr. Jezdimir
Knezevic, MIRCE Akademy, UK

Sustainability in the Supply
Chain Issues Debrief

Panelists: Chris McCurdy &
George Basil, PetSmart, Clif
Turner, Ryder, Chris Campbell,
Philips Consumer Lifestyles,
Casey Chung, Blockbuster
Room: A

Panelists: Terry Gilbert,
Roadway, Jim Pleiman,
Schering-Plough & Bob
Hurley, Bayer HealthCare
Wrap-up & Learning
Keys,
Marie Lacertosa,
JCPenney
3:45 –
5:00

Wrap-up & Learning
Keys,
Kevin Smith, CVS/
pharmacy

Wrap-up & Learning
Keys,
Bob Hurley, Bayer
HealthCare

Wrap-up & Learning Keys,
John Coyle, Kimberly-Clark

Peer Group Roundtables with Academic Facilitator: Topic to be Peer Group Specific (Refer to page ? for listing of locations)

Issues Introductions:

1. Measurement of Sustainable
Performance
2. Design for Supply Chain
Sustainability: Product
3. Re-engineering SC Sustainability:
Process and Transportation
4. SC Sustainability Facility Operations
5. Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR)
6. SC Sustainability Globalization

Dr. Omar Keith Helferich &
Dr. Steven Dunn
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Wrap-up & Learning Keys,
Dr. Omar Keith Helferich & Dr.
Steven Dunn

Thursday, June 26, 2008 –
SCLA Conference
Track
Theme

Best Practices

Hot Topics

Transportation Issues

Future Trends & Issues

Cutting Edge Research &
Benchmarking

Track
Chairs

Dr. Jezdimir Knezevic,
MIRCE Akademy, UK

Dr. Alex Sommers,
University of New
Haven

Dr. John Taylor, Grand
Valley State University

Dr. Robert Jacobs, Indiana
University

Dr. Garland Chow, University
of British Columbia

Ballroom: E

Ballroom: D

Dr. Tom DeCarlo, University of
Alabama at Birmingham

Ballroom: A

Ballroom: G

11:45 –
12450

Open seating networking luncheon (East Foyer)

1:00 1:45

“Demand Forecasting:
Its Ties to S&OP”,
Jerry Smith,
Baxter Healthcare

“Disruptive
Demographics”,
Kevin Smith,
CVS/pharmacy

2:00 2:45

“Easy: How to Make
Things Easier for
Customers”,
Sue Pellechio,
Staples, Inc.

Panel: “End to End Lean” “Fuel: The Elephant in
the Room”,
Moderator: Dr. Alex
Paul Orrico, Ryder
Sommers

“Inland Infrastructure –
Ensuring Our Future”,
George Duggan, BNSF

“Supply Chain Initiative
Prioritization”,
Dan Marous, Staples, Inc.

“Supply Chain Risk &
Disruptions”,
Dr. Jennifer Blackhurst,
Iowa State University

“Carbon Footprint Analysis”,
Jeff Ball, Philips Consumer
Lifestyles & Tim Brown,
Chainalytics

“Global Supply Chain Risk
Management”,
Dr. O. Keith Helferich,
Central Michigan University &
Dr. M. Douglas Voss,
University of Central Arkansas

Ballroom: F
6:45 7:45

Breakfast meeting with your company senior executive mentor (East Foyer & Estrella Ballroom)

8:00 –
9:00

Keynote: “The (Supply) Chain Reaction” - Amy Oberg, Futurist, Kimberly-Clark

9:15 –
10:15

Panel: “Organization
Evolution: Leading
Change”

9:30

Enablement Workshop
on Virtual Teams”,
Gerry Shaw, DuPont

Moderator: Tom
Goosmann, Roadway

Moderator: Dr. John
Taylor, Grand Valley State
University

Panelists: Scott Spencer,
Roadway & Jack
Buffington, Molson-Coors

“Improving Supply
Chain Performance
through Scorecard
Collaboration”,
Carol Carrieri, Henry
Schein, Inc.,

Panel: “Challenges in
Transportation: How to
Increase Efficiency &
Combat Rising Costs “

Panelists: Jeff Brashares,
Pacer Intl., Tom
Shepherd, Chiquita,
Michelle Livingstone,
Home Depot & Lance
Whitacre, Andersen Corp.
Panel: “Managing a
Supply Chain through a
Recession”
Moderator: Dr. Alex
Sommers, University of
New Haven
Panelists: Steve Poplawski,
True Value, Jim LaBounty,
2008 Chair, SCLA
Executive Committee &
Jim Craig, NYK

“Improving
Transportation
Effectiveness:
Breakthrough Thinking
in Carrier Asset
Management at the
Hershey Company”,
Melanie Keller, The
Hershey Company

Panel: “The Future of RFID:
Does it Work Across
Industry?”

Overview and opening
remarks, Dr. Garland Chow,
University of British Columbia

Moderator: Jim Moore, Ryder

“Trend Effects & Managerial
Decision Making Survey”
Results, Dr. Tom DeCarlo,
University of Alabama

Panelists: Kevin Bott, Ryder,
Rick Kallop, Lexmark & Phil
Therrien, Kimberly-Clark

Panel: “Globalization: The
Pros & Cons of Off-shoring”
Moderator: Dr. Robert Jacobs,
Indiana University
Panelists: Jeff Regan, Watson
Pharmaceutical, Katy Stone,
DuPont & Mike McBreen,
Furniture Brands International

Panelists: Billy Boykins,
Procter & Gamble &
David Proctor, NYK

3:00 4:00

Peer Group Roundtables with Academic Facilitator: Topic to be Peer Group Specific (Refer to page ? for listing of locations)

4:15 –
5:00

Keynote: Circle of Excellence Winner (Ballroom D)

6:30 –
11:00

Circle of Excellence Award Dinner (Ballroom D)

Research in Brief:
“Automation Implementation
& Custom Designs & Material
Handling”, Dr. Steve Derby, RPI
“Supply Chain 2010”,
Dr. Rhonda Lummus,
Iowa State University
“Global Supply Chains: Lean
vs. Quality Control”, Dr. Alex
Sommers, University of New
Haven
“International Freight Security
Impact on Supply Chain
Effectiveness”, Dr. Garland
Chow, University of British
Columbia
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Friday, June 27, 2008 –
SCLA Conference
Super
Sessions

Extended Supply Chain
& Global Complexity
Ballroom: D

Talent Acquisition &
Development
Ballroom: E

Driving Profits/Financial
Value in the Supply
Chain
Ballroom: F

Demand Driven Supply
Network
Ballroom: A

Sustainability in the Supply
Chain
Ballroom: C

Track
Chairs

Marie Lacertosa,
SVP & Director of
Supply Chain, JCPenney

Kevin Smith, SVP of
Supply Chain &
Logistics,
CVS/pharmacy

Robert Hurley,
Controller, US Logistics,
Bayer HealthCare

Donald Walker, SVP,
Distribution Operations,
McKesson

Donald Ralph, SVP of
Logistics, Staples, Inc.

Dr. David Menachof,
City University, London

John Coyle, Director, Logistical
Alliances, Kimberly-Clark

Dr. Terry Pohlen,
University of North Texas

Dr. Richard Dawe,
Golden Gate University

Dr. George Haley,
University of New Haven

Dr. Rhonda Lummus,
Iowa State University

Case Study: “Partner
Collaboration: Building
a Common Supply
Chain”, Ken Cochran,
Polo Ralph Lauren & Tom
Vandenbush, JCPenney

Dr. Steven Dunn, University of
Wisconsin at Oshkosh

Panel: “The Latest
News on Port Clean
Truck Plans”

8:15

Welcome & Opening
Remarks, Marie
Lacertosa, JCPenney

Welcome & Opening
Remarks, Kevin Smith,
CVS/pharmacy

Overview of the
Extended Supply Chain,
Dr. George Haley,
University of New Haven

Overview of the Talent
Life Cycle, Dr. Rhonda
Lummus, Iowa State
University

Overview of “The
Essentials of Supply
Chain Finance”
Dr. David Menachof &
Dr. Terry Pohlen

Case Study: “Duty Free
Stores”,
John Rutherford, DFS &
Jeff Brashares, Pacer

Panel: “Talent Acquisition
& Development “

Discussion in brief on 3
issues/ controversies

Moderator: Dr. Rhonda
Lummus, Iowa State
University

Introduction of “Box of
Lightning” Case Study

Panelists: Deb Dean,
Spherion, Anne Miller,
Kimberly-Clark, Tom
Christian, CVS/pharmacy,
Jim Moore, Ryder

Welcome & Opening Remarks,
Donald Walker, McKesson
Overview of DDSN &
introduction of 5 defined
obstacles/ issues:
• Visibility
• Integration
• Metric
• Collaboration
• Organizational Structure
John Coyle, Kimberly-Clark
Sub-Session: “Visibility”,
Van Duong, The Hershey
Company, Room: A
Sub-Session: “Integration”,
James Crump & Deb Miller,
SoftwareAG, Room: B
Sub-Session: “Metrics”, Chris
McCurdy & George Basil,
PetSmart, Room: C
(choose one)
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Analysis of Case Study
(in groups)

Application of “Box of
Lightning” Case Study

Panelists: Kent Prokop,
Pacer & Rick Schart,
JCPenney

Welcome & Opening
Remarks, Donald Ralph,
Staples, Inc.

“Off Shoring: Blessings
& Perils”, Dr. George
Haley, University of New
Haven

Overview of Sustainability in
the Supply Chain: “Value,
Social Responsibility &
Environmental Stewardship”
Dr. Omar Keith Helferich,
Central Michigan University &
Dr. Steven Dunn, University
of Wisconsin at Oshkosh

Discussion of Presented
Scenario & Solutions (in
groups)

Panel: “Best Practices in
Supply Chain Sustainability”

Wrap-up & Learning
Keys,
Marie Lacertosa,
JCPenney

Moderators: Dr. Omar Keith
Helferich, & Dr. Steven Dunn
Panelists: Mark Buckley,
Staples, Inc., John Gagle,
Lexmark & Glenn Lancaster,
Chiquita

12:00

Panel: “Collaboration”,
Moderator: John Coyle,
Kimberly-Clark
Panelists: Gary Wilson,
Kimberly-Clark, Jim Pleiman,
Schering-Plough, CVS/pharmacy & Tom Perdue, NYK Lines
Room: A

Issues Introductions:

Sub-Session: “Visibility”,
The Hershey Company,
Room: A

Issues Discussion & Analysis
continued (in groups)

1. Measurement of Sustainable
Performance
2. Design for Supply Chain
Sustainability: Product
3. Re-engineering SC Sustainability:
Process and Transportation
4. SC Sustainability Facility Operations
5. Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR)
6. SC Sustainability Globalization

Dr. Omar Keith Helferich &
Dr. Steven Dunn

Sub-Session: “Integration”,
SoftwareAG
Room: B

Moderator: Marie
Lacertosa, JCPenney

Breakfast with peer group (East Foyer & Estella Ballroom - Refer to page ? for listing of locations)
Welcome & Opening
Remarks, Bob Hurley,
Bayer HealthCare

Presentation of “Box of
Lightning” Case Study

Dr. O. Keith Helferich,
Central Michigan University

Dr. Jezdimir Knezevic,
MIRCE Akademy, UK
7:00 8:00

Introduction to the Case
Study
Dr. Rhonda Lummus,
Iowa State University

Sub-Session: “Metrics”,
PetSmart, Room: C
(choose one)
Discussion: “The
Case Study Debrief
Dr. Rhonda Lummus, Iowa Challenges of Making it
Real” – group discussion
State University
led by: Bob Hurley, Bayer
HealthCare, Dr. David
Menachof & Dr. Terry
Pohlen

Wrap-up & Learning
Keys,
Kevin Smith, CVS/
pharmacy

Wrap-up & Learning
Keys,
Dr. David Menachof &
Dr. Terry Pohlen

Sub-Session Debrief Panel
Moderator: Dr. Jezdimir
Knezevic, MIRCE Akademy, UK
Panelists: Chris McCurdy &
George Basil, PetSmart, Van
Duong, The Hershey Company,
James Crump & Deb Miller,
SoftwareAG
Room: A
Wrap-up & Learning Keys,
John Coyle, Kimberly-Clark

Peer Group Roundtables with Academic Facilitator: Topic to be Peer Group Specific (Refer to page ? for listing of locations)
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Sustainability in the Supply
Chain Issues Debrief

Wrap-up & Learning Keys,
Dr. Omar Keith Helferich & Dr.
Steven Dunn

Session
Abstracts
Day One
Wednesday, June 25, 2008
Keynote
8:15 am – 9:15 am, Wednesday,
June 25, 2008
Ballroom D
America’s Loss – The World’s Gain:
The Broken Back of Americas
Infrastructure

Super Sessions
9:30 am – 3:30 pm, Wednesday
8:15 am – 12:30 pm, Friday
Ballroom D
Extended Supply Chain & Global
Complexity Super Session
Track Chairs:
Marie Lacertosa, SVP & Director of
Supply Chain, JCPenney

Keynote Speaker:
Dan McNichol, Author
The University of Pennsylvania says Dan McNichol
is a “top journalist creating a new framework for understanding... compelling new scholarship...on how interstate cooperation became essential.”
Abstract:
Dan McNichol, a best selling author and award winning journalist, believes backward looking people are often forward
thinking individuals. “By default historians are futurists. As history repeats itself who better to tell us about possible, even
predictable, reoccurring patterns than someone who has studied previous trends?” More to the point, McNichol claims we
have faced today’s challenges before.

Dr. George Haley, Ph.D., Professor of
Marketing, University of New Haven

Speakers:
John Rutherford, VP, Global
Transportation, DFS

Jeff Brashares, EVP & COO, Pacer

When it comes to transportation and supply chain logistics,
the Infrastructure in the United States is over used, under
funded and tragically it’s deteriorating. Absent a visionary and
a vision, leadership at the federal level is missing. Today there
are funding shortfalls, labor shortages, increased material
costs, heavier regulations and the most educated public ever.
Coupled with being a nation at war, the environment for
building anew our supply chain is a hostile one. To be sure,
global warnings are sounding as more pressure is put upon
our economy to compete with oversea markets.

Ken Cochran, VP of Supply Chain
Development, Polo Ralph Lauren

Tom Vandenbush, VP & Director of Supply
Chain Support, JCPenney

The Dwight D. Eisenhower National System of Interstate &
Defensive Highways was built at a time this nation faced similar dilemmas. Yet, the world’s largest engineering and construction projects took root. Today, it is a supply chain that the
world envies. It’s an example of boldness, big thinking - it is
greatness we need to once again achieve.

Richard A. (Rick) Schart
Vice President, Director of
Transportation, JCPenney
Kent Prokop, President, Warehousing &
Distribution Group, Pacer
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Abstract:
The Super Session on Extended Supply Chains & Global
Complexity will focus on the supply chain and logistical issues
that are occurring in today’s business environment where
there is increased emphasis on outsourcing everything from
product components to entire products. Companies are
under increasing pressure to shed assets of all kinds and especially to shed production assets. The goal of this strategy is to
maximize returns to the shareholder, and it has largely been
achieved – in 2000 the average book-to-market ratio was six
times what it was in 1981.
The primary problem with the strategy is that the perils of the
strategy are not adequately addressed. Among the basic
assumptions of net present value theory is the assumption
that all decisions made can be reversed without suffering a
penalty, hence financial analyses do not make the effort to
adequately address the potential for losses due to unpredicted, yet often predictable problems. Research has shown that:
1. Within two years 20-25% of all supply relationships
will fail
2. Within 5 years fifty percent of all supply relationships
will fail
3. Seventy percent of buying companies are unhappy with
their suppliers citing
• Suppliers not understanding their needs
• Suppliers providing poor service
• Supply costs being higher than predicted
In addition, there are the perils that are associated with the
very philosophy of outsourcing entire functional areas of your
business. Some are so tremendous that they should be
absolute deal killers. An increasingly well known peril of this
kind is the increased risk of losing a technology that represents
your company’s competitive advantage in the marketplace.
One peril of this kind that is not yet focused on is capability
loss – the loss of a skill that may not be a company’s competitive advantage, but which is a requirement to compete effectively over the long term, such as production skills. Though
the new mantra calls for the shedding of production assets in
favor of focusing on the less asset-intensive functions like
product design, the best and most successful product design
efforts are those that work incorporating feedback and knowledge from production.

Learning Objectives:
Learning objectives for this super session are for participants
to familiarize themselves with the complexities of designing
and building extended supply chains in the new emerging
markets.
Learning Outcomes:
• 50% increase in recognition of complicating variables
• 50% increase in identifying potential cost increasing
variables
• Recognizing the difference between high risk variables
and High uncertainty variables

9:30 am – 3:30 pm, Wednesday
8:15 am – 12:30 pm, Friday
Ballroom E
Talent Acquisition & Development
Super Session
Track Chairs:
Kevin Smith, SVP of Supply Chain &
Logistics, CVS/pharmacy

Dr. Rhonda Lummus Ph.D., Assoc.
Professor of Operations & Supply Chain
Management, Iowa State University

Panelists:
Deb Dean, VP of Strategic Accounts,
Spherion

Anne Miller, Supply Chain Talent Manager,
Kimberly-Clark

Tom Christian, Director of Human
Resources- Supply Chain & Logistics,
CVS/pharmacy

Finally there are the outsourcing perils associated with the
new sources for outsourced products and services. Some,
such as communication difficulties due to cultural differences
between the supplier’s home country personnel and the foreign markets they are being called on to serve. However
other perils are not only less obvious, but completely new.
Some of these are perils such as supply chain fragmentation,
supply chain substitution and here-to-fore unknown shortcuts.

Jim Moore, Vice President, Ryder Supply
Chain Solutions
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Abstract:
Today’s supply chains are complex networks that stretch
around the globe. Companies are concerned with ensuring
that their supply chain employees will be able to support
these global enterprises. For supply chain business owners,
this means they need comprehensive programs targeting the
recruiting, training and development of supply chain professionals. The programs must be focused on developing and
retaining top-notch supply chain employees. Successful companies will have an employee talent development and acquisition plan that ensures they are prepared for the global, crossfunctional, cross-company way of doing business.

Learning Outcomes:
• Identify current problems and trends in hiring and
training supply chain professionals
• Provide participants with insight into how other member
companies are executing successfully in the development
and acquisition of talent
• Develop useful tools that can be readily adapted to the
member companies’ respective environments
• Strengthen supply chain managers problem-solving skills
through real world case studies

This session will focus on discussing the premise that there is a
“Talent Life Cycle”. The main elements of the Life Cycle are:
Finding and Recruiting, Training, Developing and Retaining
and Planning for Succession. Topics to be discussed include:

9:30 am – 3:30 pm, Wednesday –
Industry Best Practices
8:15 am – 12:30 pm, Friday –
Application
Ballroom F
Driving Profits/Financial Value in
the Supply Chain Super Session

Finding and Recruiting
- Establishing expectations – What do people want? What
can be provided?
- Employee Engagement – What does it mean to be the
“employer of choice”?
- Hiring practices – Sourcing internal vs. external
- Contractor vs. Employee

Track Chairs & Vignette Presenters
Bob Hurley, Controller US Logistics, Bayer
HealthCare

Training
- Effective training programs
- Skills and competency development
- Toolkit development
- Mentoring programs
- Diversity, Affinity Groups , Inclusion, etc
- How to deal with running a “feeder” organization (i.e.
company entry point)
Developing and Retaining
- Career Planning
- Performance / Accomplishment Reviews
- “Culture” and communication (community service,
company spirit of pride, etc.)
- Mobility of employees
Planning for Succession
- Succession Planning
- Planned phase-out (i.e. retirement or elimination)
- Un-planned phase-out
- Changing mindsets
- Business continuity and sustainability

Dr. David Menachof, Ph.D., Senior Lecturer
in International Logistics & Distribution,
City University, London
Dr. Terry Pohlen, Ph.D., Associate Professor
of Logistics, University of North Texas

Vignette Presenter:
Jack Buffington, Director of Lower Valley
Operations, Molson-Coors

Panelists:
Terry Gilbert, President, Roadway

Learning Objectives:
• Explore opportunities to build effective organizations
• Identify best practices from within the member companies
• Identify cutting edge, or emerging practices.

Jim Pleiman, VP of Consumer Healthcare
Logistics, Schering-Plough

Abstract – Wednesday – June 25, 2008 Industry Practice
This super session will investigate financial methods applicable
to logistics and supply chain managerial decision making. The
objective is to provide the participant with easy to use techniques that can be readily used following the conclusion of
the Super Session.
Learning Objectives:
• Understanding the role of Finance in Supply Chain
Management decision making
• Identify what the CFO is really looking for in your supply
chain
• Provide useful techniques that can be translated for use in
the participants’ company
Learning Outcomes:
• Be able to show the impact of supply chain initiatives on
the bottom line
• Calculate the Cash to Cash Cycle
• Identify Activity Based Costing Drivers

Abstract - Friday – June 27, 2008 Application

Learning Objectives:
• Understanding the role of Finance in Supply Chain
Management decision making
• Identify what the CFO is really looking for in your supply
chain
• Provide useful techniques that can be translated for use in
the participants’ company
Learning Outcomes:
• Be able to show the impact of supply chain initiatives on
the bottom line
• Calculate the Cash to Cash Cycle
• Identify Activity Based Costing Drivers

9:30 am – 3:30 pm,
Wednesday
8:15 am – 12:30 pm, Friday
Ballroom A
Demand Driven Supply
Network Super Session
Track Chairs:
Donald Walker, SVP, Distribution
Operations, McKesson

1. Application of Supply Chain Finance (Introduced
by Dr. David Menachof & Dr. Terry Pohlen)
• A hands-on session designed to compliment Wednesday’s
presentations by applying those techniques
• Moving from Metrics to Money
• Strategic Profit Model - Impact on the bottom line
• Net Present Value
• Inventory Velocity
• Cash to Cash Cycle
• Activity Based Costing/Activity Based Management
• Existing research, applications, and examples
• Experience of participants
2. Case Study (Introduced by Dr. David Menachof &
Dr. Terry Pohlen)
• Explanation of tasks & discussion
• Activity Based Costing/Activity Based Management
• Formation of teams
• Teams will have time to discuss and prepare:
– Situation Analysis
– Outcomes as a result of the ABC analysis
– Lessons learned from the change to ABC
– Information sharing & technology requirements
– Defining performance measures and cost drivers
– Own firm implementation issues

John Coyle, Director, Logistical Alliances,
Kimberly-Clark

Dr. Richard Dawe, Ph.D.,
Assoc. Professor of Operation
Management, Golden Gate University
Dr. Jezdimir Knezevic, Ph.D., Professor,
MIRCE Akademy, UK

Sub-Session Presenters:
Visibility:
Clif Turner, Group Logistics Manager,
Ryder Supply Chain Solutions

Chris Campbell, Philips Consumer Lifestyles
Van Duong, Mgr., Customer Planning, The Hershey
Company
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Integration:

Learning Objectives:
1. What are the building blocks that create a DDSN
capability
2. What are the key barriers to DDSN
3. Succeeding in a demand sensing world
4. Standard Operating Procedures (SOP) integration

Casey Chung, Director of Production Planning,
Blockbuster,
James Crump, Senior Director of Strategic
Business Solutions, SoftwareAG,

Deb Miller, Director of Manufacturing &
Retail Strategy, SoftwareAG

Super Session topics include:
1. Supply Chain visibility
2. Organizational Structure
3. Collaboration among supply chain partners
4. Integration of business and technology systems
5. Measurement systems

Chris McCurdy, VP of Transportation,
PetsMart,

Learning Outcomes:
Working with industry experts and real world case studies/scenarios participants will learn tips on how to navigate through
various obstacles to a successful demand driven supply chain
and achieve goals such as;

Metrics:

•
•
•
•
•

George Basil, Director of Supply Chain
Operations Improvements, PetsMart

Panelists:

Reduce inventory
Gain better perfect order performance
Shorter cash-to-cash cycle time
Get higher revenue
Achieve better profit margins

9:30 am – 3:30 pm,
Wednesday
8:15 am – 12:30 pm, Friday
Ballroom C
Sustainability in the Supply
Chain Super Session

Jim Pleiman, VP of Consumer Healthcare
Logistics, Schering-Plough

Tom Perdue, EVP & COO NLA, NYK

Gary Wilson, Customer Service Team
Leader, Kimberly-Clark
CVS/pharmacy

Track Chairs:
Donald Ralph, SVP of Logistics, Staples,
Inc.

Abstract:
In its design the Demand Driven Supply Network (DDSN)
integrates technology, people and processes within an organization and its external supply chain partners to react to the
pull of the customer order versus the push of a forecast. In
application of DDSN there are barriers and challenges faced
by supply chain partners which impact implementation. This
session will examine those common barriers and solutions
used to overcome them.

Dr. Omar Keith Helferich, Ph.D., Professor,
Marketing & Logistics, Central Michigan
University
Dr. Steven Dunn, Ph.D., Professor Chair of
Supply Chain & Operations Management,
University of Wisconsin at Oshkosh
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Panelists:

Secondly, the payoff for leadership in the sustainability area
eventually must come back to the corporation in terms of
long term value or financial rewards. These benefits can be
direct cost reductions resulting from improved energy efficiencies or waste minimization, or be available in the future in
terms of strategic competitive advantage. Some benefits may
seem intangible, such as goodwill and community respect.
But ultimately responsible sustainable supply chain strategy
must also have a positive impact on the bottom line.
Government regulation and consumer market preferences
help create the incentive for companies to ‘go green', but ultimately it boils down to profit. This too, however, involves a
titanic change from short term profit taking to a long term
viewpoint.

Mark Buckley, Vice President of
Environmental Affairs, Staples, Inc.

John Gagle, Manager of Sustainable
Practices – EH&S, Lexmark International,
Inc.
Glenn Lancaster, Central Area Director of
Product Supply, Chiquita Brands NA

This Super Session overview presentation provides a
Sustainable Supply Chain model starting with definitions of
sustainability and the use of the three pillars that serve as the
foundation for The Triple Bottom Line concept. The overview
then attempts to answer-“Why Strive to Achieve a Sustainable
Supply Chain and what is the status of current sustainability
initiatives?” A business model is provided to illustrate the
building of a sustainable supply chain through the foundation
of metrics and a strategic approach to the three pillars of
Value, Social Responsibility and Environmental Stewardship
excellence. In summary, the overview session will provide a
knowledge base for understanding how a firm can move
towards Triple Bottom Line excellence, and will reference successful applications by introducing a subset of practical tools
that are available to achieve this strategic shift.

Abstract:
In today’s global marketplace, organizations are under increasing pressure to comply with a multitude of different performance guidelines and standards: quality management, product safety, occupational health, wellness and safety,
import/export regulations, labor laws, environmental management and protection, and security. The pressure impacts
those who must comply, and those who have a stake in the
compliance of others, most notably the supply chain partners.
The Sustainable Supply Chain concept provides a foundation
to recognize three critical performance pillars- Value, Social
Responsibility, and Environmental Stewardship to provide
what is recently referred to as the Triple Bottom Line.
A number of organizations historically have been leaders in
selected areas of the Triple Bottom Line model. However,
recent events have heightened the level of urgency felt by
most firms in terms of addressing these issues. Product quality
disruptions, environmental incidents, energy issues, consumer
awareness and community involvement, and political instabilities worldwide have made the triple bottom line a required
strategic imperative. The importance of the three pillars is supported through recently completed security and brand protection research, review of catastrophic disruption events plus
recent product recalls. These results plus the ever present
Sarbanes-Oxley accountability highlight the need for continuing to advance proactive supply chain solutions.
There are two key dimensions of effective supply chain sustainability leadership. First, any initiative must actually result in
improvements. Investors, consumers and the general public
tend to view corporate declarations of environmental virtue
with considerable skepticism. Announcements that have little
substance behind them are quickly exposed as ‘green washing', and any potential benefit that might result will be overshadowed by questions about motive or sincerity. In this
arena, a corporation must demonstrate a true commitment to
sustainability in order to reap benefits in terms of public
acceptance. In effect, you have to walk the talk.

The Super Session Industry Issues Panel will address questions
from the participants plus a few pre-selected questions
thought to be of general interest to the overall participant
audience. The facilitator and panelists will provide a brief
summary of key points at the conclusion of the panel session.
The Super Session will utilize several pre selected sustainability
issues that provide examples of practical application across the
scope of the sustainable supply chain and will stimulate discussion. Each team will be assigned one pre selected issue
and will be given a template to organize their discussion arising from the issue. The teams will be asked to develop an
approach to the issue, generate recommendations for resolution, and finally to present their findings to the overall group
during the Debrief session. Ideally, participants will leave with
a better understanding of how to surface sustainable initiatives, conduct internal and external research to support these
initiatives, and what potential tools may assist them as they
target an improved Triple Bottom Line in their own firm.
Learning Objectives:
Participants will gain understanding of the following:
• Definition of supply chain sustainability through three
business performance pillars; Value, Social Responsibility
and Environmental Stewardship
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• Definitions of the potential applications within each of the
three performance pillars
• A relatively new business concept that links a metrics
foundation with the pillars to enable combined perfor
mance referred to as “The Triple Bottom Line”
• Suggested performance categories and metrics that serve
as the foundation for sustainable supply chain
• A subset of tools that is available to provide ongoing
improvement for the pillars of Value, Social Responsibility
and Environmental Stewardship.
• Application of selected tools through participation in issue
work sessions with a focus on sustainable supply chain
• References of professional work completed and examples
in process that highlight how to implement successful
sustainable supply chain strategies
• Information on the status and tradeoffs of reported and
ongoing industry examples of sustainable supply chain
initiatives

Day Two
Thursday, June 26, 2008
Keynote
8:00 am – 9:00 am, Thursday
Ballroom D
The (Supply) Chain Reaction

Breakout Sessions
9:15 am – 10: 15 am,
Thursday
Best Practices Track –
Ballroom A

Keynote Speaker:

Moderator:

Amy Oberg, Futurist, Kimberly-Clark

Learning Outcomes:
• Learn how to take the best of both supply chains, and
industry best practices to build something better than
before.
• Learn how to be an effective leader during this period of
change.

9:15 am – 10:15 am, Thursday
Hot Topics Track – Ballroom G
Enablement Workshop on
Virtual Teams

Panel: Organization Evolution: Leading
Change
Tom Goosmann, VP of Field Sales, Roadway

Speaker:
Abstract:
Emerging trends and issues, shifts and changes in the macroenvironment will shape the future of our country, communities and businesses. Understanding those trends and issues,
shifts and changes before they mainstream provides leaders
with a distinct advantage: increased lead time for decision
making.

Learning Outcomes:
Participants will receive information that should assist in the
following:
• How to develop a basis of knowledge to encourage
further investigation of a sustainable supply chain within
their respective organizations
• How to contribute to an ongoing supply chain sustainable
initiative
• How to initiate discussions and planning to start or
expand ongoing initiatives in any one of the three pillars
to a full Triple Bottom Line concept
• How to identify and prioritize applications in the two
more recent pillars of a sustainable supply chain effortenvironmental stewardship and social responsibility
• How to identify the information sources and tools available for ongoing improvement to achieve and maintain a
sustainable supply chain
• How to take a triple bottom line supply chain concept to
the core strategy of the firm

In The (Supply) Chain Reaction, Amy Oberg, Futurist for
Kimberly Clark Corporation, will provide information and
insights on business related trends, issues, shifts and changes
that are likely to emerge and/or mainstream over the next ten
years; and discuss their potential impacts and implications on
the supply chain. Using basic “systems thinking” theory and
modeling, she will help participants uncover The (Supply)
Chain Reaction to these trends and changes.
Discussion on trends across social, economic, environmental,
political and technological domains will be included.
Learning Objectives:
• Educate on emerging trends, issues, shifts and changes
likely to occur over the next 10 years
• Better understanding of impacts
• Better understanding of “systems thinking”

Sustainability in the Supply Chain:
The Value of a Solution Toolkit Focus

Learning Outcomes:
• Insights surrounding the future
• Insights surrounding the future of supply chain
• Insights on new tools that can help with impact analysis
• Insights into new tools that can with decision making.

• Overview of Sustainability in the Supply Chain, Track
Chairs: Dr. Omar Keith Helferich, Central Michigan
University and Dr. Steven Dunn, University of Wisconsin at
Oshkosh
• Industry Issues Panel: Best Practices in Supply Chain
Sustainability
• Issues Introduction (Lab Session included)
• Issues Discussion & Analysis (Lab Session included)
• Sustainability in the Supply Chain Issues Discussion &
Debrief
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Gerry Shaw, HR Manager,
DuPont Sourcing & Logistics

Panelists:
Scott Spencer, VP, SW Division, Roadway

Abstract:
Teamwork is critical to the success of our organizations. With
the complexities of our work and our organizational structures, virtual teams allow us to bring the diversity of each
team member into the room through technology-mediated
communications. However, virtual teams do come with their
own set of challenges due to the lack of face-to-face interactions. Structure is important to the success of a virtual team.

Jack Buffington, Director of Lower Valley
Operations, Molson-Coors

Abstract:
This session will provide you with change initiatives and strategic building blocks to your supply chain that have been affected by mergers and acquisitions. This session will also talk
about creating change to compete in our current economy as
well as being a change leader in your industry. How to be the
change leader at your own company, how do you bring different supply chains together, how will you lead through this
change and how to maintain change will also be integral discussion topics. Come listen to how Roadway and MolsonCoors have been change leaders in their industries and be
ready for some dynamic sharing of best practices for this most
important best practice session.

Learning Objectives:
• Provide new ideas & tools to enhance the ability to
influence the success of virtual teams
• Explore ways to keep a virtual team focused
• Identify individual actions that contribute to team
performance
Learning Outcomes:
• Understand the importance each role plays to the success
of a virtual team
• Recognize potential barriers for success
• Awareness of tools and techniques to improve the
efficiency & effectiveness of virtual team interactions

Learning Objectives:
• What are the essential strategic building blocks of what a
merged supply chain should look like in today’s competitive
market environment?
• When your company is in a merger process, what are the
steps to take to bring two different supply chains into one
strategic picture?
• Managing change initiatives that will go the distance
• Creating the team that will guide change
• Enabling change to stick
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9:15 am – 10:15 am, Thursday
Transportation Issues Track –
Ballroom E
Panel: Challenges in
Transportation: How to
Increase Efficiency & Combat
Rising Costs

and numbers, and direct store delivery vs. DC routing.
Depending on panel members comments and audience questions, additional approaches to dealing with rising transportation costs may also be addressed.
Learning Objectives:
• Obtain insights into how to deal with rising transportation
costs
• Obtain an understanding of specific approaches to
dealing with transportation costs
• Obtain an understanding of the advantages and
disadvantages of particular approaches

Moderator:
Dr. John Taylor, Ph.D., Associate Professor,
Marketing, Grand Valley State University

Learning Outcomes:
• Understand the wide range of approaches to addressing
transportation challenges
• Understand specific solution areas that panel member’s
firms are pursing
• Understand audience members and other panel members
perspectives on the approaches that individual panel
member firm’s are pursing

Panelists:
Tom Shepherd, VP of Transportation,
Chiquita Express

9:15 am – 10:15 am, Thursday
Future Trends & Issues Track –
Ballroom D
The Future of RFID: Does it
Work Across Industry?

Michelle Livingstone, VP, Transportation,
The Home Depot

Jeff Brashares, EVP & COO, Pacer

Moderator:
Jim Moore, VP, Ryder
Lance Whitacre, Director of Order
Management & Logistics, Andersen
Windows, Inc.
Panelists:
Abstract:
This session will focus on the new challenges in managing
transportation and will focus on the solutions that panel member firms are focusing on. The session will be conducted
using an informal discussion format with the moderator asking
questions of panel members. Audience members will also be
asked to raise questions about the panel member’s comments
in an interactive way as the discussion proceeds. The challenges that will be discussed relate to the rising costs of
domestic and international transportation and their impact on
supply chain system design and management. Panel members will each be asked to focus on one or two approaches
their firms are taking to deal with the challenges of rising
transportation costs. Topics that are expected to be addressed
relate to approaches to dealing with fuel surcharges, environmental mandates, private fleet vs. purchased trucking roles,
transportation management systems implementation, supplier
diversification and location, distribution center network design
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Kevin Bott, SVP & CIO, Ryder Systems

Rick Kallop, RFID Business Development
Manager, Lexmark International

Phil Therrien, RFID Implementation,
Kimberly-Clark

Abstract:
The benefits of RFID are touted as increased product availability at shelf level, theft reduction, and reduction of other categories of shrink, productivity improvement and pricing

improvement. The panel will take a look at RFID applications
and debate and discuss the issues that revolve around making
it all run smoothly. Can it run smoothly, and if so, who benefits the most – manufacturers, logistics service providers, or
retailers? Is there, or will there be an ability to integrate RFID
across the supply chain and vertical markets in an efficient and
cost effective way? Have we reached the point of industry
critical mass and standardization to provide sufficient benefit
to overcome startup investment risks and operating costs of
RFID?

effects on decision making, market-based factors such as market volatility, etc.).
These and other research questions the study investigates
have the potential to provide important management implications. For example, the results will help managers predict preferences among upstream or downstream in the channel. In
addition, the study will also provide specific factors that affect
the decision processes of the different channel members. The
results will also help understand the relationship building
process within the channel by offering insights into how to
better manage supply chain dynamics given different preferences among marketing and operations personnel. It is also
important to note that this study is part of an ongoing stream
of research. The data collection phase of this particular project is currently underway and the additional data collected by
the DBM participants promises to offer some interesting comparisons.

9:15 am – 10: 15 am,
Thursday Cutting Edge
Research & Benchmarking
Track -Ballroom F
Trend Effects & Managerial
Decision Making Survey –
Results

10:30 am – 11:30 am,
Thursday
Best Practices Track –
Ballroom A
Improving Supply Chain
Performance through
Scorecard Collaboration

Speaker:
Dr. Tom DeCarlo, Ph.D., Professor of
Marketing & Industrial Distribution,
University of Alabama at Birmingham
Abstract:
Strategic decision making plays a fundamental role in the ability of companies to execute their marketing and supply chain
strategies. Because many decisions confronting managers
involve complex judgments made on the basis of incomplete
or ambiguous information, such evaluations would seem quite
susceptible to bias.

Speaker:
Carol Carrieri, Director of Supply Chain NA,
Henry Schein, Inc.

The proposed study is designed to investigate a number of
potential differences among channel partners. For example,
one research question involves the decision making process of
channel partners that are ‘upstream’ from the distributor, i.e.,
manufacturers of electronics components for distributors, versus those that are ‘downstream’ from the manufacturer, i.e.,
distributors of electrical components.
Based on our preliminary assessments, we believe there will be
important decision making differences between distributors
and manufacturers. Our goal is to investigate the reasons
underlying these potential differences. The proposed study will
also investigate whether a marketing orientation (e.g., salesperson as a respondent) versus an operational business orientation (e.g., an operations manager) will systematically bias
decision making processes. Based on evidence in related fields,
we believe that there will be significant differences between a
respondent who is more marketing-oriented as compared to
one who is more operational in their orientation. We also
plan to investigate a number of additional research questions
from the data (e.g., risk propensity of the respondent and its
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Abstract:
This session will focus on Henry Schein’s supplier initiatives to
improve partnerships and supply chain performance.
Emphasis will be on the development and implementation of
supply chain scorecards, as well as the resulting collaborative
efforts. Participants will be provided an opportunity to analyze
sample supplier scorecards, identify strengths and weaknesses,
and create collaborative methods and targets for performance
improvement. It will also illustrate tracking tools to measure
outcomes.
Presentation to include:
• Timeline of events leading up to scorecard
• Scorecard Requirements: Defining metrics, program
development, and testing
• Scorecard Launch - Communications
• Scorecard used as a collaborative tool to improve supply
chain efficiencies
• Small break out groups to explore working with scorecard

Session
Abstracts
Learning Objectives:
• Understand phases of scorecard development
• Utilize scorecard metrics to identify process improvement
opportunities
• Develop mutual “reach” and “stretch” goals
• Create action plans for identified process improvement
opportunities
• Track and measure performance

Abstract:
Managing in an economic recession is an experience that is
uncommon in the U.S., and it requires quick, well-calculated
responses to fast-acting forces that are usually impossible to
predict and are possibly unprecedented. Only senior managers may have recession-related experience. Serious issues
include fast drops in consumer demand, very tight credit, ballooning inventories, excess labor, and failing vendors. Panelists
from several industries give strategies for survival, and describe
observed pitfalls, fallacies, and unwise management actions.

Learning Outcomes:
• To identify meaningful metrics and processes to improve
supply chain performance
• To effectively analyze metric scores and identify
opportunities for supply chain improvements
• To collaboratively develop mutual goals based on
individual and peer group performance.
• To create robust action plans to achieve supply chain
efficiencies (tracking, measuring, and follow up)

Learning Objectives:
• To gain insight into recession-related managerial issues
and problems
• To recognize the special dangers and opportunities that a
recession delivers
Learning Outcomes:
• Take home new recession-fighting management strategies
• Realize the real dangers that recession poses to the
corporate status quo

10:30 am – 11:30 am,
Thursday
Hot Topics Track – Ballroom G
Panel: Managing a Supply
Chain through a Recession

10:30 am – 11:30 am,
Thursday
Transportation Issues Track
Ballroom E
Improving Transportation
Effectiveness: Breakthrough
Thinking in Carrier Asset
Management at the Hershey
Company

Moderator:
Dr. Alex Sommers, Professor, Department
of Industrial Engineering, University of
New Haven
Panelists:
Jim LaBounty, 2008 Chair, SCLA Executive
Committee

Speaker:
Melanie Keller, Senior Operations Project
Leader, The Hershey Company

Steve Poplawski, SVP, Logistics & Supply
Chain, True Value
Abstract:
Today’s business environment requires a strong focus on effectively managing transportation costs. With fuel charges significantly increasing, and the price of commodities drastically
impacting the bottom line of food manufacturers, containing
Logistics costs has been a strategic imperative at The Hershey
Company.

Jim Craig, SVP, Sales & Marketing, NYK
Logistics (Americas) Inc.

improvement program entailing multiple initiatives over a
three-year period of time was begun in 2007 to provide these
significant savings.

Katy Stone, Director of Logistics, DuPont
USA

A key part of the continuous improvement program is Project
Overdrive, focusing on upgrading the existing transportation
planning software, integrating inbound transportation, implementing a supplier visibility tool and partnering with carriers
to effectively put continuous move load tendering into operation. This initiative is driven by a cross-functional team representing Packaging, Commodities, Information Services,
Finance, Manufacturing and Transportation.

Mike McBreen, VP, Supply Chain &
Logistics, Furniture Brands International

Abstract:
As supply chains globalize, companies continue to evaluate
alternatives for off-shoring activities. The term ‘off-shoring’ is
used in various situations and may take on slightly different
meanings. Therefore to effectively discuss the ‘pros’ and
‘cons’ of off-shoring, defining what is being considered for
‘off-shoring’, the location of origin and destination for such
‘off-shoring’ and the risk and benefits associated with the
change must be considered. In short, business must understand the work, the impact of the change and the new operating model.

This session will outline the approach The Hershey Company
is taking towards this project. It will discuss key inputs, outputs and change management concerns for this processchanging initiative along with lessons learned and best
demonstrated practices.
Learning Objectives:
• Case Study on key inputs, outputs and change
management concerns on a company-wide process
changing initiative to:
– Upgrade the Transportation Planning System
– Integrate Inbound Transportation Planning
– Implement a Supplier Load Visibility Tool
– Put Continuous Move Load Tendering into operation

As businesses evaluate ‘off-shoring’ manufacturing, services or
sources of materials to a location offering lower costs, it is
imperative to clearly define the scope of work, what needs to
change and the value proposition. There is always risk associated with this change; but if a company decides to proceed
because benefits outweigh the risks, the key challenge is management of change to effectively and efficiently implement a
‘new way’ of doing business.

Learning Outcomes:
• Understand the approach The Hershey Company is taking
towards generating significant transportation savings.

Companies that send work offshore could cut costs by as
much as 25-50%, when business/SC processes are transformed to take advantage of the ‘new’ business model. But
without work redesign to exploit automation, manage risk
and take full advantage of the new environment's potential,
companies risk sub-optimization, business disruption and
lower than expected benefits.

10:30 am – 11:30 am,
Thursday
Future Trends & Issues Track
Ballroom D
Panel: Globalization: The
Pro’s & Con’s of Off-shoring

DuPont has several examples of off shoring and how these
efforts have successfully provided a competitive advantage
and changed the way we do business. However managing the
changes required significant effort, focused resources, process
systems and governance redesign and leadership alignment.
Examples include changing raw material sources to emerging
economies, outsourcing selected transactional processes to
India, and working with service providers on their outsourcing
initiatives that ultimately reduce our service costs.

Moderator:
Dr. Robert Jacobs, Ph.D., Professor of
Operations, Indiana University

Learning Objectives:
• Examples of work – key services, commodities.
• Elements for consideration/decision making
• Liberating Value
Learning Outcomes:
• Pitfalls
• Success factors
• Key Takeaways

Panelists:
Jeff Regan, VP, Materials Management,
Watson Pharmaceutical

Strong initiatives over the past few years have been very successful in keeping costs in line but breakthrough thinking and
major process change were required to achieve significant
transportation savings. An innovative logistics continuous
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10:30 am – 11:30 am,
Thursday
Cutting Edge Research &
Benchmarking Track –
Ballroom F
Research in Brief

Global Supply Chains: Lean vs. Quality
Control
Speaker:
Dr. Alex Sommers, Ph.D., Professor,
Department of Industrial Engineering,
University of New Haven

Abstract:
Efforts to achieve lean operations through outsourcing, and
especially off-shoring, have tended to neglect quality assurance, sometimes to the point of costly failure and government
intervention. Customers must now devise new methods to
insure quality at distant supplier locations, and, just as important, use forensic analysis and engineering to detect a quality
problem and track it to its source. This is not a simple task
since forensic analysis is typically not practiced outside criminal investigation, and is not usually needed in quality assurance functions. Research is needed to design quality assurance
operations which include forensic analysis and continuous onsite quality investigations.

Note these are 15 minute presentations that will be
given in succession during this allotted time frame

Automation Implementation &
Custom Designs & Material Handling
Speaker:
Dr. Steve Derby, Ph.D., Associate Professor
of Mechanical Engineering, Rensselaer
Polytechnic Institute
Abstract:
This presentation will discuss research into new solutions for
order picking. From selecting a single item for individual store
delivery to a case of product shipped on a mixed case lot pallet, novel methods to perform these tasks will be discussed.
With today's shrinking workforce challenging a DC's need for
quick response, corporations are looking to automation. Many
existing automation methods are too expensive, driving this
research effort towards being cost effective business solutions.

• What forensic science and engineering techniques can be
used in quality assurance?
• How should customers manage quality with distant
suppliers?
• How can hidden, deliberate quality problems be detected
prior to shipment?
• What State-side quality procedures should be instituted,
if any?

Learning Objectives:
• Quick review of automation technology
• Long and short term directions for automation strategies
• Research done outside of large automation firms

Supply Chain Management 2010
and Beyond
Speaker:
Dr. Rhonda Lummus, Ph.D., Associate
Professor of Operations & Supply Chain
Management, Iowa State University

Learning Outcomes:
• New automation solutions for order picking
• How to balance investment costs by modular
implementation
• Using existing DC's without complete replacement
• How to keep orders flowing using graceful degradation in
automation design

1:00 pm – 1:45 pm, Thursday
Best Practices Track –
Ballroom A
Demand Forecasting: Its Ties
to S&OP

• Learn what issues were identified as most important in
both the US and Europe
• Find out what education and research needs are required
to address these issues
• Understand how you can participate in this research
project

International Freight Security Impact
on Supply Chain Effectiveness

Speaker:
Jerry A. Smith, Director, Operations Science
& Analytics, Baxter Healthcare Corporation

Speaker:
Dr. Garland Chow, Ph.D., Associate
Professor of Operations & Logistics,
University of British Columbia
Abstract:
How are supply chain organizations coping with the need to
secure freight movements? A survey of stakeholders in the
movement of marine containers sheds light on the motivation
of firms implementing security programs and the impact of
these programs on supply chain performance. Key performance indicators (KPIs) are identified for both security and traditional supply chain performance and the relationship
between security performance and supply chain performance
is examined. Issues addressed include the relative impact of
different security initiatives and importance of collateral benefits resulting from security investment.
Learning Objectives:
• Review security initiatives utilized in global marine supply
chains
• Gain insight on how which security initiatives are
appropriate.
• Understand how security programs impact traditional
supply chain performance

A structured, well-managed Demand Planning process will
contain essential elements that deliver transparent information
to dependent functional operations allowing each to update
projections, analyze effects, identify constraints, and prepare
recommendations for review in the Sales and Operations
Planning process. A reliable Demand Planning process allows
the S&OP process to focus on what’s necessary to operationally meet market requirements rather than arguing about the
numbers.

Learning Outcomes:
• Improve your ability to evaluate cargo security initiatives.
• Integrate security with supply chain planning

Learning Objectives:
• To understand the role Demand Planning plays in
enabling a successful S&OP process and what factors are
involved in sustaining a reliable forecasting practice.

Abstract:
Supply chain mangers will face significant changes and challenges in the coming years. By forecasting trends and challenges, steps can be taken to close the gaps that exist
between today's capabilities and the demands of the new supply chains. Recent research done at multiple sites in the U.S.
and in European brought together leading practitioners and
academics to identify these gaps. Learn where leading the
practitioners are planning to direct their organizations to
improve supply chain performance in the next five to ten
years.
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Abstract:
As a process, demand planning represents the first link in an
operational chain that guides the efforts of manufacturing,
purchasing, and distribution, supports capacity planning activities and serves as a baseline in the development of the financial forecast. A robust demand planning process facilitates
improved forecast accuracy by analyzing results, developing a
baseline projection, integrating sales and marketing information, providing a forum to discuss and challenge assumptions,
and achieving consensus on a final forecast. Maintaining a
high degree of forecast accuracy assures the business will have
the right product in the right place for its customers and contributes to the overall financial performance by providing fact
based, realistic projections and reducing waste throughout the
supply chain.

Learning Outcomes:
• What is demand planning
• What are the risks associated with forecast error
• What part does Demand Planning play in the S&OP
process
• What are the key elements of a robust Demand Planning
process
• What roles do the various business functions play in the
Demand Planning process
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1:00 pm – 1:45 pm, Thursday 1:00 pm – 1:45 pm, Thursday
Hot Topics Track – Ballroom G Future Trends & Issues Track –
Ballroom D
Disruptive Demographics
Speaker:
Supply Chain Initiative
Kevin Smith, SVP of Supply Chain &
Prioritization
Logistics, CVS/pharmacy
Speaker:
Daniel Marous, VP, North American
Delivery Summit Supply Chain Programs,
Staples, Inc.

Abstract:
The workforce population is aging quickly and there are fewer
new potential employees coming along than will retire in the
next decade. Companies will need to learn how to deal with a
diminished number of candidates for jobs over the coming
decades. Additionally, companies must be on guard to preserve
skills and knowledge as older workers leave the workforce.
Learning Objectives:
• Learn the history and scope of the problem
• Hear what some companies are doing to address it
• Hear alternatives to conventional approaches
• Dispel myths about older workers
Learning Outcomes:
• Awareness before it becomes too late
• Develop plans to attract and retail older workers
• Understand some approaches to making an older work
force productive

Abstract:
The focus of this session is an introduction to the Staples
Operations Planning process. We will cover a 7-step process
that describes our Vision, Mission, and Strategy (“Where we
want to go”), compare it to our current performance (“Where
we are today”) and identifies how to bridge that gap through
our goals and objectives. We will describe how we generate
an “In Play” project list (“The things we do and how we prioritize a plan”) in order to meet our goals and objectives. These
projects are then monitored, completed, and communicated
throughout the Supply Chain organization.
At its heart, this session focuses on connecting business and
supply chain strategy to the projects and work that is prioritized. We are all challenged to sift through a multitude of
project opportunities. This process provides a pragmatic
framework for executing this critical effort.

1:00 pm – 1:45 pm, Thursday
Transportation Issues Track Ballroom E
Inland Infrastructure Ensuring Our Future
Speaker:
George Duggan, Vice President, Domestic
Intermodal, BNSF

Abstract:
Did you know that the US population will likely increase to
338 million by the year 2020? This phenomenal growth will
only add to the demand for consumer goods. The question
that remains – will our nation’s inland infrastructure support
this growth? In this session, we will address the challenges
that domestic supply chain faces now and in the future. We
will share how the rail industry is responding by improving
service offerings, infrastructure and facilities, and how, through
collaboration, each member of the supply chain can help
ensure the future of freight mobility.
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Learning Objectives:
• Understand the 7-step Operations Planning process
• Understand how Staples connects our vision, mission,
strategy, goals and objectives to the project prioritization.
• Describe how projects are weighted in the “Pipeline”
and then selected for the “In-Play” list. Discuss the “
stop doing” concept
• Describe how work on the “In Play” list is planned and
executed, including the use of an improved decision
making framework.
• Review some of our key tools to understand how projects
are monitored and communicated throughout the supply
chain organization.

1:00 pm – 1:45 pm, Thursday
Cutting Edge Research &
Benchmarking Track –
Ballroom F
Understanding the Drivers of
Supply Chain Risk

2:00 pm – 2:45 pm, Thursday
Best Practices Track –
Ballroom A
Easy: How to Make Things
Easier for Customers
Speaker:
Sue Pellechio, Vice President Carrier
Management, Staples, Inc.

Speaker:
Dr. Jennifer Blackhurst, Ph.D., Associate
Professor of Logistics and Supply Chain
Management, Iowa State University

Abstract:
In 1986, Staples invented the office superstore. Today, we are
the world's largest office products company with sales of
$19.4 billion dollars in 2007. Our more than 76,000 associates
in delivery businesses and 2,000 stores around the world are
dedicated to making it easy to buy office products. Once a
retail–only operation, Staples continues to expand and meet
the office product needs of the ever–changing global market,
estimated to be a $260 billion opportunity. The company now
serves customers through catalogs, delivery service and
award–winning e–commerce sites around the globe. Quill, a
direct marketer of office products, is nationally recognized for
its customer service to vertical specialty markets such as the
legal and medical professions. Our Contract business is one of
the fastest growing in the United States.

Abstract:
The management of disruptive events in supply chains is a
critical concern for firms competing in today’s global market.
A single disruption occurring in a supply chain can quickly
propagate and intensify in impact, with devastating consequences. While the topics of supply chain risk and disruptions
are timely, supply chain managers need tools to better understand the drivers of risk in their supply chains. This session will
focus on developing a better understanding of the drivers of
supply chain risk and what can be done to manage these drivers. These insights can be used in the development and execution of effective mitigation strategies to reduce or even
avoid the negative impact of supply chain disruptions.
Learning Objectives:
• Introduction to the concept of supply chain risk
• Understanding of risk driver categories

Our European stores, delivery organizations and e–commerce
sites provide Staples with incredible growth potential in a very
fragmented marketplace. Meanwhile our delivery businesses in
Argentina, Brazil and China are building a foundation for
growth in those emerging international markets.

Learning Outcomes:
• Analysis of your company’s risk drivers
• Discussion of risk mitigation strategies for each driver
category
• Getting started: Developing a supply chain risk
management plan by understanding risk drivers

Staples has not only grown; we have evolved to meet the
needs of our customers. We know that business is much more
complicated and customers are pressed for time, now more
than ever. Today, Staples promises to help make it easy for
people to buy their office products.
In this session, learn how Staples makes it easy for our
Customers, our associates, our institutional investors, and our
shareholders.
Presentation to include:
• An overview of our easy brand strategy and evolution.
• Distinct ways that we make it easy for our Customers to
shop at Staples- whether in store, or delivered.
• How we make it easy for our associates to “deliver the
easy”.
• How we make it easy for financial institutions and
shareholders to invest in Staples.
• Our Staples Soul (Diversity, Environment, Ethics,
Community).

Learning Outcomes:
• Participants will be introduced to a structured
methodology for prioritizing
• work in a manner that connects to the broader company
and supply chain strategy.
• Participants will review some simple tools used to facilitate
the process
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Learning Objectives:
Participants will gain understanding of the following:
• Developing a customer centric culture.
• Strategies behind our easy brand promise.
• Our plans to gain additional market share.
• The importance of having a soul.

Learning Outcomes:
• Take away a sense of the true purpose of lean thinking
• Exercise caution in approving and in assessing lean
projects

2:00 pm – 2:45 pm, Thursday
Transportation Issues Track Ballroom E
Fuel: The Elephant in the
Room

Learning Outcomes:
• How to develop a Customer centric company culture.
• How to make it easy for Customers to do business
with you.
• How to execute against your brand promise.
• How to gain market share.
• How important it is to have clearly defined company
values.

Speaker:
Paul Orrico, Director of Fuel Product
Development, Ryder Energy Distribution
Corp.

2:00 pm – 2:45 pm, Thursday
Hot Topics Track – Ballroom G
Panel: End to End Lean

Abstract:
As the Director of Fuel Products for Ryder System., one of the
largest surface transportation fleets in the United States, I am
constantly asked what is driving the petroleum market and
where is it headed. With crude oil, heating oil and gasoline
reaching historical highs, and with new market events it seems
every day, it is hard to budget and plan for your fleet’s fuel
transportation expenses which can account for 40% of the
total transportation cost. We will explore some of the key market indicators such as, weather, supply and demand, geopolitical and hedge funds and effect they all have on today’s
fuel prices. What will they mean for fleet operators in 2008?
What, if anything, can you do to manage this volatile commodity? Is risk management or hedging the answer? How
about alternative fuels? Can they reduce the cost and what
does the future hold for the President’s 20 in 10 policy? In
this session, we will discuss these questions and take a look at
the issues that continue to change and evolve on a daily basis.
We will review the market as it looks today. We will talk about
hedging and Bio-diesel to see if they might be an answer. I
will also attempt to give some guidance for future cost in
2008. As a wrap-up, there will be a Q&A session on any related issues.

Moderator:
Dr. Alex Sommers, Ph.D., Professor,
Department of Industrial Engineering,
University of New Haven
Panelists:
Billy Boykins, Director of NA Product
Supply Operations, Procter & Gamble

David Proctor, SVP, Supply Chain Solutions,
NYK

Abstract:
Becoming lean does not mean becoming emaciated. It is possible to carry lean projects too far, and to reduce an organization’s ability to respond quickly and effectively to new opportunities and to issues in existing lines of business. Lean is not
simply cost reduction: it is the removal of wasted time and
resources to produce higher productivity and faster response
to customer needs. Examples are provided, and a pragmatic
set of guidelines is suggested for management review as lean
practices are adopted.

2:00 pm – 2:45 pm, Thursday
Future Trends & Issues Track Ballroom D
Carbon Footprint Analysis

2:00 pm – 2:45 pm, Thursday
Cutting Edge Research &
Benchmarking Track Ballroom F
Global Supply Chain Risk
Management

Speaker:
Jeff Ball, Director, Supply Chain Project
Management, Philips Consumer Lifestyles
& Tim Brown, Chainalytics

Speakers:

Abstract:
In late 2007, Philips merged its Consumer Electronics,
Peripherals & Accessories and Domestic Appliance divisions
into a single business sector – Philips Consumer Lifestyle. Each
of the prior divisions had previously developed their own independent supply chains, so the merger created a new opportunity to combine locations into a single optimized network.
With Philips’ heritage of being a leader in the eco green
movement and their commitment to sustainability, it was
important to consider carbon emissions in the network optimization model.
This session will share Philips’ experience in working with a
leading supply chain analytics consultancy company to define,
construct and execute a network optimization model with carbon emissions footprint considerations as a key variable.
Philips will also share results and surprises of the modeling
effort, including: impacts of reducing/combining locations and
key trade-offs for decision making (cost / carbon / customer
service).
Learning Objectives:
• Importance of considering carbon in a network analysis
• Carbon Modeling approaches – Reporting, Carbon as a
Constraint, Carbon as an Optimization Cost Element
• Impact of product sourcing locations on final results
• Impact of number of distribution centers and their
locations on final results
• Cost, carbon and customer service trade-offs

Learning Outcomes:
• Better understanding of what drives the petroleum
markets
• Hedging options for your fleet
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Dr. M. Douglas Voss, Ph.D., Assistant
Professor, University of Central Arkansas

Abstract:
In today’s global marketplace, organizations are under increasing pressure to comply with a multitude of different performance guidelines and standards: quality management, product safety, occupational health and safety, import/export regulations. labor laws, environmental management and protection, and security. The pressure to sustain success in the global competitive environment while protecting the brand
requires ongoing improvements of the supply chain risk management model with appropriate assessment and response
solution processes. The objective of this session is to present a
solution process with business applications that utilize web
technology to address risk based assessment and response
steps within the overall domain of global supply chain risk
management. Attendees will learn about the results of university research on supply chain security and the results of ongoing application of web based solutions to achieve more efficient and effective global supply chain risk management.
The session initially presents the results of a multiple year
Department of Homeland Security sponsored research initiative lead by Michigan State University, University of
Minnesota, and Georgia Tech to define the vulnerability gaps,
status of corporate security/brand protection, and recommendations to enhance US supply chain security. The session will
also provide a summary of research results on availability and
application of information technology to address global supply chain security-brand protection. The emphasis of the session will be on the successful application of web based technology to improve efficiency and effectiveness of the assessment and response to enhance brand protection. Selected
applications of the technology will be presented with arrangements for demonstration possible.

Learning Objectives:
• Explanation of petroleum market drivers
• Explore Bio Diesel as an alternative fuel
• Discuss the basics of hedging

Learning Objectives:
• To understand the total sense of lean operations
• To realize that there are important constraints to lean
activities
• To conceptualize lean as a means to important ends

Dr. Omar Keith Helferich, Ph.D., Professor,
Marketing & Logistics, Central Michigan
University
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The referenced solution utilizes a risk based process that is
being successfully applied to assist in risk mitigation for any or
all of the three pillars of a sustainable supply chain; economic
value, social responsibility, and environmental stewardship.
The session discusses an actual operational risk based solution
from supplier-commodity through retail that uses a web based
based decision system to address risk for a major foreign
enterprise operation. This solution addresses Economic, Social
and Environmental risk factors. The solution involves upwards
of thousands of raw materials, finished consumer products,
and transportation suppliers from multiple national sources to
service over 90,000 establishments (processors and retail operations). The solution includes risk based field audit scheduling,
linkage to enterprise database and compliance reporting.
Learning Objectives:
• Provide understanding of need to address global
competitive environment while also protecting the
corporate brand
• Present results of multiple year research completed over
the period of 2005-2007 by Michigan State University to
enhance US supply chain security. The research was
sponsored by the Department of Homeland Security and
industry.
• Present recommendations on supply chain benchmarking,
process and information technology to address global
supply chain security-brand protection
• Review approach to address sustainability through the
concept of The Triple Bottom Line- Economic, Social and
Environmental performance tradeoffs.
Learning Outcomes:
• A framework with defined supply chain core
competencies that drive security and brand protection
performance
• Reference to an available benchmark spreadsheet tool
to compare corporate competency scores to those of top
performing companies
• Suggested process with 10 elements/steps to develop and
manage corporate security and brand protection
• Review of proven solutions to address supply chain
incident response through use of web and risk based
hardware/software systems.
• Suggested approach to achieve more resilient, sustainable
supply chain through Triple Bottom Line business model
and information technology

Day Three
Friday, June 27, 2008
Super Sessions
Super Sessions repeated from
8:15 am – 12:30 pm
(Please refer to pages ?? - ?? for
Super Session details)

Dr. Jennifer Blackhurst, Ph.D., Assistant
Professor, Supply Chain Management,
Iowa State University

Dr. Jezdimir Knezevic, Ph.D., Professor,
MIRCE Akademy, UK

Dr. Garland Chow, Ph.D., Associate
Professor of Operations & Logistics,
University of British Columbia

Dr. Rhonda Lummus, Ph.D., Associate
Professor of Operations & Supply Chain
Management, Iowa State University

Dr. Richard Dawe, Ph.D., Associate
Professor of Operations & Supply Chain
Management, Golden Gate University

Dr. David Menachof, Ph.D., Professor &
Senior Lecturer in Transport Economics,
International Logistics & Distribution, City
University, London

Dr. Thomas DeCarlo, Ph.D., Professor& Ben
S. Weil Endowed Chair of Industrial
Distribution, University of Alabama at
Birmingham

Dr. Terry Pohlen, Ph.D., Associate Professor
of Logistics, University of North Texas

Dr. Stephen Derby, Ph.D., Associate
Professor of Mechanical Engineering, RPI

Dr. Elliot Rabinovich, Ph.D., Associate
Professor Supply Chain Management,
Arizona State University

Dr. Steve Dunn, Ph.D., Professor Chair of
Supply Chain & Operations Management,
University of Wisconsin at Oshkosh

Dr. Alex Sommers, Ph.D., Professor,
Department of Industrial Engineering,
University of New Haven

Dr. George Haley, Ph.D., Professor,
Industrial Marketing & International
Business, University of New Haven

Dr. Charles Sox, Ph.D., Professor &
University Chair of Manufacturing
Management, University of Alabama

Dr. Omar Keith Helferich, Ph.D., Professor,
Marketing & Logistics, Central Michigan
University

Dr. John Taylor, Ph.D., Associate Professor,
Marketing, Grand Valley State University

Dr. Robert Jacobs, Ph.D., Professor of
Operations, Indiana State University

Dr. M. Doug Voss, Ph.D., Assistant
Professor of Marketing & Supply Chain
Management, University of Central
Arkansas

Keynote
4:15 pm – 5:00 pm, Thursday
Ballroom D
“Circle of Excellence Winner”
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Jeff Ball, Director of Supply Chain Project
Management, Philips Consumer Lifestyles

Dr. Blackhurst has industry experience in manufacturing and
supply chain management. Prior to her career in academics,
she worked at Rockwell Collins where she was involved in
such areas as Industrial Engineering, Lean Manufacturing and
leading the transition of newly designed products from
Engineering to full-rate production on a government space
program.

Jeff began his career at Philips as a Manufacturing
Engineer in their US manufacturing facility for color TV. He
progressed through the organization as a Supply Base
Manager in Purchasing and after completing his MBA, he
joined the Logistics Innovation team as a Project Manager.
Jeff has led many major projects to develop and implement
improvements for the total end-to-end supply chain, including: international inbound, manufacturing material flows,
direct delivery, network consolidation/optimization, 3PL outsourcing and vendor consignment. He also worked for a period as Master Black Belt in the Business Excellence organization, where he led a major Logistics and business improvement project to enable the transition to a new Flat TV-driven
business model. Jeff is currently Director of Supply Chain
Project Management in the newly formed Philips Consumer
Lifestyle sector.

Kevin Bott, SVP & CIO, Ryder Systems
Dr. Kevin Bott is Senior Vice President and Chief
Information Officer of Ryder System, Inc., a
Fortune 500 global transportation and supply chain management solutions company. In this position, he oversees the
strategy, design, development and support of Ryder’s information technologies (IT). Dr. Bott helps to refine Ryder’s business
model and increase IT’s role as one of Ryder’s core competencies and competitive strengths.
Prior to this appointment, Dr. Bott served as Ryder’s Vice
President of Global Supply Chain Solutions Technology
Services. In that role, he provided technology support of business development activities, design, testing and implementation of value-added solutions and on-going account support.
He was responsible for global product strategy and all transportation, distribution and supply chain applications, including
management of mission-critical customer solutions.

George Basil, Director of Supply Chain
Operations Improvement, PetSmart
George Basil joined PetSmart as Director of
Supply Chain Operations Improvement in July 2007. Prior to
joining PetSmart, Mr. Basil was an independent consultant
working primarily for retail supply chain organizations on
operations improvement and staff augmentation assignments.
Mr. Basil worked for a private medical supplies distribution
company where he was Director of Operations. Mr. Basil also
worked for Montgomery Ward & Co where he started as
Logistics Director of Planning and Performance, then was promoted to Director of Logistics Operations, and Director of
Distribution. Prior to that, Mr. Basil held positions at Deloitte
Consulting and KPMG after leaving the Marine Corps.

Dr. Bott joined Ryder in 1995 as Director, Integrated Logistics
and has served in various high level positions during his
tenure at Ryder Systems.
Prior to joining Ryder, Dr. Bott held various positions in logistics, technology and operations management with
CSC/Cleveland Consulting, Leaseway Transportation and Case
Western Reserve University.
Dr. Bott holds a Ph.D. in Operations Management, a Master of
Arts degree in Management Sciences and a Bachelor of Arts
degree in Biophysics from The Ohio State University.

Dr. Jennifer Blackhurst, Ph.D., Associate
Professor of Logistics and Supply Chain
Management, Iowa State University

Billy Boykins, Director of NA Product
Supply Operations, Procter & Gamble

Jennifer Blackhurst, Ph.D. is Associate Professor of Logistics and
Supply Chain Management in the College of Business at Iowa
State University. She received her doctorate in Industrial
Engineering from the University of Iowa in 2002. Her research
interests include: Supply Chain Risk/Supply Chain Disruption
Modeling and Management; Distributed Systems/Supply
Chain Modeling and Design; and Supplier Assessment and
Selection. Her publications have appeared or been accepted in
such journal as Decision Sciences Journal, Journal of
Operations Management, Production and Operations
Management, International Journal of Production Research,
and Supply Chain Management Review. She is a member of
POMS and DSI.
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Billy Boykins was named Director of NA Product
Supply Operations in 2005. Mr. Boykins have been with
Procter & Gamble since 1977 when he began his career at a
PSG-I Staff Manager at the St. Bernard location. Over the last
30 Mr. Boykins increasing responsibility has given him vital
experience and understanding of supply chain issues across
the board.

2008 Supply Chain Leaders in Action Program:
University Faculty
Jeff Brashares, Vice ChairmanCommercial Sales, Pacer

environmental management for Star Market, Continental
Baking, General Environmental Services Inc. and the U.S.
Department of Interior/Aquaculture Project. He holds a
Bachelor’s degree in biology from St. Anselm’s College and is
an active member of several environmental groups for the
State of Massachusetts.

Jeffrey was born the son of two schoolteachers in
Mansfield, Ohio, on June 11, 1952. He was graduated from
Malabar High School in

Jack Buffington, Director of Lower Valley
Operations, Molson-Coors

1970 as a Member of the National Honor Society and received
the Michigan Honor Trophy for Outstanding Senior Boy.
In 1972, Jeff was graduated from the University of Akron with
an Associates Degree in Transportation with Distinction.
During his time at Akron University, he was awarded a membership in Phi Eta Sigma, a National honors fraternity, and
played in the university band.

Mr. Buffington is presently responsible for lower
valley operations for Molson Coors' Golden Colorado operation - the largest single site brewery in the world. Before this
position, he was the Director of Supply Chain transformation
at the Coors Brewing Company, and was the Director of eBusiness for two years at Coors as well. In his prior experience, Buffington was an adjunct professor in the Information
Technology and Management departments at the Daniel's
School of Business at the University of Denver, and worked for
KPMG, a Big Five consulting firm. He is also an author of the
book "An Easy Out: America's Addiction to Outsourcing", was
published in August, 2007.

With railroads in his blood, Jeff spent the next four years with
the Erie Lackawanna Railway first as a Chief Clerk in the
Cincinnati Sales office and then moved on to Cleveland in the
same position. Before leaving the Erie, Jeff held the position of
Sales Representative and then Assistant Division Sales
Manager, in Cleveland.
As the Erie Lackawanna was being merged in to Conrail, Jeff
left for a position as Sales Representative for Rail Van, Inc., in
Cleveland, Ohio. In 1978, Jeff moved to Columbus and
opened up Rail-Van of Columbus, Inc., and, in 1984, he and
two partners, Bill Lee and Denis Bruncak, purchased the $18
million intermodal transportation company.

Carol Carrieri, Director of Supply Chain NA,
Henry Schein, Inc.
Carol Carrieri has over 20 years Supply Chain
experience encompassing: materials management, distribution, project management, transportation, warehouse design
and management, purchasing and consulting.

The owners expanded the company into a full logistics
provider and in 1998, took on an additional partner, KDR,
consisting of the late Dave Thomas, son Ken Thomas and Rick
Richards. This followed closely with a joint venture with
Maersk Logistics, a Division of A. P. Moeller.

She joined the Henry Schein Team Corporation in 2002 as
Director of Operations at the Secaucus, NJ facility.

In 2000, the $550 million company was purchased by Pacer
International and the company was renamed Pacer Global
Logistics, a $1 billion provider of Supply Chain Services. Jeff
remains as Vice Chairman-Commercial Sales.

Carol accepted the position of Supply Chain Director-North
America in April 2004 and is proud to be a member of the
Henry Schein Team.
She attended Ryder College and Rowan University. She
received a BA in Education.

Mark Buckley, Vice President of
Environmental Affairs, Staples, Inc.

Carol chose the business world rather than teaching as a
career.

Mark Buckley directs Staples’ environmental commitment and sustainable business practices to protect and
preserve natural resources. He is responsible for driving the
company’s environmental leadership in four major areas: the
purchase and promotion of recycled content products; chainwide recycling initiatives; energy conservation programs and
renewable power procurement; as well as educational initiatives for customers and associates. A 16-year Staples veteran,
Buckley was previously vice president of facilities management
and purchasing at Staples where he directed company-wide
recycling and energy conservation programs. Prior to joining
Staples, Buckley held several leadership positions in the field of

Dr. Garland Chow, Ph.D., Associate
Professor of Operations & Logistics,
University of British Columbia
Associate Professor of Logistics and Supply Chain
Management in the Sauder School of Business at the
University of British Columbia and Director of the Bureau of
Intelligent Transportation Systems and Freight Security.
Dr. Chow teaches and writes in the fields of supply chain,
business logistics and freight transport management. He has
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taught in the U.S., Canada, Australia, Brazil, China, Hong
Kong, Japan, Mexico, and Poland and is a frequent speaker
before professional associations and executive programs

Casey Chung, Director of Production Planning,
Blockbuster
Casey Chung is the Director of Production Planning for
Blockbuster's US Operations, which includes responsibilities for
inventory control, quality control and decision analysis. Casey
has over 20 years of supply chain and logistics experience
with companies such as the U.S. Army, Wal-Mart, Technicolor,
CellStar and Blockbuster. Casey received his B.S. in Petroleum
Engineering from the University of Texas at Austin, his MBA
from the University of Texas at Dallas, and he is currently pursuing a PhD in Management Science at the University of Texas
at Dallas.

He is an internationally known authority on motor carrier
transportation having conducted research or consulting on
economic, regulatory and managerial issues of the trucking
industry. Dr. Chow's logistics research interests include transportation collaboration, modeling the outsourcing decision for
TPLs and the impact of e commerce on supply chain management. A frequent visitor and lecturer in Asia, he recently
authored “The Transportation and Warehousing Challenge for
Multi-National Corporations in China”. His current research
includes: the growth of the logistics services sector in China,
the role of Canada in Asia Pacific supply chains, Pacific
Gateway productivity, and how to improve security and efficiency of cross border freight movement.

Ken Cochran, VP of Supply Chain
Development, Polo Ralph Lauren
Ken Cochran is the Vice President of Supply
Chain Development for Polo Ralph Lauren. In this role, Ken is
responsible for leading global supply chain development activities required for all new business acquisitions, brand launches
and major supply chain operations improvements. For each
major development effort, Ken will lead the supply chain partnership with our customers, Brand management teams, internal operating groups and external service providers.

Garland Chow earned his BS and MBA degrees from the
University of Maryland and doctorate from Indiana University.
Tom Christian, Director of Human
Resources- Supply Chain & Logistics,
CVS/pharmacy
Tom Christian is the Director of Human Resources-Supply
Chain and Logistics for CVS/pharmacy, the retail arm of CVS
Caremark employing approximately 8,000 associates.

In addition to his development responsibilities, Ken leads our
global vendor compliance functions. In previous roles with
Polo, he has led our customer compliance organization and
managed 3PL service contracts.

Tom started his career at CVS/Caremark in 1981 as a Store
Manager and was subsequently promoted to a District
Manager in Northern New Jersey. In 1987, Tom entered the
Human Resources field as the Human Resources Manager for
the New York, New Jersey and Connecticut Regions of
CVS/Caremark.

Prior to Polo, Ken spent 8 years with Andersen Consulting
after graduating from Georgia Tech with a degree in Industrial
Engineering. After working with Andersen, Ken spent 5 years
leading materials management and IT functions for two manufacturing companies that supply the automotive, home furnishings and construction industries.

Ten years later, Tom relocated to Woonsocket RI as the
Director of Staffing, Employment and Relocation for the company. Tom then spent 3 years in the Woonsocket Distribution
Center as Human Resources Manager.

John Coyle, Director, Logistical Alliances,
Kimberly-Clark

In 2004, Tom was promoted to his current position leading
the HR strategy and agenda for Supply Chain and Logistics
and has been instrumental in promoting company-wide adoption of succession planning and talent development programs.
Tom is a graduate of Siena College with a degree in Business
Management. Tom has his SPHR from the Society for Human
Resources Management and is a member of the Human
Resources Planning Society and the Warehouse Education
Research Society.
Tom and his wife Linda, along with their two daughters, live
in Uxbridge, MA.

John is the Director, Logistical Alliances for
Kimberly-Clark Corporation. He leads a team of twenty supply chain professionals working with leading retailers in the
U.S. and Canada to drive supply chain integration and performance improvement. John joined Kimberly-Clark in 1983,
during his 24 years with K-C, in addition to the Supply Chain;
he has held positions in marketing and production operations.
Prior to moving into his current role, he led the implementation of a re-designed supply chain planning process and SAPAdvanced Planning & Optimizing system in Europe.
John earned his B.S. in Logistics at Pennsylvania State
University in 1983 and an MBA at University of California, Los
Angeles in 1989.
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Jim Craig, SVP, Sales & Marketing, NYK
Logistics (Americas) Inc.

Dr. Richard Dawe, Ph.D., Assoc. Professor
of Operations Management, Golden Gate
University

As senior vice president of sales and marketing for
NYK Logistics (Americas), Jim Craig brings 26 years of logistics
management experience to the organization. He is responsible
for all sales, pricing and marketing activities for all North and
South American divisions of NYK Logistics Americas (NLA).
In 1983, Jim began his transportation logistics career with ConWay Truckload Services. After 18 months in operations positions, he moved into a sales role and by 1986 was the company’s leading revenue producer. He was promoted first to regional sales manager in 1988 and then director of sales in 1990.
In 1992, he joined NYK’s GST Corporation subsidiary as vice
president for the Midwest region. In 1995, he added responsibility for the Southwest region and then eventually assumed
leadership for all business development activity west of the
Mississippi. In 2003, he was elevated to senior vice president
of sales for the NLA Transportation Division overseeing all business development efforts for domestic transportation. He was
promoted in September 2005 to his current position as NLA’s
commercial officer.
Jim is a graduate of Western Washington University with a bachelor’s degree in business management and a minor concentration in speech communications. He holds certifications as both
a professional sales trainer and negotiator. In conjunction with
GST Corporation’s 25th anniversary celebration, he was presented the company’s inaugural Presidential Award in 1997.

Prior to joining academia, Richard had extensive management
experience in all areas of global supply chain operations
including order processing, purchasing, logistics, production
planning, industrial engineering, inventory management, project management, and after sales support with the government, consumer products manufacturers, chemical manufacturers, logistics service providers, and food distributors.
Companies he worked for or with includes Intel, HP, Samsung,
Packard-Bell, Del Monte, Colgate among others. Richard
worked as a consultant on many large, international supply
chain reengineering and performance improvement projects.
Richard became a full time faculty member at Golden Gate
University in 1998. He founded the Operations Management
Competency Center to promote professional development for
students, faculty, and alumni. The Center has produced seminars, internships, research projects, and articles. Richard also
teaches for the California State University and APICS certification courses. He has written numerous articles on supply
chain management for professional publications and his book
on information technology in operations management was
published by Penton in 1994. He has contributed to numerous research efforts in addition to his doctoral study of the
impact of technology on supply chain strategy.
Deb Dean, VP of Strategic Accounts,
Spherion

Craig is married to Sara, his wife of 23 years and has three
teenage children. In his spare time he is an avid cyclist and
regularly rides in events of 100 miles or more for various charitable fund raising efforts.

Deb Dean is vice president of strategic accounts
for Spherion Corporation. She has responsibility for sales and
service excellence for a portfolio of approximately 60 of
Spherion’s largest account relationships.

James Crump, Sr. Director of Strategic
Business Solutions, SoftwareAG

Dean joined Spherion two years ago from Spring Group,
where she served as VP global sales and strategic marketing.
Having had responsibility for the launch of that company’s
vendor management solution, she has a unique understanding of supply chain logistics in the recruiting and staffing environment as well as the unique requirements of Fortune 500
employers.

James Crump is the Senior Director of Strategic
Business Solutions for Software AG. He has spent the last 5
years defining the science of Business Activity Monitoring and
Business Process Management through customer engagements, implementations, innovations and industry defining
reusable solutions. Prior to that, James was Director of
Technology Innovation for Time2Market and Director of
Development at Qwest. James spent 12 years as an IT
Architect in the Petro-Chemical industry, including 5 years
with Electronic Data Systems as Chief Technologist. James has
a BS in Physics, with additional graduate studies in Quantum
Chemistry from the University of Texas, and over 20 years
experience in business and IT problem-solving. In his youth,
James was a professional rock climber and guide with over
200 first ascents, and five published guidebooks to his credit.

Dean was previously VP of sales for TRS Staffing Solutions and
director of new business development for GRI PeopleNet, a
subsidiary of Ford Motor Company. She began her career as a
recruiter, following her graduation from Alma College in
Michigan. Her career has placed her in numerous international
assignments, and she has supported clients in Canada,
Mexico, the U.K., France, Holland, Denmark, Switzerland,
Norway, Australia and New Zealand.
With more than 20 years of experience in the staffing industry
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and a keen understanding of the U.S. workforce and the issues
that drive performance, Dean is a compelling and articulate
speaker. She has shared the findings and implications of the
Spherion Emerging Workforce® Study with numerous business groups. Conducted by Harris Interactive on behalf of
Spherion and reflecting a decade of research, the Study provides a comprehensive look at changes in the American workforce in the context of ongoing social and economic events.
Dr. Thomas DeCarlo, Professor of
Marketing & Industrial Distribution,
University of Alabama at Birmingham

George Duggan, Vice President, Domestic
Intermodal, BNSF
George Duggan was appointed to the position of
vice president, Domestic Intermodal, in November 2005. In
this capacity, he is responsible for BNSF's Sales and Marketing
activities for the $2.5 billion Domestic Intermodal business
unit, including truckload, less-than-truckload, parcel, intermodal marketing companies, and beneficial owners.
He began his career in the railroad industry with the MissouriKansas-Texas Railroad Company in 1978 in the management
training program. From there, he worked in various positions
and locations in the operating department, including trainmaster and terminal superintendent.

Thomas E. DeCarlo is the Ben S. Weil Endowed Chair of
Industrial Distribution and Professor of Marketing and
Industrial Distribution at the University of Alabama at
Birmingham. He was most recently on the faculty at Iowa
State University as Associate Professor. Dr. DeCarlo's primary
research interests deal with strategic issues in customer relationship management, sales force management, and marketing communications. Dr. DeCarlo's research has been published in outlets such as, The Global Logistics and Supply
Chain Management Handbook, Journal of Marketing, Journal
of Consumer Psychology, Journal of Personal Selling and Sales
Management, Industrial Marketing Management, Journal of
International Business Studies, among others.

Duggan began working for the Burlington Northern Railroad
Company as a grain specialist in 1990. He then assumed roles
with increasing responsibilities in Equipment Management,
Customer Service and Finance.
After Burlington Northern merged with Santa Fe in 1996,
Duggan served in a variety of leadership roles in the Field
Marketing, Minerals and Chemicals business units. In 1998,
Duggan was appointed vice president, Chemicals, then vice
president sales, Industrial Products in March 2001.

He is co-author of Sales Management, a top-selling sales management textbook. Dr. DeCarlo is also Director of UAB’s
Business Analysis Laboratory. The Laboratory, staffed by UAB
faculty and students, conducts research projects for companies
such as O’Neal Steel, Alabama Power, Miller Heiman,
Osram/Sylvania and others. Dr. DeCarlo has had professional
relationships with a number of Fortune 500 organizations in
areas of market analysis and customer segmentation, sales
force management, brand management, and new product
development. He earned his Ph.D. from the University of
Georgia.
Dr. Steve Derby, Ph.D., Professor,
Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute
Dr. Derby received all of his degrees from
Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute in Mechanical Engineering.
The majority of his research over the last 25 years has been in
robotics and automation. His research for industrial companies
have included the designing of special purpose automation
processes and work cells the design and construction of a
computer based modular robotic assembly cell, and the material handling of flexible materials. He has designed and built
novel palletizing robots and high speed machines for material
handling of mixed products. His current work includes the
assembly of fuel cell stacks.

Duggan received his Bachelor of Science in Economics from
the University of Missouri – St. Louis. In 2004, he completed
the Harvard University Advanced Management Program.
Dr. Steven Dunn, Ph.D., Professor,
University of Wisconsin at Oshkosh
A leader in the field of sustainability management
for over fifteen years, Steve is the co-founder of ISO, Inc.
(Innovative Strategies for Operations), a consulting firm specializing in the ‘triple bottom line’ approach to accountability
and strategy. He is also a co-founder of Ecolution, a not-forprofit that provides education and coursework in sustainability
principles. His partner in both ventures is Paul Linzmeyer. He
also is Chair of the Supply Chain and Operations
Management Department at the University of Wisconsin in
Oshkosh, which has an innovative program that requires a
course in sustainability.
Steve received his Ph.D. in business from The Pennsylvania
State University. He has an MBA from Boise State University
and a BS in Zoology from California State University Long
Beach. Dunn has worked overseas with the US Agency for
International Development, where he developed a series on
‘Greening the Supply Chain’, and the World Resources
Institute, where he participated in their Business Environment
Learning and Leadership program. He held various managerial positions at Labatt and HJ Heinz including plant manager.
His consulting clients have included Con Agra, Hunt Wesson,
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Lever, Nabisco, Ecolab, Aramark, G&K, Kraft Foods to name a
few. In other words, his work on sustainability combines a rigorous, academic knowledge of business trends with a nuts
and bolts understanding of how a company can best put
them into practice.

Tom Goosmann, VP of Field Sales, Roadway
As vice president of field sales, Thomas B.
Goosmann (Tom) is responsible for the field sales
organization and customer care. He was named to his current
position in January of 2007.

John Gagle, Manager of Sustainable
Practices – EH&S, Lexmark International,
Inc.

Goosmann joined Roadway in 1985 at the Toledo, Ohio, service center. He held numerous operations and sales positions
in Ohio and Michigan prior to being named a regional sales
manager at the Detroit, Mich., and South Bend, Ind., service
centers. Goosmann also served as corporate account executive in Detroit, Mich.; director of business development in
Chicago, Ill.; and director of retail for Roadway based at the
corporate office in Akron, Ohio.

John D. Gagel, BS, CIH - is Manager of Sustainable Practices EH&S at Lexmark International, Inc. He has over 15 years of
experience in the area of sustainability and the environment.
Prior to his current position he acted as a consultant to many
Fortune 500 companies on environmental, health and safety
issues.

Goosmann holds a bachelor of science in business administration with a marketing degree from Bowling Green State
University. He has participated in executive education programs at Case Western Reserve University and supply chain
management from Pennsylvania State University.

Terry Gilbert, President, Roadway
As president of Roadway, Terrence M. Gilbert is
responsible for the direction and executive management of Roadway in the United States and Reimer Express
Lines, a wholly owned subsidiary of Roadway, in Canada. Both
companies are leading providers of domestic and global supply chain services for North American businesses shipping
industrial, commercial, and retail goods. He was named president in January 2007.

A member of National Shippers Strategic Transportation
Council and the Council of Supply Chain Management
Professionals, Goosmann also serves on the executive board of
the Varsity BG Club at Bowling Green State University.
Dr. George Haley, Ph.D., Professor of
Marketing, University of New Haven

From 2004 until 2007, Gilbert served as executive vice president–sales and marketing. In this position, he was responsible
for functions aimed at growing revenues, yield, and market
share for Roadway and Reimer Express Lines.

George T. Haley (Ph. D. in Marketing, University
of Texas at Austin) is a tenured Professor of Marketing at the
University of New Haven (UNH) where he teaches in graduate
and executive programs. He is also the founding Director of
the Center for International Industry Competitiveness (CIIC).
The CIIC addresses the concerns of US small and mediumsized manufacturing companies in global environments and
has over 1200 associated member companies.

Gilbert joined Roadway in 1979 in Peoria, IL. He worked in a
variety of sales and operations positions until 1985. Between
1985 and 1990, Gilbert managed Roadway service centers in
Danville, KY, and Akron, OH. In 1990, he was named to the
position of district manager, with assignments in Springfield,
MO, Rock Island, IL, and Boston, MA. The Boston assignment
included responsibility for operations in eastern Canada. From
1998 to 2004, Gilbert was vice president of the company’s
Eastern Division, responsible for the efficient operation of the
Roadway network in the eastern United States.

Dr. Haley is an expert on industrial and emerging markets,
including the historical, cultural and legal environments in
which business strategies are formulated. He focuses on B2B
marketing, channels of distribution, supply-chain management, branding, new product development, strategic marketing, technology management, Chinese, Latin American and
Asian business, and managing intellectual property in emerging markets.

Gilbert serves on the board of directors of Christina’s Smile
Children’s Dental Clinic, which provides charitable dental care
to youngsters. Roadway transports the clinic, which travels in
two 48-foot trailers with the PGA TOUR and Champions Tour,
at no charge. Gilbert holds a bachelor of business degree in
business administration from Western Illinois University.

An award-winning author, Dr. Haley has over 100 articles,
books, book chapters, research reports and presentations.
He also consults with several multinational companies and
governments in Asia, Australia, Latin America and the USA.
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Dr. Omar Keith Helferich, Ph.D., Professor,
Marketing & Logistics, Central Michigan
University

Dr. Robert Jacobs, Ph.D., Professor of
Operations Management, Indiana
University

Dr. Helferich is a full-time faculty member for CMU where he
teaches the capstone course for graduating logistics majors.
The course requires each student team to complete a supply
chain improvement project for an organization. The student
teams must utilize the following tools; project charter, status
reports, project planning software, process mapping software,
six sigma tools, industry assessment surveys, milestone reporting and all of the modules in the Microsoft Office Suite to present the recommendations.

Dr. Jacobs is the E-II Faculty Fellow and Professor of Operations
Management at the Kelley School of Business, Indiana
University. He has degrees in Industrial Engineering,
Computer and Information Science, an MBA, and a Ph.D. in
Operations Management.
He is the author of over 50 research articles on topics, which
include inventory control, ERP systems, the design of manufacturing facilities, cellular manufacturing and the scheduling
of manufacturing operations.

Keith has over 30 years experience in logistics, materials, and
supply chain management as a consultant, practitioner,
researcher and university instructor. As a supply chain management consultant Keith has consulted on over 150 assignments in manufacturing, distribution, government and nonprofit organizations.

He is co-author of three widely used Operations Management
textbooks: Operations and Supply Management: The Core
(2007), Operations Management for Competitive
Advantage11th edition (2005) and Manufacturing Planning
and Control Systems for Supply Chain Management-5th edition (2004).

Bob Hurley, Controller US Logistics, Bayer
HealthCare

Professor Jacobs has recently taught courses in Supply Chain
Management, Manufacturing Planning and Control for Supply
Chain, and Business Process Design. Over his 20-years of professional experience, he has been a consultant to many companies

Bob Hurley is Controller, Logistics, for Bayer
HealthCare’s US Consumer Care business. With brands like
Genuine Bayer Aspirin, Aleve, One-A-Day, Alka-Seltzer, Midol,
Citracal, and Alka-Seltzer Plus, Bayer's Consumer Division is
one of the world's leading OTC consumer healthcare companies. In addition to Controllership duties across Logistics,
Customer Service, Distribution, Transportation and
eCommerce, Bob’s team has operating responsibility for Trade
Deduction Management, Pricing and Promotion Admin,
Reverse Logistics, Coupon Clearing Administration and
Internal Control. Bob also leads Bayer’s Electronic Product
Code (EPC) and Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) efforts
in the US consumer business and coordinates US Distribution
and Logistics cost and strategy work across Bayer HealthCare’s
4 divisions (Animal Health, Pharmaceuticals, Diabetes Care
and Consumer).

Professor Jacobs is a fellow of the Decision Sciences Institute
and past president of the Institute. He is also a member of
The Association for Operations Management (APICS)
Education and Research Foundation Board of Directors.
Rick Kallop, RFID Business Development
Manager, Lexmark International
Rick Kallop is currently the Lexmark RFID Business
Development Manager. Mr. Kallop has a BS and is RFID +
Certified and has been working with the Lexmark RFID printer
development team for the past 6 years. Since joining IBM in
1973, Mr. Kallop has held various positions in his combined
26 years experience with IBM and Lexmark in manufacturing
and distribution operations. Mr. Kallop also did stint with Play
It Again Sports and was instrumental in developing their
inventory bar code system.

The focus of Bob’s 20+ year career has been getting results
across functions at the intersection of Supply Chain and commercial operations. Before joining Bayer, Bob was a business
unit leader and manager in various Sales, Operations &
Finance roles at Whirlpool Corporation, the world's largest
marketer of major household appliances. Prior to that, Bob
held various financial management roles, several in Supply
Chain, during 8 years with Procter & Gamble. Before that,
Bob had a brief stint as a newspaper reporter in Cincinnati,
Ohio. He holds a BA in English from Kenyon College and a
MBA from the University of Notre Dame. Born and raised in
Cincinnati, Bob and his family live in Granger, IN.

Melanie Keller, Senior Operations Project
Leader, The Hershey Company
Melanie Keller has been with The Hershey
Company for over 10 years, serving in a variety of supply
chain roles. Her experience spans Customer Service, VMI,
Transportation Planning, Distribution, Logistics Strategy,
Materials Requirements Planning,
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Manufacturing Scheduling and Global Supply Chain
Optimization. She is currently assigned to an innovative Logistics
Continuous Improvement program that is transforming the way
The Hershey Company manages their transportation freight.
Dr. Jezdimir Knezevic, Ph.D., Professor,
MIRCE Akademy, UK
Dr. Knezevic, is a world class researcher, educator
and entrepreneur. Over 300 publications disseminated worldwide through books, papers, monographs and reports are
attributed to his name. In addition, he has delivered numerous
technical presentations, key note addresses and speeches; has
been congress, conference, symposium chairman, track
leader, workshop presenter, round table moderator on many
hundreds international events which took part in all six continents in over 40 countries. He has been elected as a Fellow,
Member or Official of many leading Professional Societies and
Institutions worldwide, and has been actively involved in editorial work with the world’s leading and prestigious referred
journals and publishing houses. Dr. Knezevic has received several international awards for his contribution to research and
education in the field of Logistics Engineering including the
prestigious Armitage Medal (1993) and Eccles Medal (1996)
from the Society of Logistics Engineers in USA.

through the life of a machine. To fully focus on the further
development, application, dissemination and recognition of the
Mirce-Mechanics©, he left Exeter University to establish the
MIRCE Akademy, at the Woodbury Park, Exeter, UK. Under his
leadership, the Akademy has educated large number of professional students coming from Industry, Government and Military
Organisations world-wide. Over twenty of them completed the
full Mater Programme received internationally recognised
Master Diploma. Over 100 professionals, from all continents,
were recognised by the Akademy for their practical achievements and awarded the Fellowship of the Akademy.
Dr. Knezevic regularly provides services to private and public
sector organisations regarding their short and long term reliability, logistics, maintenance, system engineering, cost and
effectiveness needs.
Dr. Knezevic holds Bachelor, Master and Doctoral degree from
the University of Belgrade, Yugoslavia. He shares life with
Lynn, is passionate about motorsport, is challenged by rusty,
but beautiful Lancia cars, and enjoys a thatched house in tranquil Devon, England.
Jim LaBounty, 2008 Chair, SCLA Executive
Committee
Jim LaBounty is a Logistician with over 40 years
experience in supply chain management. He retired as Senior
Vice President and Director of Supply Chain Management for
JCPenney in April 2008 where he was also the President of JCP
Logistics LP, an operating subsidiary of JCPenney. For 4 years
in those roles, Jim was responsible for providing strategic and
operational leadership for the supply chain activities surrounding the movement of merchandise from suppliers to the
JCPenney stores and catalog/internet customers. This included
oversight of a $1 billion pipeline operation comprising 33
major distribution activities located in 21 facilities throughout
the United States and supported by over 8,000 associates. Jim
directed necessary efforts to align and execute logistics
requirements in conjunction with overall corporate strategies,
plans, and programs.

At Exeter University, encouraged by the excellent response
from industry to his research and educational activities, in
1988 Dr. Knezevic established a self-financing Centre for
Management of Industrial Reliability, Cost and Effectiveness,
MIRCE. Together with his colleagues, he has developed and
delivered over 100 vocational courses and 12 international
summer schools for practitioners from industry. Under his
leadership, the Centre has attracted over 3000 professional
engineers and managers and generated an income in excess
of 3 million US dollars. In 1991, Dr. Knezevic developed and
introduced the first Master of Science Degree in Logistics
Engineering in the United Kingdom. This was followed by the
first Master Programme in Reliability and Maintainability
Engineering, in 1996, and finally, in 1997 the first Master
Programme in System Operational Effectiveness. Through
these programmes he has directed and supervised over 150
postgraduate students, holding senior positions in leading
global giants including Lockheed Martin, Rolls Royce, British
Aerospace, Thomson Training & Simulation, GKN Westland
Helicopters, Short Brothers, Martin- Baker, RACAL, United
Defense, Kongsberg Defense, Alvis Vehicles (GKN Defence),
EDS, Siemens Plessey, Lucas, Chelton Electro-Statics, Royal Air
Force, NAMSA, South African Navy, Vickers, GEC Marconi,
British Army, Yarrow Shipbuilders, Taiwan Air Force, Royal
Norwegian Air Force, University of Singapore, Sentient
Systems, Vickers Shipbuilding and Engineering.

Prior to joining JCPenney, Jim served over 28 years in the U.S.
Army. His final assignments included leading a battalion in the
2d Infantry Division, Korea; a tour as the Chief, Congressional
Liaison Office of the U.S. Army Material Command, Virginia;
and four years as the Commander of the Defense Distribution
Region West, headquartered in California. Upon retirement
from the Army, Jim became CEO/President of the United Way
of San Joaquin County, California. His corporate experience
also has included Caterpillar Tractor Company, Electronic Data
Systems (EDS), and Perot Systems.
Jim LaBounty holds a bachelors degree from Illinois State
University and a M.B.A. in Logistics Management from the
University of Alabama. A certified Department of Defense

In 1999 Dr. Knezevic formulated the concept of the MirceMechanics©, science of the motion of failure phenomena
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Program/Project Manager, Jim is also a graduate of the Army’s
Command and General Staff College and the Industrial
College of the Armed Forces.

than 25 years of transportation supply chain experience. Prior
to joining The Home Depot, she served as the senior vice
president of transportation for C & S Wholesale Grocers,
where she led the transportation function which supported 70
distribution centers throughout the United States.

Jim is currently serving as the 2008 Chairman of the Executive
Committee of Supply Chain Leaders in Action.

Michelle gained much of her retail and dot com experience at
JCPenney, where she served as the vice president of transportation for four years. Prior to JCPenney, Michelle served as
the senior director of transportation and supply chain for Kraft
Foods North America. While at Kraft Foods, Michelle was
actively involved with the Food Shippers of America (FSA), an
organization dedicated to improving supply chain efficiency in
the grocery industry. She served as a director on the board
from 1990 – 2001 and was elected to serve as president of
FSA for two terms.

Marie Lacertosa, SVP & Director of Supply
Chain Management, JCPenney
Marie Lacertosa is Senior Vice President and
Director of Supply Chain Management, and President of JCP
Logistics LP, an operating subsidiary of the Company. Marie is
responsible for providing strategic and operational leadership
for supply chain activities surrounding the movement of merchandise from suppliers to JCPenney stores and Direct customers. This includes distribution activities in 21 facilities
throughout the United States, supported by over 8,000
Associates. Marie joined JCPenney in 1981 and has held a
series of positions of increasing responsibility, primarily in the
Logistics organization. In 2004, she was appointed VP,
Director of Supply Chain Operations and Engineering.

Michelle earned her M.B.A. with high honors from Lake Forest
Graduate School of Management. She holds a B. S. degree in
Business, with a concentration in transportation, from Indiana
University, Bloomington, Indiana.
Dr. Rhonda Lummus Ph.D., Assoc.
Professor of Operations & Supply Chain
Management, Iowa State University

Glenn Lancaster, Central Area Director of
Product Supply, Chiquita Brands NA
Glenn Lancaster is the Central Area Director of
Product Supply for Chiquita Brands NA. He has over 22 years
of experience working in various Supply Chain positions across
several Fortune 500 Food Companies. Glenn graduated from
James Madison University where he earned a Bachelors
Degree in Business Administration with a concentration in
Accounting. Glenn began his career at Kraft Foods where he
held positions in Sales, Customer Service, Product Supply,
Distribution, Transportation and Customer Logistics. He spent
3 years working for ConAgra Foods as the East Area Customer
Supply Chain Director. In the past 2 years Glenn worked for
Fresh Express and Chiquita and helped the company drive
strategic Supply Chain Initiatives with their key retail customers. Glenn currently resides in Charlotte, NC where he
lives with his wonderful wife and four kids.
Michelle Livingstone, VP, Transportation,
The Home Depot

Rhonda is an associate professor of operations and supply
chain management at Iowa State University and President of
the APICS Educational & Research Foundation Board of
Directors. She earned a B.S. in marketing from Bradley
University, a Ph.D. in operations management from the
University of Iowa, and spent fifteen years working in industry
in various materials management positions.
Rhonda has been conducting research on supply chain management for several years, writing articles on supply chain
strategy, supply chain flexibility and the impact of demand
management strategies on the supply chain. She has published articles in Supply Chain Management Review, Journal of
Operations Management, Production and Inventory
Management Journal, among others.
Daniel Marous, VP, North American
Delivery Summit Supply Chain Programs,
Staples, Inc.
Mr. Marous is Vice President, North American Delivery (NAD)
Summit Supply Chain Programs for Staples, the world’s largest
office products company and is based in the firm’s headquarters in Framingham, MA. Staples conducts retail and B2B
operations in 22 countries in North and South America,
Europe and Asia.

Michelle D. Livingstone is Vice President –
Transportation for The Home Depot. She leads a highly talented team that oversees the movement of shipments into
and within The Home Depot‘s multi-channel supply chain,
including inbound shipments from domestic vendors, all
direct imports, and customer deliveries of appliances and store
merchandise.

Mr. Marous’s areas of responsibility include leading Staples’
NAD Summit Supply Chain strategy effort, managing the

Michelle joined the Company in October 2007 with more
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Supply Chain S&OP process, deploying lean six sigma and
overseeing the Project Management Office.

Dan McNichol, Author

While at Staples, Mr. Marous held a variety of positions including VP General Merchandising Manager, VP of Inventory
Management and Director of Logistics’ Planning and
Engineering. Prior to Staples, Mr. Marous spent 5 years in the
Financial Development program at Proctor & Gamble.
Mr. Marous holds a MBA from Harvard University and a BS in
Finance from Miami University, Oxford Ohio. He has been a
guest lecturer at Harvard, Wharton and the University of
Chicago’s Graduate School of Business. Mr. Marous is a member of the Council of Supply Chain Management Professionals,
the Supply Chain Executive Board and the Distribution
Business Management Association.
Mike McBreen, VP, Supply Chain &
Logistics, Furniture Brands International
Michael McBreen has over 20 years of experience
in Supply Chain Management. His career path has spanned the
petrochemical industry, management consulting, sporting goods
(footwear, apparel, and equipment), and home furnishings.
In his current role, Vice President of Supply Chain and
Logistics for Furniture Brands International, he leads teams
that are responsible for product development, planning,
sourcing, domestic manufacturing, and distribution/logistics.
These teams operate as a Supply Chain Center of Excellence in
support of ten great home furnishing brands: Drexel Heritage,
Thomasville, Broyhill, Lane, Henredon, Hickory Chair, Person,
Laneventure, and Maitland-Smith.
Prior to joining Furniture Brands, Michael was Director of
Global Apparel Operations at Nike, and prior to that he served
as a Director in PricewaterhouseCoopers’ Management
Consulting Practice. He began his career as a Manufacturing
Engineer at Exxon Chemical.
Chris McCurdy, VP of Transportation,
PetSmart
Chris McCurdy joined PetSmart in November of
2006 and is currently the Vice President of Transportation. His
responsibilities include the movement of all foreign and
domestically sourced goods into their DC's, the outbound
transport of merchandise to all 1100 PetSmart stores as well as
the Customer Service function supporting the Supply Chain.
Prior to joining PetSmart, Mr. McCurdy spent 10 years with
Gap, Inc, holding several positions in their North American
Supply Chain group. Before Gap, Mr. McCurdy worked for
Andersen Windows as a Logistics Engineer, developing and
building their Service Parts Distribution network.
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Dan McNichol is a number one best selling
author and nationally recognized expert on
mega construction projects. He is the author of five books
on construction. In 2008, the University of Pennsylvania
Press will release Dan’s work in a book titled, A Legacy of
Leadership: Governors and American History, in which the
roles of governors in the building of the U.S. Interstate
System are revealed.
In 2008, McNichol was awarded the Robert F. Boger
Award, a prestigious journalism award, for his work on covering the collapse of the I-35W bridge into the Mississippi
River one year ago. Earlier, the American Society of Civil
Engineers Boston Chapter recognized Dan as the journalist
of the year for his work chronicling The Big Dig. Dan has
written for the New York Times, the Boston Globe and
Roads & Bridges magazine. He has been featured in USA
Today, ABC World News Tonight, The Jim Lehrer News
Hour, CNN, MSNBC, Fox News and numerous National
Public Radio broadcasts.
This year Dan is being featured in a new History
Channel/Modern Marvels program called, Superhighways.
Over the past several years Dan has been traveling with the
History Channel’s production crews and been featured as
an on-air historian for Modern Marvels. Two of his books,
The Big Dig and Roads That Built America, have been the
basis for television shows on the Discovery Channel and
the History Channel.
Upon completion of The Roads That Built America, Dan
purchased a 1951 Hudson traveling 24,000 miles of
America’s Interstate System in what was heralded as The
Great American Road Trip. Joining him across the country
was the great grandson of President Dwight D. Eisenhower.
McNichol served The White House at the United States
Department of Transportation, helping carry out the
President’s policies. In 1992, he worked under Secretary
Andrew H. Card, whom Dan served while he was the
Commander in Chief of the Hurricane Andrew relief effort.
While on official duty he witnessed the Interstate System’s
role in getting Floridians back on their feet. He also served
two governors while working on the largest, most complex
civil engineering project in modern history: The Big Dig.
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Dr. David Menachof, Ph.D., Senior
Lecturer in International Logistics &
Distribution, City University, London

Deb Miller, Director of Manufacturing &
Retail Strategy, SoftwareAG
Deb Miller is Director of Manufacturing & Retail
Strategy at Software AG. She is a member of the Global
Industry Solutions team, focused on the supply chain. Her
career includes more than 20 years of global industry experience with GE. Since 2002, she has been a study group contributor to the President's National Infrastructure Advisory Council.
Ms. Miller is a Phi Beta Kappa graduate of Syracuse University
with a degree in Mathematics and a dual Masters in Education
and Mathematics. She has attended GE's Management
Development Institute and is a Six Sigma Green Belt.

David Menachof is Senior Lecturer in International Logistics
and Distribution and Director of the MSc in Logistics, Trade
and Finance degree at City University’s Cass Business School in
London, England. Dr. Menachof received his doctorate from
the University of Tennessee, and was the recipient of the
Council of Logistics Management's Doctoral Dissertation
Award in 1993. He has previously taught at the University of
Charleston, South Carolina, and the University of Plymouth,
England. In addition, he is a Fulbright Scholar, having spent
an academic year in Odessa, Ukraine as part of the grant and
is currently on the roster of the Fulbright Senior Specialist
Candidates list, as an expert in Logistics and Distribution.
Most recently, Dr. Menachof was one of the recipients of a
£500,000 research grant on Cargo Screening sponsored by
the UK’s Engineering and Physical Sciences Research Council.
Dr. Menachof’s work has been published and presented in
journals and conference around the world. His current
research interests include supply chain security and risk, global
supply chain issues, liner shipping and containerisation, and
financial techniques applicable to logistics

Jim Moore, Vice President, Ryder Supply
Chain Solutions
Jim Moore is responsible for sales and business
development for Ryder’s Corporate Supply Chain Solutions
accounts spanning global vertical markets in Automotive,
Aerospace, High Tech, Telecom, Industrials, Consumer
Products and Retail. Ryder is a leading supply chain services
firm, designing, procuring and managing transportation networks of more than 14 million shipments in excess of $5.5 billion and distribution centers summing to more than 27 million
square feet. Mr. Moore has more than 25 years experience
including Accenture, US Freightways and Leaseway
Transportation.

Anne Miller, Supply Chain Talent Manager,
Kimberly-Clark
Anne Miller is Supply Chain Talent Manager for
Kimberly-Clark Corporation. Her role includes strategy development for training, recruiting and career development serving approximately 1000 Supply Chain team members. She
chairs the succession planning teams for the first two of three
tiers of the Supply Chain organization.

He has experience in supply chain consulting, operations and
sales spanning Europe, North America and Asia. He has an MS
in applied mathematics from the University of Akron, a US
patent for trailer design and is co-inventor of Ryder’s Logistics
Release process and technology that is the leading material
flow management application provided by logistics service
provides. He is the author of “The Internet Weather”, published by John Wiley, 2002.

Anne’s team recently identified functional competencies and is
currently aligning training to those functional/technical skills.
She serves in an advisory capacity to the corporate Talent
Acquisition and Organizational Development teams

Mr. Moore has been a frequent speaker on supply chain issues
and has been a member of CLM and CSCMP since 1985.

In a prior assignment, she was part of the Corporate Talent
Management organization as a Consultant in the corporate
Learning and Development group. With this team, she is supported global, enterprise-wide projects and developed training
offerings to build overall performance capability.

Amy Oberg, Futurist, Kimberly-Clark
Amy Oberg is a futurist and strategist who specializes in helping organizations better understand the emerging competitive environment and respond
with effective, proactive strategies. With over 25 years of
cumulative experience in competitive, management, and
market analyses, her insights regarding emerging trends,
threats and opportunities, market conditions, and technology disruptions have been sought out by organizations in a
wide variety of industries including aerospace, energy,
telecommunications, transportation, consumer goods,
bio/pharma, real estate and finance. She is now on staff at
Kimberly Clark Corporation.

With a Bachelor’s degree in Industrial Technology from
University of Wisconsin – Stout, she began at Kimberly-Clark as
a Packaging Engineer and advanced in responsibilities assumed
supporting all of Kimberly-Clark’s consumer businesses.
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Ms. Oberg has also provided programming input to the
British Broadcasting Company (BBC) on life in the future
after an ecological disaster and the future of marriage. In
addition, she has lead special projects for NASA related to
the design of an interplanetary communications system, the
future design of operations aboard the International Space
Station, and the future of Mission Control; and provided
input to DARPA regarding future designs for submarines. Ms.
Oberg was the creator and writer of the Boston radio program Speaking of the Future; and has also served in a
research/editorial capacity for the United Nations Millennial
Project publication, State of the Future 2003. Currently, she
is a one of 100 experts from around the world chosen to
participate in the George Washington University emerging
technologies project, TechCast and was also chose to participate in Lifeboat, a think tank focusing on the future of
humanity.

Mr. Orrico began his career at Ryder in the daily rental
operations in 1973 in Massachusetts. He has worked with
REDCO for the past 30 years at the field level and came to
headquarters in 1991 to supervise Ryder’s corporate energy strategy. He is a graduate of Nova Southeastern
University in Davie, FL with a bachelor of science degree
in management.
Sue Pellechio, Vice President Carrier
Management, Staples, Inc.
Susan joined Staples in 1991 and has held various management positions across multiple disciplines within the Company, including; Finance, Capital Goods
Product Marketing, Contract Sales, Wholesaler Programs,
and Carrier Management. These distinct responsibilities
have afforded Susan with a comprehensive knowledge of
Staples Business and Supply Chain.

Ms. Oberg holds a Masters degree in Studies of the Future; a
Bachelors degree in Communications; and has completed
the Program for Managers at Rice University’s Jones
Graduate School of Management.

Prior to Staples, Susan worked in high tech manufacturing
for LTX Corporation and led financial planning efforts for
both Sales and Customer Support.

Ms. Oberg has served on national and local steering committees and boards for the World Future Society and the
Society of Competitive Intelligence Professionals and as cochair of the Boston chapter of Women in Networking. She is
currently a member of the World Future Society, Association
of Professional Futurists, and World Affairs Council.

She attended New Hampshire College where she earned a
BS in Accounting. She is an active member of both
CSCMP and SHRM (Society for Human Resource
Management).
Tom Perdue, EVP & COO, NYK Logistics
(Americas)

Paul Orrico, Director of Fuel Product
Development, Ryder Energy Distribution
Corp.

Tom Perdue is Executive Vice President and
Chief Operating Officer of NYK Logistics (Americas), a
wholly owned subsidiary of NYK Group. Since the company’s founding in 2003, he has led the company’s strategy
development and execution including, the mergers of
seven independent subsidiaries and two acquisitions into a
global logistics services company with annual revenue of
approximately two billion dollars. During the three years of
integration, revenue has nearly doubled and EBITDA has
increased by more than five times. Tom is a member of the
Board of Directors of both NYK Logistics (Americas) and
NYK Group.

Paul Orrico is Director of Fuel Product Development for
Ryder Energy Distribution Corporation (REDCO), an operating entity of Ryder System, Inc., located in Miami, Florida.
Mr. Orrico has been with Ryder for 35 years in various field
locations on the East coast and at the Headquarters in
Miami. He has been in the petroleum purchasing field for
30 years. REDCO is a petroleum products distributor with
an annual volume of 400 million gallons. REDCO provides
their products to all divisions and customers of Ryder
System, Inc.

Prior to NYK, Tom served in key leadership positions at C H
Robinson, the Burlington Northern Railroad, and Conrail.
He has also been active in the industry serving on the
board of directors of the Intermodal Association of North
America (IANA), and was also a member of the American
Trucking Associations’ Executive Policy Committee. He
served on the Eno Transportation Foundation’s board-ofdirectors.

Mr. Orrico’s responsibilities include all price related activities
pertaining to fuel, lube oil, and the management of the
transportation companies that haul the products to Ryder’s
field locations. He also works with oil company suppliers in
tracking contract volume, prices, and setting up new terminals. His daily activities include the management of 2,500
price changes, products supply and distribution at 170
cities, and consultative sales assistance to the various marketing groups in Ryder.

Tom and his family reside in the Los Angeles area.
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Jim Pleiman, VP of Consumer Healthcare
Logistics, Schering-Plough

Moorhead State University in 1979, a Masters of Science in
Logistics Management from the Air Force Institute of
Technology in 1983 (Distinguished Graduate), and a Master of
Arts in 1992 and a Doctorate in Business Administration in
1993 from The Ohio State University. He has authored many
logistics related articles. He authored a white paper on supply
chain metrics and his articles have been quoted in all of the
major logistics textbooks and periodicals.

Jim Pleiman joined Schering-Plough in 1988 as a
Manager, Finance. He has had various positions with increasing responsibility in Planning/Financial Analysis, Customer
Service, and Distribution. In September 1998 he was promoted to his current position of Vice President Logistics, responsible for CHC Supply Chain activities which include Demand
Planning, Supply Planning, Distribution, Transportation,
Customer Logistics, Customer Service, and Business
Technology. Prior to joining Schering-Plough, Mr. Pleiman
worked for nine years at S.C. Johnson (Johnson Wax). He is a
graduate of Indiana University and is headquartered in
Memphis, Tennessee.

Steve Poplawski, SVP, Logistics & Supply
Chain, True Value
As Sr. VP – Logistics & Supply Chain, Steve is
responsible for leading True Value’s planning, replenishment,
and logistics operations, including a network of 12 warehouses nationally and more than $1.5 billion in merchandise annually. Prior to joining True Value in 2007, Steve held senior-level
leadership positions at Sears Roebuck & Co., Sterling
Commerce, and Manugistics.

Mr. Pleiman currently serves on the National Association of
Chain Drug Stores (NACDS) Logistics Steering Committee and
is Chairman of the Consumer Healthcare Products Association
(CHPA) Logistics Steering Committee. He is also a Board
Member for the West Tennessee Chapter of the Juvenile
Diabetes Research Foundation.
Dr. Terry Pohlen, Ph.D., Associate Professor
of Logistics, University of North Texas
Terrance L. Pohlen is currently an associate professor of logistics and the director, Center for Logistics Education
and Research (CLER) at the University of North Texas. Prior to
accepting his faculty position, he completed twenty years of
military service in logistics management with the U.S. Air
Force. In his last position in the Air Force, Dr. Pohlen was the
deputy comptroller for the Defense Supply Center, Columbus
managing an annual budget exceeding $1.8 billion, affecting
over 1.8 million items, and controlling the activities performed
by over 2,500 personnel.
Dr. Pohlen's research interests include the application of activity-based costing to logistics, supply chain metrics, the distribution and processing of recycled material, inventory management, forecasting and logistics planning. His dissertation
research specifically examined the effect of activity-based costing on logistics decision-making. The research examined
applications in nine major corporations and two defense distribution centers with annual sales ranging from $800 million to
$2.5 billion. The results provide insights into how firms
should implement an ABC system, the considerations required
for determining customer and supply channel profitability, and
the development of activity-based management.
His current research focuses on supply chain costing. The
research began in July 2007 and will be completed in latesummer/early fall of 2008.
He received a Bachelor of Science in Marketing from

As Vice President of Merchant Operations, he was responsible
for the design and implementation of supply chain systems
that allowed merchandise to be sold and distributed across
disparate Sears and Kmart networks only weeks after one of
the largest mergers in retail history. As Vice President of
Planning and Placement, Poplawski led a team that drove the
single largest turnover improvement in Sears’ history while
improving in-stock. He was directly accountable for more than
$3.5 billion in inventory assets. In his role as Vice President of
Direct Delivery, Poplawski was directly accountable for the
Sears national distribution and delivery network, which supports more than 5 million home deliveries annually.
David Proctor, SVP, Supply Chain Solutions,
NYK
David is one of the very few true supply chain
leaders at NYK. His understanding of customer value propositions and the linkage to pricing and yield improvement is
uniquely strong.
David is a senior executive with diverse and progressively
responsible global supply chain and business development
expertise designing selling and managing complex logistics
solutions. David has built and managed global sales and solutions terms that have delivered annuity-based offering involving business development strategy, enterprise asset management, and supply chain eCommerce strategy. He has demonstrated expertise in developing and managing global client
relations, deploying multi-national business development
teams, increasing productivity through six sigma business
process improvement initiatives, and executing activities that
produced enhanced profitability.
David has led the global development and deployment of
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complex value based arrangements, start up and early stage
initiatives, and implemented global transactions that involve
movements of capital, assets, and human resources. He has
been recognized by industry leaders an expert in supply chain
solutions, business development, process improvement and
asset management. He is frequently requested as a roundtable participant and speaker at major industry events.

International Journal of Physical Distribution and Logistics
Management. He has also presented his research at the
Council of Logistics Management Conference, INFORMS, the
Decision Sciences Institute’s Annual Meeting, and the
Production and Operation Management Society’s Annual
Conference.
His academic work has involved organizations such as CAPS
Logistics, the Data Interchange Standard Association (DISA),
Honeywell, Hughes Network Systems, Ingram, R.R. Donnelley,
United Parcel Services (UPS), and various Internet retailing
organizations, including Baker & Taylor, Amazon.com,
Bizmetric.com, Ebags.com, comScore Networks,
Cooking.com, REI.com, and Swiss Colony. He has undergraduate teaching experience in the areas of business logistics,
applied computer models in supply chain management, and
strategic supply chain management. At the MBA level, he has
directed and advised students working on their applied supply
chain management projects. He also teaches a doctoral seminar in Logistics Management, as part of ASU’s Supply Chain
Management program.

Kent Prokop, President, Warehousing &
Distribution Group, Pacer
Kent Prokop, a 30-year veteran of the freight
logistics and transportation industry, became the President of
Pacer Warehousing and Distribution, in April 2004. The unit is
based in South Gate, California, a suburb of Los Angeles. Mr.
Prokop had served as Vice President of Pacer Cartage since
1999. From 1996-99, he was General Manager of Interstate
Consolidation, Inc., a Pacer predecessor company. Prior to
joining Interstate and Pacer, Mr. Prokop served in key marketing and operations posts for both ABF and Roadway Express.
He holds a B.A. degree from Lambuth University in Jackson,
Tennessee.

Dr. Rabinovich serves as an associate editor for the Journal of
Operations Management and as a reviewer for Decision
Sciences, the Journal of Business Logistics, Transportation
Research (E): Logistics and Transportation Review, and the
International Journal of Integrated Supply Management. His
professional affiliations include: the Council of Logistics
Management, the Production and Operations Management
Society, the Institute for Operations Research and
Management Science, and the Decision Sciences Institute

Dr. Elliot Rabinovich, Ph.D., Assistant
Professor of Supply Chain Management,
Arizona State University
Elliot Rabinovich is an Assistant Professor of
Supply Chain Management in the W. P. Carey
School of Business, Arizona State University. He received his
Ph.D. in Logistics and Supply Chain Management from the
Robert H. Smith School of Business, University of Maryland in
2001. His Ph.D. dissertation, entitled “Supply Chain
Management and the Internet: Transaction and Product
Distribution Efficiencies” received the 2001 National
Association of Purchasing Management (NAPM) Doctoral
Dissertation Award and was funded by the National Science
Foundation under grant DMI9908137. He is also a recipient of
the Smith School of Business’ 2001 Paine Doctoral Award for
Academic Achievement and the 1999 Krowe Award for
Teaching Innovation.

Donald Ralph, SVP of Logistics,
Staples, Inc.
Mr. Ralph is Senior Vice President of Logistics for
Staples, the world’s largest office products company and is
based in the firm’s headquarters in Framingham, MA. Staples
conducts retail and B2B operations in 22 countries in North
and South America, Europe and Asia.
Mr. Ralph’s areas of responsibility include overseeing Staples’
Fulfillment, Transportation, Inventory Management and
International Logistics operations, as well as, its Planning &
Engineering, Logistics Strategy, Project Management,
Wholesaler and Merchandise Operations functions. Staples
logistics network currently comprises over 14 million square
feet of infrastructure.

Professor Rabinovich’s research concentrates on studying
mechanisms through which Internet-based purchases by consumers affect supply chain management performance, in the
areas of transaction costs and product distribution service.
Further, his research examines implementation decisions
regarding enterprise-wide information and manufacturing
technologies and their relation to inventory management
practices and performance.
Dr. Rabinovich’s research has been published or is forthcoming
in several books and in Decision Sciences, Journal of
Operations Management, Journal of Business Logistics,
Transportation Research (E): Logistics and Transportation
Review, International Journal of Logistics Management, and
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At Staples, Mr. Ralph has restructured both the Delivery and
Retail logistics networks and developed a supply chain team
that many consider best in the office products industry.
Prior to joining Staples, Mr. Ralph developed an extensive supply chain and operating background while spending 27 years
in the Department Store business, sixteen (16) with Federated
Department Stores and eleven (11) with The May Department
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Stores Company. His positions included Vice President of
Logistics and Senior Vice President of Operations.

guidelines of the Malcolm Baldrige award, ISO and QS 9000
in the auto industry and Motorola, as well as the six sigma
quality program deployed by the General Electric Corporation.

Mr. Ralph is a member of the Council of Supply Chain
Management Professionals, the Supply Chain Executive Board
and a Vice-Chairman of the Distribution Business
Management Association. He currently serves on
Northeastern University’s Board of Visitors for The College of
Business Administration and its Supply Chain Advisory Board.
He is a former Director of Filene’s Federal Credit Union and
the Massachusetts Bay Community College Foundation. Mr.
Ralph holds a BLS in Economics from Boston University. He
has been a guest lecturer at Dartmouth’s Amos Tuck School of
Business, Boston University and Northeastern University.

After 32 years with the Kmart Corporation, John has Joined
DFS Group Limited in 1999 in Logistics. In this capacity he
has the responsibility to develop and direct global logistics for
DFS and its vendor-partners.
Richard A. (Rick) Schart, Vice President,
Director of Transportation, JCPenney
Rick is currently Vice-President, Director of
Transportation for the JCPenney Company based in Plano
Texas. In this position Rick is responsible for all global transportation activities for JCPenney.

Jeff Regan, VP, Materials Management,
Watson Pharmaceutical

The mission of his Transportation group is to insure the timely,
cost-effective movement of all merchandise and non-resale
products from international and domestic manufacturing
sources to JCPenney stores and fulfillment centers – and ultimately to customer homes for the Direct side of the business.
He has 50 managers in his organization and controls an annual budget exceeding $850 million.

Jeff Regan is Vice President, Materials Management
for Watson Pharmaceuticals, a leading specialty pharmaceutical
company founded in 1984. Ranked third in the U.S. generic
pharmaceutical marketplace in terms of number of prescriptions
dispensed, approximately 75% of Watson revenue is comprised
of generic product sales and 25% from brand product sales.

Rick started his career with JCPenney in 1974 in Columbus
Ohio. During his 33 years with JCPenney, Rick has held a number of assignments of increasing responsibility in the Logistics
Division. He was assigned to his current position in November
of 2005. He was previously VP, Director of Supply Chain
Planning and Engineering. Rick received his Bachelor of Science
degree in Business Administration in1974 from The Ohio State
University with a major in Transportation & Logistics.

Jeff is responsible for providing Senior Supply Chain
Management leadership at Watson, including managing the
Corporate Sales and Operations Planning process across a
multi-plant Production and Materials Management network,
with direct responsibility for Outsourced Products, Strategic
Material Sourcing and Direct Procurement.
He has over 25 years of Supply Chain Management experience
in the Brand and Generic Pharmaceutical Industry, including
leadership positions in Production Planning, Warehousing,
Distribution, New Product Planning, Project Management,
Import/Export Operations and Production Operations. He is a
graduate of Drew University in Madison, New Jersey.

Rick currently serves as President of the Mail Order Association
of America and is a board member of VICS [Voluntary
Interindustry Commerce Solutions] and the University of
Texas, Dallas Center for Supply Chain Excellence.
Rick is married with two grown sons and a five year old
grandson. For the last few years he has enjoyed spending his
Saturday’s building houses for Habitat for Humanity.

John Rutherford, VP, Global
Transportation, DFS
John Rutherford has a business operations, logistics, retail marketing and work-related teaching career that
spans over four decades. Entering retailing in the early days of
discount mass marketing, John has experienced the evolution
of mass and specialty retailing and logistics in the United
States, Canada, Mexico, Australia, Asia and Europe.
Conducting marketing, sourcing, logistics teaching, and logistics and operations projects globally, while living in the U.S.,
China, and Mexico, has given John a broad perspective in
business operations management worldwide.

Gerry Shaw, HR Manager, DuPont Sourcing
& Logistics
Scope of Responsibility: Sourcing & Logistics
Human Resource Leadership
Gerry earned her Bachelors degree in Human Resources and
started her career with DuPont in 1979. In 1995, she earned
her Masters of Business Administration from West Chester
University, West Chester, Pennsylvania.
During 29 years of DuPont service, Gerry has held positions in
customer service, inside sales, information systems, supply
chain, and human resources. Her experience on the business
side focused on packaging and industrial products. In 1992,
she shifted her career to Human Resources, moving into
DuPont Sourcing & Logistics in 2003.

During the past 15 years, he has focused on logistics business
process improvement and waste recovery, developing and
teaching techniques following the work of Dr. Deming, the
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Tom Shepherd, VP of Transportation,
Chiquita Express

Support at H.J. Heinz; and at Kraft Foods where he held
numerous positions, including Director of Network Design
and Implementation.
Kevin has been a longtime member and contributor to the
Council of Supply Chain Management Professionals (CSCMP),
and the Retail Industry Leaders Association (RILA). He is currently a member of the Board of Directors for Agentrics, an
international retail consortium based in Alexandria, VA. He is
on the Board of Directors for the American Red Cross of
Rhode Island. Kevin is also a member of the Executive Board
for the University of Rhode Island Transportation Center, and is
past Chairman of the Supply Chain & Logistics Committee of
the National Association of Chain Drug Stores (NACDS).

Tom Shepherd is the Vice President of
Transportation for Chiquita Express He oversees the execution
of all North American transportation for Chiquita and Fresh
Express brands. Tom’s experience includes a key leadership
role in the logistics development supporting the growth of
Fresh Express as the nation’s premier packaged salad company. More recently, he has helped lead the successful North
American integration of transportation within the Chiquita
network. He has been associated with Fresh Express and
Chiquita for the past twenty years. Tom received his degree in
Transportation Management from the University of Colorado.
He and his wife and family reside in Salinas, California.

Additionally, Kevin is the past Industry co-chair of the
Distribution Business Management Association (DBMA) Supply
Chain Leaders in Action program.

Jerry A. Smith, Director, Operations Science
& Analytics, Baxter Healthcare Corporation

Kevin and his wife Janet live in North Kingstown, RI.
Dr. Alex Sommers, Ph.D.,
Professor of Industrial Engineering,
University of New Haven

Jerry Smith is the Director of Operations Science
and Analytics for Baxter Healthcare’s Global Supply Chain.
Since joining Baxter in 1983 he has held diverse management
positions within purchasing, logistics, production planning
and inventory control, project management, demand planning, and sales operations. In 2001 Jerry transformed the
business forecasting processes within one of Baxter’s U.S. divisions into a functional benchmark. He re-joined the Global
Supply Chain organization in 2006 to affect those same
changes on Baxter’s demand planning processes globally. In
2007 his role was expanded to include the supply planning
and inventory management disciplines. He currently leads a
team of professionals responsible for defining and optimizing
demand, supply, and inventory operational processes and systems across Baxter’s global supply chain.

Currently a Professor of Industrial Engineering at the University
of New Haven, Dr. Sommers is also Coordinator of the
Logistics Certificate program. He is a past president of the
Connecticut Association of Purchasing Management, and a
former president of a die casting foundry in New Haven. With
this extensive experience, he is a consultant and presenter on
supply chain management issues and solutions, and the
author of many publications. He holds degrees from Cornell
and Rutgers, and the doctorate from Purdue University.
Dr. Charles R. Sox, Ph.D. Professor &
Director of Operations Management,
The University of Alabama

Jerry holds a Bachelor of Arts from DePaul University; he and
his family reside in Northern Illinois.
Kevin Smith, SVP of Supply Chain &
Logistics, CVS/pharmacy

Dr. Charles R. Sox is Professor and Director of Operations
Management and holds the University Chair of Manufacturing
Management at The University of Alabama. He completed his
Ph.D. degree at Cornell University in the School of Operations
Research and Industrial Engineering in 1992, where he also
earned an M.S. degree in 1991. He graduated summa cum
laude with a B.S. degree in mathematics from Furman
University in 1988. He taught industrial & systems engineering
at Auburn University from 1992 until 2002 when he moved to
the College of Commerce & Business Administration at The
University of Alabama. His current areas of research and teaching are in supply chain management, planning and scheduling,
inventory control, and logistics. His papers have appeared in
Management Science, IIE Transactions, Operations Research
Letters, and the International Journal of Production Economics.
His research has been supported by two grants from the

Kevin Smith is Senior Vice President of Supply
Chain & Logistics for CVS/pharmacy, the retail arm of CVS
Caremark and Americans #1 pharmacy, generating over $50B
in revenue and dispensing prescriptions in over 6300 stores in
43 states. For eight years, Kevin’s role at CVS has been to
facilitate changes in the overall Supply Chain and create a
highly responsive end-to-end fulfillment process for the drug
class of trade. This has become increasingly important as CVS
expands rapidly throughout the United States.
Prior to joining CVS, Kevin, a University of Massachusetts
graduate, who describes himself as a “recovering supplier”,
spent nearly 27 years in the CPG food manufacturing arena;
most notably as Vice President of Logistics and Customer
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National Science Foundation and a grant from the Department
of Transportation. In addition to referee work for numerous
journals, he has served on the editorial board of Manufacturing
& Service Operations Management since 1996, as an associate
editor for Management Science since 1998, and as an associate
editor for IIE Transactions since 1996. Chuck was twice selected
as the outstanding Auburn ISE professor in 1997 and 1999, and
one of his papers, co-authored with Jack Muckstadt at Cornell
University, received the 1997 IIE Transactions Best Paper in
Scheduling and Logistics Award. He has worked as a consultant
for several companies including Hyundai Motor Manufacturing
of Alabama, Engelhard Corporation, and Milliken. He is a member of APICS, CSCMP, INFORMS, and M&SOM.

environmental, basic chemicals and agriculture. Katy's previous
responsibilities include international logistics with specific focus
in Europe. Katy assumed her current role effective January 2007.
Dr. John Taylor, Ph.D. Associate Professor,
Grand Valley State University
Dr. Taylor is an Associate Professor of Marketing
and Logistics in the Seidman College of Business. His teaching
focuses on logistics management, transportation policy and
management, and international logistics. Dr. Taylor also heads
up Grand Valley’s Logistics Management program.
His Ph.D. dissertation dealt with the manufacturing plant and
distribution center location implications of the NAFTA. He has
also conducted a number of academic studies on U.S.-CanadaMexico border crossing issues. Additional research has been
published on issues related to trucking economic regulation,
ocean shipping in the Great Lakes, intermodal transportation,
Michigan highway funding, "in-stock" performance levels in the
supply chain, and the value of outdoor billboard advertising.

Scott Spencer, VP, SW Division, Roadway
As vice president of the Southwest Division for
Roadway, Scott Spencer is responsible for sales
and operations functions in the states of Texas, Louisiana,
and Mississippi and portions of Arkansas, Tennessee,
Kentucky, and Florida.

Dr. Taylor is a past member of the National Commission on
Intermodal Transportation, an 11 person Presidential
Commission created to make legislative recommendations on
ways to improve intermodal transportation. He is also a past
member of the National Motor Carrier Advisory Committee to
the U.S. Department of Transportation, and has been a member
of the Michigan Motor Carrier Advisory Committee. He also
has served on various Michigan DOT and Detroit Chamber
committees focusing on Michigan transportation and logistics
issues. He is a frequent witness on international trade and transportation policy issues before Congressional and Michigan legislative committees and has spoken or debated on these topics
before a number of organizations and for print and electronic
media. He has also been qualified as a Michigan c-ourt expert
witness on logistics and transportation issues

Spencer has served in a variety of management capacities
since joining Roadway in August 1983. Within a year, he
was promoted from dock records clerk at the service center
in Harrisburg, Pa., to dock supervisor and later to operations manager. In September 1992, he became manager of
the Roadway service center in Trenton, N.J. In May 1994,
he returned to Harrisburg as assistant manager. He continued to take on positions of increasing responsibility, managing the driver-relay operation in Stroudsburg, Pa., and
later the service center in Winston-Salem, N.C. In May
2004, he was named to the position of district manager,
withassignments in Winston-Salem, N.C., and Chicago, Ill.
He was promoted to division vice president in January
2007. Spencer holds a bachelor’s degree in business and a
master’s degree in education from Eastern Kentucky
University. He has completed the executive education program at the Weatherhead School of Management at Case
Western Reserve University.

Phil Therrien, RFID Implementation,
Kimberly-Clark
Supply Chain professional with 19 years of experience including Transportation, Planning, Replenishment, and
Distribution Operations with a rich mix of individual contributor
and leadership roles at both plant sites and staff operations. Phil
currently leads Kimberly-Clark’s RFID implementation effort
including operational process and business case development.
Phil has a B.S. from the Pennsylvania Sate University in Supply
Chain Management & Information Systems.

Katy Stone, Director of Logistics,
DuPont USA
Katy received a Bachelors of Science degree in
Chemical Engineering at Tulane University in New
Orleans, Louisiana and started her career with Conoco Oil
Company in 1982. Katy moved to Wilmington, Delaware and
transferred from Conoco to DuPont in 1987. She received a
Masters of Business Administration at Drexel University in
Philadelphia in 2002.
During 25 years of DuPont service, Katy has held positions in
manufacturing, technical and customer service, business management, six sigma project leadership, sourcing and logistics.
Her experience spans several industries, including oil and gas,
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Tom Vandenbush, VP & Director of Supply
Chain Support, JCPenney

Journal of Physical Distribution and Logistics Management,
Supply Chain Management Review, Logistics Quarterly, as well
as several conference proceedings including the Council of
Supply Chain Management Professionals, Production and
Operations Management Society, and the American
Marketing Association. Doug received the E. Grosvenor
Plowman award for the best paper submitted to the 2006
Council of Supply Chain Management Professionals Educators
Conference, a grant from Pharmacia for the study of food,
nutrition, and chronic disease, a scholarship from the U.S.
Department of Homeland Security for the study of supply
chain security best practices, and has served as chair of the
Outsourcing and Quality Issues Track of the Production and
Operations Management Society Conference and an invited
reviewer for several conferences and journals.

Tom Vandenbush is Vice President and Director of
Supply Chain Support for JCPenney. Tom is responsible for
providing strategic and operational leadership for the supply
chain logistics activities supporting the movement of merchandise from suppliers to the JCPenney stores and
catalog/internet customers. This includes oversight of the supplier collaboration program and merchandising logistics.
Tom, a native of Green Bay Wisconsin, is a B.B.A. graduate of
St, Norbert College, De Pere, Wisconsin. Tom started his supply chain career in 1969 when he joined the JCPenney
Catalog Division in Milwaukee, Wisconsin. In 1989 after a various catalog fulfillment and operations assignments in five US
locations, Tom became Manager of the JCP Manchester Ct.
Regional Catalog Fulfillment Center. In 1999 Tom moved to
the JCP Home Office as Director of Facility Operations for the
Company. In March 2004, Tom was assigned head of JCP’s
new logistics services organization and became Director of
Supply Chain Support.

Donald Walker, SVP, Distribution
Operations, McKesson
Don is the Senior Vice President of Distribution
Operations for McKesson Pharmaceutical responsible for 32
distribution facilities nationwide. Along with field operations
teams he directs staff functions in Engineering, Facilities
Transportation and Regulatory Affairs.

Clifton E. Turner, Group Logistics Manager,
Ryder Supply Chain Solutions

With over 27 years in wholesale distribution including 20 years
at McKesson Don has directed functions at every level in the
organization. Prior to his current role he led McKesson’s
Business Process Improvement Six Sigma group and is a
trained Blackbelt.

Clif Turner is responsible for the Philips Consumer
Lifestyles account under Ryder’s Supply Chain Solutions division. The PCL operational network includes 4 distribution
centers totaling 1.6 million square feet, 300+ employees, a
combined $21 million P&L budget, and over $44 million in
annual freight spend.

Lance Whitacre, Director of Order
Management & Logistics, Andersen
Windows, Inc.

Mr. Turner has over 17 years of supply chain management
experience within both the Food & Beverage and Consumer
Products industries. His supply chain roles have spanned from
quality control, production/manufacturing, warehousing, to
transportation management.

Lance Whitacre is Director of Order Management and
Logistics for Andersen Windows, Inc. in Bayport, MN. In his
role, he is responsible for Customer Service, Transportation,
Distribution Operations, Logistics Strategy, and Project
Management. Lance is also the business unit leader for
Andersen Logistics, Inc.

He has a BBA in Management from The University of Texas at
Austin and a MBA from Southern Methodist University.
Dr. M. Douglas Voss, Ph.D., Assistant
Professor, University of Central Arkansas

Before joining Andersen, Lance spent nine years at EMCO
Enterprises, Inc. in progressively responsible positions in the
Logistics organization and as Managing Director of EMCO’s
Luray Operations. Prior to EMCO Enterprises, Lance worked
for Jacobson Warehouse Company in Des Moines, IA and Shell
Chemical Company in Deer Park, TX.

M. Douglas “Doug” Voss is an Assistant Professor
of Marketing & Supply Chain Management at The University
of Central Arkansas. Doug received his Ph.D. in logistics and
marketing from Michigan State University and an M.S. and
B.S. in Transportation and Logistics Management from the
University of Arkansas. Before beginning his position at The
University of Central Arkansas, Doug was post-doctoral
research associate at Michigan State University and also
worked in the truckload motor carrier industry. His research
has appeared in the Transportation Journal, the International

Lance is a member of the Warehousing Education and
Research Council (WERC) and a new member of Distribution
Business Management Association’s Supply Chain Leaders in
Action Program. Lance is a Board Chair of the St. Croix Valley
YMCA and is a Youth Basketball and Softball coach. Lance
holds a B.A. in Marketing from Iowa State University and a
M.B.A. from Drake University
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Global Risk ManagementAchieving a Sustainable
Enterprise
Leading companies continuously improve performance though
best practice strategy and operational efficiency and effectiveness.
In the global business environment, performance improvements
are often achieved through global
sourcing coupled with supply
base reduction, operational integration, as well as supply networking and network optimization.
However, the implementation of
these solutions has increased vulnerability to global supply chain
disruptions. In turn, global supply
chain risk management has
received increased attention.
Knowledge gained from a threeyear Michigan State University
(MSU) and Griggs and Associates,
LLC industry research initiative
funded by the U.S. Department of
Homeland Security (DHS) and the
National Center for Food
Protection and Defense (NCFPD)
can help industry address the
role of supply chain risk management as a means of mitigating
global supply chain disruptions.
The focus of the MSU-led
research was the protection and
defense of the U.S. food supply
chain from an intentional and cat-
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astrophic act of terrorism.
However, as research progressed
it became apparent that many of
the same risk mitigation and
response efforts critical to protect
against and respond to an act of
terrorism (e.g., caused by a terrorist state, special interest group,
and/or individual) also applied to
other unintentional global supply
chain threats (i.e. failure to operationally control supplier quality,
storms, floods, industrial accidents).
The MSU research initiative was
divided into three interrelated
focus areas: 1) benchmarking
and assessment of enterprise

supply chain security; 2) requirements for a standard security
process, and 3) supply chain incident response software. This article briefly summarizes research
findings and suggests how industry might use these findings to
achieve a more resilient and sustainable global supply chain.
Supply Chain Security
Brand Protection
Benchmarking
Assessment Instrument(s)
Benchmarking is a common
practice used by firms to assess
their capabilities in relation to
those of other firms. The MSU
benchmarking initiative sought to
assess the state of food industry
security best practice and create a
tool that would allow firms to
benchmark their security and
brand protection competencies
against best-in-class performers.
Under normal operations, an
enterprise would conduct routine
scheduled and/or special audits
with periodic benchmarking and
assessment of their overall brand
protection program and process
to achieve a secure and sustainable supply chain. MSU
researchers began by conducting
a series of in-depth interviews
with supply chain, security, and
quality management personnel.
Information gathered from these
interviews was used to construct

Exhibit 1: Supply Chain Security Competencies
Process Strategy- The executive commitment to enhancing security and instituting a culture of security
within the enterprise
Process Management- The degree to which specific security provisions have been integrated into processes
managing the flow of materials and products into and out of the firm
Infrastructure Management- Security provisions implemented to secure physical infrastructure and
products (e.g. buildings, transportation vehicles)
Communication Management- The security related internal information exchange between employees,
managers, and contractors
Management Technology- The effectiveness of existing information systems for identifying and responding
to a potential security breach
Process Technology- Specific technology (e.g. electronic seals, RFID) implemented to limit access and
trace the movement of goods
Metrics- The availability and use of measures to better identify and manage security threats
Relationship Management/Service Provider Management - The security related information sharing and
collaboration between the firm and its supply chain partners (e.g. customers, suppliers, and service providers)
Public Interface Management- The security related relationships and exchange of information with the government
and the public
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an on-line survey that assessed
the current state of food industry
security initiatives, practices, and
competencies.
The survey was built around a
framework of ten competencies
that drive security and defense
performance. These security competencies were identified within
and across each firm in the supply
chain and are presented in
Exhibit 1, Supply Chain Security
Competencies. Examples of security applications related to each
competency are presented in
Exhibit 2, Examples of Security
Competencies. After distributing
the survey and analyzing results,
responses were used to develop a
spreadsheet-based supply chain
security benchmarking tool
(available at
http://www.bus.msu.edu/msc
/SCMExecBrief/ ).
Periodic assessment utilizing the
MSU supply chain security benchmarking instrument, and/or other
tools, are critical elements of an
effective food protection, preparedness, and response program
. When firms use the benchmarking tool to compare their competency scores to those of top performing food firms, the spreadsheet calculates the difference
between the firm’s response and
best practices. The firm is then
able to compare its security capabilities to those of the highest performing food processing firms
from the research and identify
those competencies that need the
most attention. Non-food companies can also apply the benchmarking standards in an effort to
protect their brand.
Supply Chain SecurityBrand Protection Process
Through the MSU supply chain
security benchmarking initiative it
was determined that, in general;
no best practice supply chain
security process is currently
employed by the industry. Prior
research and practitioner discussions indicated that an enterprise
would benefit through a formal

Exhibit 2: Examples of Security Competencies
Process Strategy
• Senior management believes that supply chain security is critical for consumer and brand protection
• Firm has cross-functional representation on senior level security crisis management team
• Management support for security consciousness is indoctrinated through ongoing training
Process Management
• Defined procedures to complete product recalls
•Standardized procedures to control receipt and shipment of product
• Applies Hazard Analysis and Critical Control Point (HACCP) system
Infrastructure Management
• Application of gates, locks, access controls, and guards to restrict access to sensitive areas
• Application of monitoring equipment to detect unauthorized activity
• Controls to limit non-employees’ access to facilities and operations
Communication Management
• Incorporates modules on preventing contamination/security incidents into employee training
• Establishes defined communication protocols in case of a contamination/security incident
• Established defined reporting protocols in case of a contamination/security incident
Management Technology
• Able to quickly share information with employees in case of a contamination/security incident
• Information systems are secure
• Ability to track transactions by origin, destination, date, description, and route
Process Technology
• Ability to track and trace commodities and products up and down one stage in the supply chain
• Ability to track salvaged and returned products
• Transportation assets are sealed while not under control of the firm
Metrics
• Measures to track and monitor vulnerabilities (e.g., products, facilities, supply chain partners, etc.)
• Supply chain security metrics are based on a combination of internal, industry, and government
guidelines
Relationship Management/Service Provider Collaboration Management
• Applies external audits (as opposed to self-audits) to verify security procedures
• Maintains a database of emergency contact information for service providers
• Requires service providers to use government or industry security guidelines
Public Interface Management
• Complies with government-required record keeping regulations regarding threats and incidents
• Establishes communication strategy for providing information regarding contamination/security
incidents to appropriate government/ public agencies

security process. Such a process
would provide firms with a roadmap for the implementation and
maintenance of security programs.
A suggested 10-step best practice process was developed
based on a previously validated
method of process management
and control. Based on this
method, the supply chain security
brand protection process consists
of descriptions, objectives, and
specific performance metrics for a
series of defined steps.
Implementation of the process
would involve documenting courses of action in preparation for, and
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response to, incidents of different
severity as well as the timing of
audits and benchmarking assessments.
The security process includes
six actions:
• Assignment of security
responsibility within the
business unit and site
• Development of security
policies, procedures, and
guidelines
• Transfer of competence
through employee security
awareness, documentation,
and training

• Controlling access to people,
property, product, information
and facilities
• Reporting security related
incidents and responding to
reported incidents
• Annual validation of security
systems and services with revision based on lessons learned
Firms using a formal security
process stand to minimize potential operational disruptions and
improve security by instituting a
documented course of action for
security implementation, testing,
modification, and improvement.
Firms using the security process
are also more likely to avoid wasted effort, which could synergistically improve efficiency. The
MSU best practice security
process is presented as Exhibit 3,
Corporate Security-Brand
Protection Process.

Global Supply Chain
Management and Incident
Response
Despite the potential reduction
in incidents achieved through the
use of benchmarking and a formal
security process, the possibility of
an intentional or unintentional incident still exists. Given this reality,
the third phase of the MSU supply
chain security research initiative
sought to develop a web-based,
incident response software solution referred to as Rapid Track and
Respond (RTR). RTR is designed
to speed incident response in
order to mitigate negative effects
on consumers and firm performance.
In the event of a security incident, or even a product recall, it is
important to remove product from
retail outlets as soon as possible.
Removing contaminated product
from the outlets closest to the
security incident is easy. It is more

Exhibit 3: Corporate Security-Brand Protection Process
Vital Segments

Recommended Tool Set by Segment

Senior Management Input - Gain insight into business
philosophy, culture of business, objectives and security
expectations
Risk Assessment -Review of local crime statistics

Gain awareness through research and best practices- (e.g.
MSU supply chain security benchmarking tool)

Benchmarking - Security processes benchmarked with
peer enterprises
Facility Security Risk Assessment - Assess the security competencies at each facility and major process
Baseline Security Protection - Develop security program for top 10-20 risks that are always present and are
highest consequence by facility and process
Enhances Security Protection - Identify and address
risks beyond baseline risks. (e.g. likely high consequence,
low probability one time risks)
Security Program - Baseline and enhanced foundation
for overall security plan customized by enterprise, supply
chain member, location and even process. The plan should
be a dynamic process
Plan and Process Implementation - Communicate and
implement through appropriate site/process/enterprise
teams for the supply chain. Include rollout timetable and
scheduled plus random security assessments
Monitor & Control Process - Validate process plus
review after each incident. Provide timely information to
define anomalies/“non-compliances” to determine level of
significance and Courses of Action (COA)
Process Review - Reengineer the plan based on lessons
learned through after action reports, re-assessment of
risks and general use of the plan.
Achieving Security and Sustainable Performance

CARVER plus Shock or ORM - large enterprise; association
checklist and government guidelines- small enterprise
MSU benchmarking and assessment spreadsheet
CARVER plus Shock or ORM - large enterprise; association
checklist and government guidelines- small enterprise
Mitigation programs from risk assessment

Mitigation programs from risk assessment

Industry based security continuity programs

Industry audit and inspection programs with potential for
using web-based technology

Industry audit and inspection programs with potential for
using web-based technology

Implement continuous evaluation based on formal audit
and inspection plus re-assessment
Ongoing Review and Improvement
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difficult to determine the path that
the product followed, and the supply chain partners involved, to
arrive at the point of consumer
purchase. RTR was designed to
speed up this process. In
response to a potential food-borne
contamination incident, RTR utilizes information to rapidly identify
the probable points of production
(i.e., growers), processing, distribution, retail outlets, as well as the
scope of distribution and points of
potential consumption. The software was designed primarily for
use by environmental health agencies, who often uncover the contamination, and first response agencies, that are required to isolate
the points of contamination and
inform the public. Given these
roles, linking local environmental
health agencies into the extended
supply chain is an often overlooked but essential part of rapid
and proactive response.
RTR does not track product utilizing electronic tracking devices
such as RFID or GPS nor does it
replicate the functionality of supply
chain event or visibility models
designed to track and report the
precise location and/or movement
of an item through a supply chain
based on electronic tracking.
Instead, RTR utilizes brand names
as a means of mapping the supply
chain for a given commodity.
Brand names were chosen as the
“glue” to link the food supply chain
because consumers are often able
to remember the brands they purchase and brand-names are often
the first information given to first
responders.
The first step in making RTR
functional was to populate a database with distribution information
for a given product and brand of
this product. For the purposes of
demonstration, researchers
obtained publicly available information pertaining to the fresh spinach
supply chain as well as first
responders by county area. The
State of California provided a file of
5,800 processors/brokers/dealers.
The State of Michigan provided
files containing information on
44,000 outlets for food sale or

consumption. In-store visits identified fresh spinach brands and
brand sourcing for a limited number of supermarket chains. Other
information sources expanded the
database of retail points of purchase and consumption beyond
the geographical confines of
Michigan, adding 20,000 U.S.-wide
points of food sale and consumption, 8,000 pharmacy outlets, and
3,000 environmental health agencies.
In the event of an incident
involving fresh spinach, first
responders would access RTR online and enter the geographic location of the contamination and the
product’s brand name. RTR
would then use the data
described above to uncover the
most likely upstream distribution
path for that brand. Once the
upstream distribution path has
been sufficiently uncovered, the
process then identifies the most
likely downstream distribution
paths to the points of consumer
purchase.
At first pass, the list of implicated supply chain nodes is likely to
be extensive. As hours pass, first
responders usually become aware
of more affected persons. These
persons would also be asked to
provide the implicated product’s
brand name and purchase location and this information would be
introduced to RTR. At this point,
RTR is able to more precisely narrow down the upstream and
downstream distribution paths
and the process continues to
become more accurate as more
information is introduced.
The end result is a web-based
decision support tool that could
significantly reduce the time
required to identify sources of
contamination in the food supply
chain and more rapidly identify
points of consumer purchase or
consumption placed at-risk by
specific sources of food supply
chain contamination. Reducing
the time it takes to identify contaminated product also reduces the
number of lives affected and subsequent negative effects on brand
image and firm performance.

Risk Management and
Supply Chain Monitoring
and Response
The importance of risk management was a recurring theme
throughout all aspects of the MSU
research in terms of more effective 1) benchmarking, 2) process
management, 3) incident
response, and 4) allocating limited
resources to auditing the highest
risk suppliers. A supply chain is
only as secure as its weakest link.
Even the most prepared firms are
exposed to the negligence of their
suppliers. As an unfunded extension to the DHS-funded project,
the RTR research team also examined companies faced with the
task of monitoring suppliers in a
highly complex global supply
chain. In fact, RTR was built as an
extension to an existing software
product used to manage complex
inspection and auditing processes
on a global basis .
To say the least, tracking global
supplier performance and audit

results is a daunting process.
Adding risk-based process criteria
to that process significantly
increases this complexity. To better define the solution requirements for risk-based supply chain
monitoring and response, the RTR
research team analyzed: 1) corporate responses to the MSU benchmarking research, 2) non- proprietary information gleaned from
over 30 public and private sector
requests for proposals seeking
more effective and cost-efficient
approaches to monitoring and
managing inspection and auditing
process , and, 3) the responses
from environmental health agencies relative to inspection and incident response at the local level. .
An overall requirements set
believed necessary for implementing an effective risk-based supply
chain monitoring and event
response system is presented in
Exhibit 4, Solutions Requirements
Overview – Supply Chain
Monitoring and Response.

Exhibit 4: Solution Requirements Overview –
Supply Chain Monitoring and Response
Requirement Area
Comprehensive Supplier Profiles
Flexible Risk Assessment Calculations

Inspection/Audit Strategy Based upon Risk
Assessment
Supplier Audits

Supplier Certifications

Nonconformance Records (NCRs)
Corrective and Preventive Actions (CAPA)
Online Supplier Interactivity
Sampling and Product Testing

Consolidates Supplier Performance Data
Core Decision Support Tools
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Requirement Examples
Comprehensive profile data, entered directly or via integration, maintained in a central repository.
Risk scores calculated using defined categories and algorithms, with risk categories weighted by critical areas and
assessments calculated differently by focus (e.g. value social - environmental).
Supplier risk and performance combine to drive actions
and focus resources appropriately.
Built-In supplier audit program management with both
audit/inspection configuration flexibility and optional Infield audit software tools.
Ability to track certification, store certification documents
and inspection results, and disseminate information to the
right person with the appropriate information in a variety
of ways.
Optional data entry modes, each with restricted/authorized monitoring of NCRs
Full documentation and the ability to manually launch
investigation audits.
Secure online supplier access with defined
access/read/write authorizations.
A risk-based approach to testing, with the ability to
request (schedule) random sampling with define lab delivery instructions.
Current information available… Online – Anywhere Anytime
Online dashboards & scorecards, reports, notification systems

Exhibit 6: Risk Weighting Within Program Groupings

Public and private organizations must be capable
of assessing suppliers or licensees based on both
risk and past performance. The result of an assessment should be used to determine the appropriate
audit frequency, sampling plans, required courses
of action (e.g. a corrective action or documented
risk analysis plan), and the type of checklist for the
audit. Using this tool, high-risk suppliers with poor
track records can be audited more frequently, or in
a more detailed manner, than lower-risk suppliers
that consistently perform well. This enables the
organization to focus limited audit and inspection
resources at the points of highest risk.
In one example, a food import and re?export safety risk assessment program was required to cover
over 80,000 food items. Exhibit 5 illustrates a
simplified view of how inspection frequency, based
on the risk and performance of each supplier, was
used to determine inspection frequency. Risk was
defined as the severity of potential consequences
times the probability of occurrence (Probabilistic
Risk Assessment) and it dictated where and how
limited resources were deployed.
Once the suppliers have been scored within the
risk categories, overall supplier risk can be computed. Past performance indicators can be determined
using multiple methods, including a numeric score,
grade, or percent failures. The assessment of supplier risk and past performance can help direct
compliance and inspection resources appropriately.
As a supplier’s risk score and performance change,
the course of action is altered, by either increasing
or decreasing inspection frequency.

High

Very High Risk
30 Day inspections

High Risk
60 days

Medium Risk
90 days

Medium

Severity of Occurrence

Low

High Risk
60 days

Medium Risk
90 days

Low Risk
120 Days

Low

Probability of Occurrence
Medium

Medium Risk
90 days

Low Risk
120 Days

Very Low Risk
150 Days

Risk Weight
40%
35%
15%
10%
100%

Supplier Quality Risk Categories
Microbial risks
Chemical risk
Consumption rate of the foods
Health effects on vulnerable groups
Country of origin
Total

Risk Weight
40%
30%
10%
10%
10%
100%

Exhibit 6 provides simplified examples of risk
categories and weights that could be used to calculate supplier risk for a social accountability program
versus a supplier quality program: In some cases,
automatic scoring within the risk categories can be
used. Manual assessments may be required in
other cases. A country of origin risk score could be
based simply on the geographic location of the
supplier and could be pre-populated. Risk assessment experts may need to provide the score or
scoring methodology for more complex risk categories (e.g. supply chain length/complexity). Risk
scores can also be obtained from inspection results
(e.g. inspector can indicate the presence or lack of
labor compliance programs, which can then create
the supplier score in that category). If business
rules allow, the calculated supplier risk score can
be overridden based on a management decision.
An overall view of the complexity of risk-based
monitoring of an extended and complex supply
chain is depicted in Exhibit 7, Managing Supply
Chain Risk.
As noted above, the importance of risk management was a recurring theme throughout all aspects
of the research. It was raised both in terms of more
effective process management and, perhaps even
more frequently, in terms of cost effectiveness
through the allocation of limited resources to areas
of highest risk.
This article summarized the MSU-led food supply
chain research initiative and four tools/techniques
that firms may use to reduce global supply chain
risk. Risk management lies at the heart of effective
monitoring and response efforts. Risk management is a matter of social responsibility and acting
as a good steward to the interests of firm stakeholders. Simply put, it is the only practical and eco-

Exhibit 5: Simplified Risk-based Inspection Frequency Determination
High

Social Accountability Risk Categories
Supply chain length/complexity
Country of origin
Type of product
Labor compliance program
Total

For greater flexibility, risk can also be defined and
evaluated differently based on the certification and
inspection program, type of supplier, and/or the
types of products or services supplies provide. For
example, a supplier might be considered low-risk in
the quality program but high-risk in the social
accountability program. The algorithm(s) used to
calculate risk scores should be configurable and
vary by program.
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Exhibit 7: Managing Supply Chain Risk

Footnotes & Credits
Michigan State University (MSU) and Griggs
and Associates LLC conducted its
Department of Homeland Security (DHS)
sponsored research on global food supply
chain security from 2004 through 2007
under a grant awarded by the National
Center for Food Protection and Defense
(NCFPD). NCFPD is a DHS Center of
Excellence lead by the University of
Minnesota
This research was supported by the U.S.
Department of Homeland Security (Grant
number N-00014-04-1-0659), through a grant
awarded to the National Center for Food
Protection and Defense at the University of
Minnesota. Any opinions, findings, conclusions, or recommendations expressed in this
publication are those of the author (s) and do
not represent the policy or position of the
Department of Homeland Security.
Closs, David J., Cheri Speier, Judith
Whipple, & M. Douglas Voss (2008), “A
Framework for Protecting Your Supply
Chain”, Supply Chain Management Review.
March 2008, pages 38-45

nomically sound approach that
both public and private organizations can afford.
Summary: Achieving a
Resilient, Sustainable
Supply Chain
Knowledge gained from the
three-year Michigan State
University and industry research
initiative funded by the U.S.
Department of Homeland
Security (DHS) as well as the
extension of that research into
the area of risk-based supply
chain management can be used
to help industry address critical
supply chain issues
The overview presented of the
food supply chain benchmarking
tool can assist in the assessment
of the security programs for an
enterprise with comparison
against suggested top performing companies. The food supply
chain focused benchmarking tool
is available at
http://www.bus.msu.edu/msc/SC
MExecBrief/. The benchmarking
tool is focused upon the food
supply chain but is applicable in

other industries as well.
The suggested standard security process provides the basic
steps to assist an enterprise in
implementing a program with a
best practice methodology that
is similar to that implemented in
total quality management.
Implementation of the process
assists in identification of security risks that could disrupt or otherwise affect the supply network
while also prescribing security
controls to reduce or eliminate
these risks through the use of
mitigation programs.
Analysis of decision support
tools for response to supply
chain incidents and for monitoring complex global supply chains
suggests that an effective enterprise responses to catastrophic
supply chain incidents will
require that risk management
capabilities become an integrated part of an enterprises overall
supply chain monitoring system
and that appropriate public sector incident response organization be considered part of an
extended supply chain. .
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o you think that successful supply chain operations are similar with the
same competencies? If so, you’d
better rethink the situation
because, according to experts,
your organization may have an

D

infeasible supply chain strategy.
Examples abound of successful
but different supply chains within
the same industry. Wal-Mart and
Nordstroms in retail, Southwest
Airlines and British Air in passenger air travel; Toyota and
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Mercedes Benz in the auto industry, the University of California and
the University of Phoenix in the
college education industry are all
examples of successful organizations with completely different
supply chain strategies. Selecting
the appropriate supply chain strategy and determining the level of
competency required to support it
are now two of the biggest challenges facing supply chain managers.
The purpose of this article is to
reflect on the theory and development of supply chain strategy from
the works of selected experts on
strategic planning such as Michael
Porter and Michael Hammer. It will
begin by reviewing the basics of
business strategy and supply chain
strategy and then offer ideas for
matching an appropriate supply
chain strategy with each business
strategy.
The Basics on Business
Strategy:
Michael Porter is probably the
best known author on modern
business strategy from his founding work Competitive Strategy.
This work posited that business
competition could be classified
into three generic strategies:
1. Overall cost leadership (price
strategy) - Focus on aggressive
construction of efficient scale facilities, vigorous pursuit of cost
reductions, tight cost and overhead control, avoidance of marginal customers, and cost minimization in areas of R&D, service, sales,
advertising, etc. to create a lower
cost base than competitors.
Examples are Wal-Mart,
McDonalds, and Southwest
Airlines.
2. Differentiation leadership (product strategy) - Focus on design and
brand image that is perceived
industry wide as being unique
from competitors. Examples are
Mercedes Benz, Saks Fifth
Avenue, and Rolex.
3. Niche leadership (customer
strategy) – Focus on a particular
buyer group, segment of the prod-

uct line, or geographic market with
ability to serve this market niche
better than broader competitors.
Another best selling book on
the subject was The Discipline of
Market Leaders by Michael
Treacy and Fred Wiersema. They
identified four dimensions of
customer value as price, speed,
service and quality and specified
four rules for establishing a successful strategy as:
Rule #1: Excel in one dimension
of value
Rule #2: Maintain threshold
competence in the other
value dimensions
Rule #3: Dominate in the chosen
dimension by constant
improvement
Rule #4: Build an appropriate and
excellent operating model
They identified the same three
strategies for value capture as
Porter:
1. Operations Excellence (price
strategy) - combination of quality,
price and service that competitors
cannot match.
2. Product Leadership (product
strategy) - best products and services period with leading edge
innovation.
3. Customer Intimacy (customer
strategy) - tailors products and
services to individual buyer needs
at reasonable prices.
Another best seller on business
strategy was The Profit Zone by
Adrian Slywotzky and David
Morrison. Their research revealed
that organizations with successful
business strategies had four elements in common:
1. A unique and well defined customer value proposition that identified the solutions that customers
needed.
2. A plan for capture of economic
value added (EVA) that targeted
the portion of the customer needs
to be provided at a profit.
3. The core competencies
required to capture the EVA.

4. A constant evaluation of the
scope of offerings to stay in the
profit zone.
Their recommendation for realizing these elements was to reverse
the value chain by starting with
customer needs and working
backwards to core competencies.
This way the strategy is tailored to
the customer rather than trying to
find customers for the organization’s core competencies.
The Basics on Supply
Chain Management
Strategy:
The experts pointed out the
need for appropriate process
strategies to execute the business
strategy and this includes a supply
chain strategy, which should be
the point of concern for supply
chain managers. Porter pointed
out a supply chain strategy problem in a Harvard Business Review
article titled “What is Strategy?” in
which he pointed out that operational effectiveness (OE) is not
strategy. While both are essential
to superior performance, they
work in different ways. An OE
advantage is to perform similar
activities better than rivals. A strategy advantage is to select different
activities than rivals or perform
them in different ways. Thus,
excellent supply chain performance alone is not a sufficient
competitive advantage. It can
become the adage of being the
very best provider of an obsolete
product – like horse shoes.
A further warning on faulty supply chain strategy came from
another Harvard Business Review
article “What is the Right Supply
Chain for Your Product?” by
Marshal Fisher of the Wharton
School of Business. Fisher identified two basic types of competitive strategy and two types of supply chain strategy. The two types
of competitive strategy:
• Functional strategy = staple
product and services that satisfy
basic needs and are sold in a
wide range of outlets such as
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groceries and gas. They have
rather long product life cycles
and predictable demand, which
invites competition that leads to
low profit margins.
• Innovative strategy = fashion,
design, or technology bearing
products and services such as
consumer electronics and sports
wear that are unique and give
consumers additional reasons to
buy. Because of their uniqueness and low competition, they
acquire high profit margins, but
the newness of them and their
short life cycles makes demand
highly unpredictable.
The Two Supply Chain
Strategies:
• Physically Efficient Process required to fulfill predictable
demand efficiently at the lowest
possible cost.
• Market Responsive Process –
required to respond quickly to
unpredictable demand in order
to minimize stockouts, forced
markdowns, and obsolescence.
Matching Supply Chain Strategy with
Competitive Strategy
COMPETITIVE STRATEGY
SUPPLY CHAIN
STRATEGY
RESPONSIVE
EFFICIENT

FUNCTIONAL

INNOVATIVE

MISMATCH
MATCH

MATCH
MISMATCH

The concluding 2 x 2 table
shows that a supply chain strategy
is only appropriate for one type of
market strategy and completely
inappropriate for the other. This
begins to explain how Wal-Mart
can be successful in the functional
marketplace with an efficient supply chain strategy while Saks Fifth
Avenue can be successful in the
innovative marketplace with a
responsive supply chain strategy.
For Wal-Mart, shipping goods in
ocean containers from Hong Kong
to New York that takes 6 - 8 weeks
at $3,000 each is appropriate;
while for Saks, chartering 747s to
fly garments on hangers overnight

from Hong Kong to New York in
time for store openings at a cost
of over a quarter of a million dollars one way is appropriate. The
simple Fisher model served notice
that supply chain strategy needs to
conform to the competitive strategy and that one supply chain strategy does not fit all.
Unfortunately, the matching of
business strategy to appropriate
supply chain strategy is not quite
as simple as the Fisher 2 x 2
model. Strategy experts suggested that there are four customer value strategies, not two:
product, price, service, and
speed. Although product
(Fisher’s innovative strategy) and
price (Fisher’s fundamental strategy) remain the most popular,
speed and service are gaining in
importance. Speed is becoming
increasingly important as pointed
in a Business Week article, titled
“Speed Demons.” It predicted
that speed is now a new value
medium, like money, and that it
will replace innovation in competitive importance among product strategy companies in the
race to commercialize new products and services. The importance of service in modern competition was pointed out by
Michael Hammer in his book The
Agenda, the follow-on to his
ground breaking book
Reengineering the Corporation.
He explains that an emphasis on
service is due to an unprecedented shift in power from providers
of products and services to the
customers. This has created two
new strategy components:
ETDBW (easy to do business
with) and MVA (more valueadded), which both have service
orientations.
Experts also suggest there are
more than two distinct supply
chain strategies to support the
competitive strategies. Dr. Hau
Lee of Stanford University and of
“bull whip” fame is one of those
experts. He identified four supply
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CUSTOMER STRATEGY

SUPPLY CHAIN STRATEGY

Product

Effective Operations & Fast Service

Price

Efficient Operations & Dependable Service

Speed

Tailored Operations & Personalized Service

Service

Agile Operations and Differentiated Service

chain strategies in an article
“Aligning Supply Chain Strategies
with Product Uncertainties” in an
issue of California Management
Review as: 1) efficient, 2) responsive (effective), 3) risk hedging
(tailored), and 4) agile. Using the
four customer value strategies
and these supply chain strategies
produces a mapping of customer
strategy to supply chain strategy
as follows:
From the Fisher model, effective
supply chain strategy now matches both product and the emerging
speed strategy and efficient supply chain strategy remains for the
price strategy. However, two new
supply chain strategies have been
added. The Tailored supply chain
strategy accommodates the new
service intimacy strategy from
Hammer and an Agile supply
chain strategy from Dr. Lee
accommodates the realization
that many companies do not have

pure competitive strategies but
multiple target markets and customer values. For example,
Anheuser Busch crafts beers for
different market segments such
as Busch in the price segment,
Bud in the service segment, and
Michelob in the Product segment.
Automobile manufacturers, consumer electronics, and clothing
manufacturers also differentiate
their offerings. One of the most
visible examples of this strategy
is the three classes of service on
international flights. Even companies with pure product quality
strategies have products in different stages of the life cycle:
emerging, growth, maturity, and
death. The different stages have
different requirements from their
supply chains. Thus, most companies have some degree of
mixed customer strategy that
requires an Agile supply chain
strategy.

Disruptive Demographics in Supply Chain
(continued from page 00)
place, already trained and ready to
work.
This is not to say that younger
works should be overlooked. On
the contrary, it is imperative that
companies take a three pronged
approach of retaining older workers, attracting younger workers
and off-setting human-touch labor
as much as possible in order to
optimize the people in our organizations. But the fact that much of
our future success will be dependant on our ability to hold onto
older workers can not be ignored.
The changes made now regarding
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automation, work process and
benefits will serve as enablers to
attract new workers and retain
existing talent for longer than previously believed.
It appears that companies that
learn to capitalize on their “aging
talent” will fare better in the long
run. With luck and planning they
will, at least, not suffer the fate of
the fictitious and doomed company at the beginning of this article.
There is a Japanese proverb that
states, “When you are dying of
thirst, it is too late to think about
digging a well”. What are you
waiting for? Start digging!
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